
24. PROGRESS REPORT: CORRECTING HIGH RISK AREAS

The High Risk Program focuses attention and re
sources on eliminating major risks confronting Federal 
agencies and programs. High risk areas are those weak
nesses that warrant top-level attention at the agency 
and by the Congress. OMB compiles the List and pub
lishes it in the President's Budget in order to assure 
attention to these matters and to provide a tool for 
public accountability.

In 1993, agencies generally continued to make good 
progress in correcting high risk areas. OMB’s assess
ment of agency efforts appears in the last column of 
Table 24-1 below. Of the 104 high risk areas included 
on the List throughout 1993, OMB concluded that:

• Agencies have made sufficient progress to warrant 
deletion of 25 areas from the List. These areas 
are assessed with a “D”.

• In 22 areas, agencies have made significant 
progress. This means that the agency has pro
duced a corrective action plan that, if imple
mented, will either eliminate the risk or reduce 
the (risk to an acceptable level; and has imple
mented enough of the plan to have concrete, meas
urable accomplishments. These areas are assessed 
with a "1”.

• In 47 areas, agencies have active efforts underway 
to improve progress. This means that the agency 
has undertaken a serious effort to eliminate the

risk or reduce the risk to an acceptable level. Im
plementation of the corrective action plan is on 
the right track, but the plan may need additional 
refinement; or, the agency has produced an accept
able corrective action plan, and is proceeding with 
implementation, but has not gotten far enough 
to prove that the risk has been reduced or the 
problem solved. These areas are assessed with a 
« 2 ”

• In eight areas, OMB has reservations about the 
adequacy of agency progress anchor plans. This 
means that the agency has not produced an ade
quate corrective action plan; or, has failed to make 
reasonable progress towards implementing its 
plans. These areas are assessed with a “3”.

• One area should be removed from the List because 
unilateral action by the agency to correct the prob
lem is not feasible. The Administration will con
sider whether legislative changes (to the Single 
Audit Act) are needed in 1994.

Seven areas are being added to the List this year, 
and two areas are being merged. Thus at the beginning 
of 1994, the High Risk List includes 84 areas. The 
Administration remains committed to ensuring that 
these issues receive priority attention as part of the 
ongoing effort to improve management of Federal agen
cies and programs.

Table 24-1. PROGRESS REPORT: HIGH RISK AREAS BY AGENCY 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) 
and Rural Development Administration 
(RDA) Loan Programs: High total delin
quencies ($9B) and high delinquency 
rates (17 percent) in 1993.

There are $53B in outstanding FmHA and 
RDA loans. At risk: up to $12.8B identi
fied in allowance for doubtful accounts.

FmHA has made some improvements to credit management through (i) work-out of large loans in excess 
of $1M; (ii) expanded use of contract appraisals; and (iii) standard lender agreements for farm and 
housing programs. However, FmHA is no longer using the Strategic Business Plan completed in June 
1992, which contained plans to improve credit management through a second level review of all loans, 
separate underwriting units, and centralized servicing. FmHA is developing a new plan based on the 
concept of “supervised credit.”

Next steps: OMB believes that FmHA must (i) determine a course of action to resolve internal control 
problems and improve underwriting and servicing of farm and housing loans, including reviewing op
tions for centralized servicing of single family housing loans; (ii) review options for escrow accounting in 
its single family housing program; and (iii) develop an Information Systems Plan to guide FmHA/RDA 
automation efforts in light of the proposed USDA reorganization.
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276 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Food and Nutrition Service (FNS): Food 
Stamp illegal trafficking for cash, drugs, 
and weapons; and fraudulent retailer ac
tivity.

1994 budget includes $25B for Food Stamp 
Program. At risk: ability to detect both 
food stamp trafficking by individuals and 
fraudulent retailer activity, with an esti
mate of over $100M in benefits diverted 
annually.

FNS has undertaken significant steps to address food stamp trafficking and fraudulent retailer activity, 
including (i) procuring additional equipment to enhance trafficking investigations; (ii) establishing use 
of the False Claims Act as a sanction tool for trafficking cases (resulting in settlements of $1.1M); and
(iii) updating requirements for processing investigative sanctions against authorized retailers. USDA’s 
Inspector General, in conjunction with FNS staff, has undertaken an aggressive program to detect 
fraudulent retailer activity, including: (i) analyzing sales and redemption data for irregularities; and (ii) 
detecting ineligible use and illegal selling of food stamps. In 1993, the OIG conducted 783 food stamp 
fraud investigations resulting in 750 convictions and $10M in fines and penalties. Additionally, during 
1993, the implementation of electronic benefit transfer (EBT) to distribute food stamps was enhanced. 
FNS now authorizes States to implement EBT systems and is developing standard EBT report formats 
on retailers with suspicious food stamp activity.

Next steps: (i) Analyze and revise the computer generated violation prone profile of authorized retailers, 
(ii) Increase the number and collections of False Claims Act civil prosecution settlements and judge
ments. (iii) Expand use of the field automation system by investigators from 33 percent to 40 percent.
(iv) Issue an evaluation report of EBT in Maryland which includes an analysis of EBT vulnerabilities 
for trafficking.

1

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation 
(FCIC): Overpayment of claims.

FCIC has a $1B annual operating level. At 
risk: $100M in losses paid to reinsurance 
companies.

FCIC has undertaken initiatives to strengthen management oversight, establishing field compliance of
fices to increase monitoring of reinsured companies, and improving two data reporting systems. To en
hance this effort, in 1993 FCIC (i) hired a reinsurance accounting specialist to establish standards for 
conducting and implementing ongoing evaluations of reinsurance companies* annual financial state
ments; (ii) began redefining qualifications criteria for the standard reinsurance agreement; and (iii) 
began using methodology (error rate measurement) to evaluate reinsurance company performance, be
ginning in crop year 1995.

Next steps: (i) Continue to implement financial evaluation standards and qualifications criteria, (ii) Use 
error rate measurement to evaluate reinsurance company performance.

1

FmHA, Rural Rental Housing Program 
(Multi-family loans and Rental Assist
ance): Multi-family housing (MFH) pro
gram lacks adequate oversight and inter
nal controls.

Outstanding MFH loans total $10.8B, with 
$17M delinquent in 1993. At risk: annual 
losses of approximately $35M (fraudulent 
construction and maintenance) and $79M 
(interest credit and rental assistance 
payments).

FmHA plans to reduce vulnerability in the MFH program through a combination of specialized financial 
analysis training, possible reorganization and centralization of the MFH program, amended regulations, 
and new legislation. In 1993, FmHA (i) completed basic financial analysis training for its National Of
fice and field employees and trained 400 employees in advanced financial analysis; (ii) published regu
lations for improved underwriting; and (iii) proposed regulations to (a) require that project reserve ac
counts be deposited in supervised bank accounts, and (b) limit profit layering, subsidy layering and 
other activities associated with Identities of Interest problems.

Next steps: In 1994, FmHA will (i) continue advanced training program; (ii) finalize the proposed rules; 
(iii) propose legislation to permit tenant wage matching; (iv) review centralization of the MFH program 
into the State offices as part of USDA reorganization; and (v) complete cost control pilot to test whether 
public bids, as opposed to negotiated contracts, will result in lower construction costs.

2

Department-wide financial systems: Inad
equate financial system controls, plan
ning and implementation, and inaccurate 
financial reports.

USDA administers programs which had 
authorized budget authority of $68. IB in 
1993 and direct loan authority of $11B. 
At risk: loss or misapplication of budget 
resources due to unreliable management 
information.

Long-term, pervasive problems in the operation of Department-wide and many bureau-specific financial 
systems underlie inaccurate reporting and ineffective controls. The Secretary’s 1992 FMFIA Report 
could not provide overall assurance that USDA complied with either internal control or financial sys
tem requirements. Furthermore, nine bureaus did not certify as to the accuracy of their 1992 financial 
statements and another six bureaus provided conditional certifications. The Department recognizes that 
new approaches are needed to design and implement modem integrated financial systems. A central 
team of bureau-experienced specialists has produced a systems vision and strategy report. OMB has re
viewed this document and supports it, and will continue to review other key planning documents pro
vided by the team over the next 12 months. ADDED TO THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: During 1994, USDA plans to begin to procure and install a new general ledger, funds control 
and cost accounting system. The core system is targeted to be implemented by 1996; most bureau-spe
cific systems would begin to be modernized and integrated with the new system during the two years 
following core implementation.

A

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

DOC: Computer site security is weak.

1994 budget includes $621M for ADP. At 
risk: assurance that this investment and 
DOC data are protected from loss.

ADP and other security for sensitive and classified systems will continue to have associated risks but the 
methodology, plans, oversight and monitoring instituted by the Department in this area are now ade
quate. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.
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24. PROGRESS REPORT: CORRECTING HIGH RISK AREAS 277

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

DOC: Financial systems are not in compli
ance with govemmentwide standards 
and are seriously outdated, fragmented, 
inadequately controlled, and costly and 
difficult to maintain.

DOC financial systems process $3.4B annu
ally. At risk: assurance that these funds 
are being accounted for in an accurate 
and timely fashion.

In 1993, DOC (i) completed a technical feasibility analysis and in-depth functional evaluation of another 
agency's financial system and decided to drop it from consideration; (ii) conducted market research on 
off-the-shelf core financial systems and developed a source selection plan to evaluate bidders; (iii) estab
lished teams which have started working towards acquiring new procurement, property, and travel sys
tems; and (iv) identified a paperless personnel system (PERSACTION) at DOD which DOD has agreed 
to modify for DOC and other USDA National Finance Center payroll system clients.

Next steps: (i) Acquire a new Department-wide core financial system using off-the-shelf software during 
1994. (ii) Conduct market research on procurement and property systems to be acquired in 1995. (iii) 
Start a pilot test of the PERSACTION system at two or three locations in 1994. (iv) Acquire a travel 
system in 1994 for pilot implementation in 1995. (v) Develop the Commerce Financial Reporting System 
to implement the reporting requirements of the CFOs Act. (vi) Correct financial internal control and re
lated financial reporting problems.

2

National Weather Service (NWS), National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA): Major systems acquisition prob
lems delaying NWS modernization.

1994 budget provides $189.7M for procure
ment of NWS systems. At risk: 
$50M-$60M in additional annual operat
ing expenses if systems do not perform 
as specified.

Several major systems are involved in NWS’ modernization effort, making it a complex and costly under
taking. NWS has experienced contract cost overruns and missed deadlines, but NWS management has 
made improvements, including resolving major contract disputes. Existing systems and equipment are 
outdated and in many instances are becoming saturated. The new systems being delivered are perform
ing well and are producing significantly improved weather forecasts and warnings. In some instances 
though, technical problems have prevented NWS from meeting original commissioning schedules. An 
essential issue is operations management and logistics. Actions to prevent overcharging for spare parts 
and improved logistics planning are being pursued. One of the largest components of NWS' $4B mod
ernization program, the Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) program, continues to experience 
some problems. Automated Surface Observation System (ASOS) is working well and is generally per
forming as intended.

Next steps: The first NWS NEXRAD system is scheduled to be commissioned by July 1994; complete de
ployment of NWS NEXRAD systems is planned for December 1996; complete confirmation of oper
ational capabilities at all planned weather forecast offices and river forecast centers is planned for 
1999.

2

NOAA: Geostationary Operational Environ
mental Satellite (GOES) technical devel
opment problems.

1994 budget provides $123.7M for GOES. 
At risk: the loss of weather estimating 
capability.

Launching the GOES satellite is essential because the current satellite’s useful life ends in 1995. The 
GOES project had been hampered by cost overruns and schedule slippage but a considerable portion of 
the necessary corrective actions have been implemented. A change in management has occurred; more 
realistic schedules have been developed; operational requirements (meteorological requirements) have 
been met; and GOES is within budget.

Next steps: Launch to occur by June 1994, and initial operational capability is projected for November 
1994.

1

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

DoD: Supply operations are inadequate due 
to inventory growth and weak manage
ment of inventories.

DoD supply inventory almost $80B in 1993. 
At risk: $100M.in potential loss or theft.

DoD’s actions in 1993 to reduce its inventory levels included: (i) issuing revised policies to improve re
quirements determination, acquisition, and retention of materiel; (ii) consolidating inventory control op
erations; (iii) competing spare parts procurement; and (iv) improving the distribution of existing stock. 
These actions have decreased materiel budgets and inventory levels. As a result, the ratio of active to 
inactive stock increased from 2:1 in 1988 to nearly 4:1 in 1992, indicating a more efficient stock system. 
Disposal of outdated or unneeded supplies has increased from $6.4B in 1988 to $20.3B in 1992.

Next steps: (i) Issue war reserve materiel policy, (ii) Develop revised supply operations performance meas
ures. (iii) Implement better and more standardized logistics information systems, (iv) Improve visibility 
of existing assets to reduce unnecessary orders, (v) Expand use of accepted commercial practices. By 
1997, DoD plans to reduce the inventory's value from $80B to $64B.

2

DoD: Information technology data stand
ardization, telecommunications and secu
rity are deficient.

The $9.5B DoD Information Technology 
budget for 1993 included $2.5B for devel
opment and modernization. At risk: use 
of old and inefficient processes, and un
authorized access or misuse of sensitive 
Defense data.

The Department continues to take action to correct data standardization, telecommunications, and secu
rity deficiencies. For example, telecommunications deficiencies are being addressed through the devel
opment of a new Defense Information Systems Network. DoD has made good progress in correcting 
identified deficiencies by: (i) developing standard security measures to precede any transmission of mes
sages; (ii) establishing a Center for Information Systems Security; (iii) performing a bottom-up informa
tion security policy review; and (iv) publishing procedures for standardizing data elements. [The scope 
of this high risk area has been redefined; it was previously characterized as part of the Corporate Infor
mation Management initiative.]

Next steps: In 1994, continue completion of short-term and long-term planned milestones. All elements of 
the Defense Information Systems Network are to be completed and operational by 1997; all DoD sys
tems will utilize standard data elements by 1997.

2

DoD: Contract administration controls over 
DoD property in private contractor pos
session inadequate.

$83. IB in property and facilities in posses
sion of DoD contractors. At risk: $17M in 
potential loss or theft.

DoD property in the possession of private contractors includes facilities, materiel, and special tooling and 
equipment; this property is located at over 4,000 contractor sites. DoD has made significant progress in 
strengthening control and accountability over its contractors. Corrective actions included increasing 
control over contractor access to the DoD property management system, which resulted in better mon
itoring of contractor reutilization and disposal of property. In addition, the Department has imple
mented new regulations, guidance, and training programs to increase its administrative control over 
contractor use of DoD property. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.
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278 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

DoD: Management, reporting and budg
etary controls over contracted advisory 
and assistance services (CAAS) need 
strengthening.

CAAS contracts estimated at $1.5B annu
ally. At risk: $15M in potential fraud or 
waste.

In June 1993, DoD completed an OMB-requested review of service contracting and found no major prob
lems were solely related to CAAS. This review validated previous corrective actions, which included 
new procedures that (i) strengthen management controls and procedures for the use of CAAS resources; 
(ii) better define CAAS for identification and reporting purposes; (iii) require an annual assessment of 
component internal management controls; (iv) require component sponsored CAAS training; and (v) re
quire an annual assessment to the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisitions) of component implementa
tion of CAAS policy and procedures. DOD had also distributed a “Guide to Contracted Advisory and As
sistance Services,” to help users of contractor support services better understand the procedures for ac
quiring and using CAAS. DOD funding for CAAS was reduced from $1.6B in 1989 to $1B in 1993. DE
LETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D

DoD: Financial accounting processes and 
systems produce inaccurate and unreli
able information for managing the De
partment’s real and personal property, 
inventories, and other activities. [This 
high risk area has been expanded to en
compass all DoD financial accounting 
processes and systems from that address
ing real and personal property only.]

DoD’s 1994 planned financial systems in
vestments and operations total over $1B. 
At risk: ability to obtain accurate and 
complete financial statements and other 
managerial information for DoD; control 
over resources lost or stolen.

GAO, military audit agencies, and DoD Inspector General audits continue to identify serious weaknesses 
in DoD’s financial accounting systems and processes. Requirements of the Chief Financial Officers 
(CFOs) Act have highlighted DoD's inability to produce auditable financial statements for the Army, 
Air Force, and Defense Business Operations Fund (DBOF). Due to the severity and pervasiveness of 
these Department-wide financial accounting problems, DoD must implement immediate corrective ac
tions and aggressively make long-term improvements.

The Department must develop integrated financial accounting procedures and systems to control, track, 
and value DoD assets, including real and personal property and inventories, liabilities, and operating 
activities for financial reporting purposes, and then reconcile accounting data with supporting logistics 
and procurement systems.

DoD has planned numerous system and procedural changes to facilitate the preparation of financial state
ments required by the CFOs Act and better coordinate the accounting, procurement, and logistics func
tions. In 1992, DoD centralized finance and accounting functions in the Defense Finance and Account
ing Service (DFAS). However, the quality and accuracy of the accounting data provided to DFAS from 
the various feeder systems and processes must be significantly improved. A system was selected from 
existing property systems to be migrated for real and personal property, and testing will be conducted 
in 1994. In 1993, DoD developed the DBOF Improvement Plan to identify the numerous steps required 
to establish the financial accounting processes and systems needed to properly manage DoD inventory.

Next steps: (i) Complete testing and installation of migratory property system in DFAS and other DoD ac
tivities. (ii) Fully implement recommendations of the DBOF Improvement Plan, (iii) Develop minimal 
functional and financial requirements for other accounting systems that can be selected and migrated 
from existing systems to provide critical information, (iv) Validate accuracy of underlying accounting in
formation. (v) Continue to resolve material weaknesses relating to accounting policies and procedures, 
internal controls, and financial management systems identified through financial statement audits, (vi) 
Implement migratory accounting systems at DoD agencies and military installations.

2

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

ED student financial aid (SFA) program 
management: Federal Family Education 
Loan (FFEL), formerly the Guaranteed 
Student Loan (GSL), and other SFA pro
gram abuses, fraud, and significant man
agement weaknesses. Department’s 
“gatekeeping” procedures for determining 
which schools can participate in Federal 
student aid programs have been weak, 
leading to high default levels. Guaranty 
agencies have little capital at risk, with 
Federal guarantees now up to 98 per
cent.

1994 appropriations include $12B for stu
dent aid programs. At the end of 1993, 
outstanding guaranteed student loans to
talled over $60B. At risk: new loan de
faults, which have reached some $2.5B 
annually.

In 1993, default costs dropped to $2.6B from $3.2B in 1991. In 1993, ED awarded the National Student 
Loan Data System (NSLDS) contract to improve information on guaranteed student loans, and estab
lished conditional certification for schools to simplify process for removing poorly performing schools 
from participation in program. Closure of 1,078 schools in the last three years is directly attributable to 
the default reduction statutes, other compliance and oversight activities, and the institutions’ loss of ac
creditation or State licensure. Still, General Accounting Office and Office of Inspector General reports 
continue to criticize aspects of the FFEL program structure and overall SFA management. While efforts 
to improve management are being made, the complicated FFEL program structure and provisions, such 
as the number of participants (schools, guaranty agencies, lenders, and secondary markets), continue to 
present serious problems. In 1993, Congress enacted a Federal direct student loan program which will 
phase down guaranteed loans in favor of Federal direct loans.

Next steps: (i) Continue intensive monitoring activities of guaranty agencies and lenders and manage 
their orderly phase-out. (ii) Implement 1992 amendments for stricter accreditation, eligibility, and cer
tification controls over schools for all SFA programs, including Pell Grants, (iii) Continue to implement 
Postsecondary Education Participant System to track institutional eligibility and monitoring activities, 
(iv) Continue management improvements in guaranteed loan program as the law shifts departmental 
focus to new direct loan program, (v) Publish regulations to implement the Amendments to Higher Edu
cation Act (HEA) of 1992. (vi) Implement legislation (Student Reform Act of 1993) to create direct loan 
program, (vii) Continue to implement NSLDS system.

3
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24. PROGRESS REPORT: CORRECTING HIGH RISK AREAS 279
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

ED financial management systems: Inabil
ity to provide accurate and useful data 
for decision making and to produce reli
able Department-wide financial reports.

In 1994, $31B in loan subsidies, grants and 
administrative costs is supported by 
these systems. At risk: assurance that 
reliable information for reporting and ef
fective management of these programs is 
available, and that investments in new 
systems will not be negated by poor data 
integrity.

ED’s financial systems deficiencies are due to: (i) erroneous data in subsidiary mixed systems; and (ii) in
compatible data exchanges between subsidiary systems and technically obsolete primary accounting 
system. In 1993, the Department continued reconciling data in the payment and the accounting sys
tems for all fund accounts. Within the systems redesign project: (i) a feasibility study was performed to 
determine whether custom or existing software would best suit ED's needs; (ii) functional requirements 
and data requirements were completed; and (iii) a detailed workplan for redesign steps was completed. 
In addition, subsidiary summary data modules within two feeder systems—Federal Family Education 
Loans and payroll/administrative payments—were implemented.

Next steps: In 1994 ED plans to (i) implement subsidiary summary data modules for the remaining feed
er systems; and (ii) award a contract to install, test and modify a new core financial system.

2

ED-wide audit follow-up: Audit follow-up 
improvements needed.

ED receives audit reports with monetary 
findings of $500M annually. The number 
of audit reports ED receives is expected 
to double in 1994 due to implementation 
of the Higher Education Reauthorization 
Act of 1992. At risk: collection of funds 
owed to ED if audit follow-up is not time
ly or effective.

ED’s Deputy Secretary commissioned a senior-level committee to address longstanding audit follow-up 
problems and prepare for anticipated increase in audit workload. The committee has developed a De
partment-wide post audit mission statement and strategic plan, including milestones. In addition, ED 
increased the focus on priority audits by (i) streamlining the resolution of low dollar value audits; (ii) 
publishing a validation strategy for follow-up on audits of ED management of programs; and (iii) mak
ing improvements to the automated Common Audit Resolution System (CARS). However, ED’s backlog 
of audit reports unresolved for more than six months is growing (from 130 on March 31, 1993 to 182 on 
September 30, 1993), and the Office of Inspector General has reported that ED's efforts to implement 
significant audit recommendations in a timely manner need improvement.

Next steps: ED to develop and implement policies on (i) the best use of Single Audit Act audits; (ii) a risk- 
based approach to conducting and resolving Student Financial Aid and proprietary school audits; (iii) 
receiving and resolving anticipated Lender audits; and (iv) improving the Department’s internal audit 
resolution and corrective action completion performance.

2

ED-wide program monitoring: Compliance 
and performance monitoring inadequate.

Departmental 1994 budget is over $3 IB. At 
risk: assurance that these funds are 
being spent effectively.

The Department-wide Monitoring and Performance Measures Team (MPMT) was re-chartered to provide 
advice on performance-based management to ED’s Reinvention Coordinating Council. The MPMT will 
now focus on strategic planning, performance measurement, the development and use of performance 
data for improved management and program performance, and monitoring procedures. The MPMT has 
(i) developed monitoring standards; (ii) proposed substantially revising ED’s internal directive on dis
cretionary grants monitoring; (iii) held a two day strategic planning session; and (iv) supervised devel
opment of performance measures for five pilot programs.

Next steps: The Department’s proposal to develop a core set of performance measures was accepted as a 
National Performance Review “reinvention laboratory.” ED will develop performance measures for all 
appropriate programs and require its principal offices to submit annual monitoring plans. Many of the 
corrective actions scheduled for 1993 have been delayed until 1994, including: (i) issuing a guidebook on 
development and use of performance measures; (ii) developing a Department-wide directive on formula 
grants monitoring; and (iii) improving Department-wide training and reporting requirements for mon
itoring.

2

ED-wide computer security: Security of 
computer systems inadequately re
viewed.

Of the 27 major financial computer systems, 24 have now had security reviews. The remaining three re
views are nearing completion. An updated ADP Security Manual has been drafted and is now in clear
ance. ED will continue working to update the ADP Technical Controls Handbook detailing security pro
cedures for local and wide area networks. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Reconfiguration of DOE nuclear weapons 
complex: Weapons complex must be 
reconfigured as policy decisions are made 
on reducing the nuclear weapons arsenal.

1994 budget includes $4.7B for nuclear 
weapons-related programs. At risk: nu
clear deterrence capabilities.

Significant world events have resulted in major reductions to U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile require
ments and substantially impacted DOE’s strategy for reconfiguring its weapons complex. Since the De
partment does not have a current requirement to produce nuclear weapons, it now has sufficient time 
to reconfigure the complex to meet future national security requirements. DOE has taken steps to en
sure it can produce tritium if needed. A Capability Assurance Program was implemented to assure 
DOE maintains the necessary research, development, testing and production technologies essential to 
maintaining the current stockpile, providing safety and reliability to the stockpile, and designing and 
producing new warheads should national security requirements so dictate. DELETED FROM THE 
HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: Continue implementing Capability Assurance Program and consolidate most non-nuclear 
manufacturing into one dedicated facility.
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280 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Environmental management: DOE faces 
large and complex environmental clean
up and waste management problems at 
many of its facilities.

1994 budget! includes $6.2B for environ
mental restoration and waste manage
ment activities. At risk: potential long
term adverse impact to workers, the pub
lic or the environment; and failure to 
comply with external environmental reg
ulations anchor agreements.

Significant environmental management problems exist at DOE facilities. DOE is working to meet the re
quirements of 74 enforceable compliance and cleanup agreements. In 1993, DOE completed cleanup of 
206 contaminated areas; initiated a Benchmarking for Cost Improvement Study to identify cost savings 
in cleanup activities; and introduced new initiatives to address the highest priority problem—tank 
waste cleanup at the Hanford site.

Next steps: (i) Strengthen integrated planning efforts to implement program objectives outlined in Envi
ronmental Restoration and Waste Management 5-Year Plan, (ii) Emphasize broader stakeholder in
volvement in setting program priorities, and continue to work with regulators to negotiate realistic 
schedules that reflect risk-based priorities, (iii) Complete development of program performance meas
ures focusing on achieving outcomes, (iv) Increase Federal positions by 1200 to improve program execu
tion.

2

Nuclear safety: Safety deficiencies exist at 
some DOE nuclear facilities.

1994 budget1 includes $1.8B to address 
health and safety risks (both nuclear and 
non-nuclear). At risk: protection of DOE 
workers, the public and the environment.

DOE has undertaken several initiatives to improve safety. A Safety and Health 5-Year Plan, identifying 
resources and priorities for improvements, is being implemented. During 1993, (i) an Occupational Safe
ty and Health Worker Protection Pilot Program was established at four DOE sites; (ii) a Performance 
Indicator and Trending Program to help assess and report progress in improving safety performance 
was implemented; (iii) a comprehensive epidemiological database was established to better define the 
magnitude of health and safely problems; (iv) a memorandum of understanding was developed with the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the Department of Health and Human 
Services to provide for effective govemmentwide coordination in the area of safety and health and a 
credible external analytical epidemiology research program; (v) upgraded nuclear safety requirements 
were issued; and (vi) a Spent Fuel Working Group was established, which assessed 66 facilities storing 
spent nuclear fuel and other nuclear materials to identify problems with unsafe storage conditions.

Next steps: (i) Implement nuclear safety standards upgrade project, (ii) Develop comprehensive Depart
mental safety and health policy, (iii) Implement OSHA regulations at all Departmental sites.

2

Nuclear waste storage and disposal: Nu
clear waste storage and disposal capabil
ity is inadequate.

1994 budget includes $581.4M for these 
program areas. At risk: long-term stor
age and disposal of nuclear waste gen
erated by Federal and commercial facili
ties.

DOE has experienced delays in implementing nuclear waste storage and disposal projects at the Waste 
Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) in New Mexico and Yucca Mountain, Nevada. DOE is pursuing a strategy 
for WIPP, whereby DOE laboratories will conduct demonstration testing of both simulated and real 
transuranic waste in preparation for meeting certification criteria under development by EPA. At Yucca 
Mountain, DOE is conducting site characterization to determine suitability as a repository for spent 
fuel and high-level waste. During 1993, DOE also: (i) completed the Exploratory Studies Facility site 
preparation and 200 feet of tunneling at Yucca Mountain; (ii) proposed establishing a revolving fund to 
provide higher and more predictable funding levels, along with financial management controls, to per
mit more rapid scientific investigation in order to minimize total project costs; and (iii) completed initial 
design study of a multi-purpose canister concept for the storage, transport, and disposal of spent nu
clear fuel.

Next steps: Continue with (i) site characterization of Yucca Mountain; (ii) laboratory testing to determine 
suitability of WIPP for disposal operations; (iii) negotiation efforts to identify a voluntary host site for a 
Monitored Retrievable Storage facility; and (iv) evaluation of the multi-purpose canister concept to miti
gate utility storage problems.

2

Reimbursable work: DOE reimbursable 
work controls need improvement.

1994 budget includes $1.6B in apportion
ment authority for this function (exclud
ing Naval Reactors, Cost of Work for 
Others). At risk: inappropriate perform
ance of reimbursable work and cost re
covery.

DOE has completed a Department-wide review of its reimbursable work program. This review has vali
dated that substantial progress has been made to improve the financial and administrative controls in 
this area. Although some deficiencies still exist in the classified reimbursable work area, they are not 
considered of such a magnitude to warrant characterization as a high risk area. DELETED FROM THE 
HIGH RISK LIST. Department will track as a material weakness.

Next steps: DOE will implement an annual training program on classified reimbursable work agreements 
and issue technical review performance guidance.

D

Contract/project management: Weaknesses 
exist in contract and project management 
for contractor operated DOE facilities.

1994 budget includes $17B for DOE con
tracting. At risk: assurance that contract 
funds are being spent efficiently and ef
fectively.

DOE needs to reform contract and project management practices to reduce costs and improve contractor 
performance. During 1993, to control contract costs, DOE froze contractor salaries, established a 10 per
cent reduction target for support services contracts in 1994, improved acquisition regulations, and es
tablished accountability guidelines for contractor civil penalties and management of indirect costs. DOE 
also verified contributions to contractor employee pension plans and improved policies to better manage 
these assets. In May 1993, the Secretary initiated a Contract Reform Team to conduct a top-to-bottom 
review of existing contracting practices and make recommendations to increase contractor accountabil
ity, stimulate competition, and simplify administration.

Next steps: During 1994, DOE will begin implementation of key initiatives resulting from the rec
ommendations of the Contract Reform Team. Additionally, DOE plans to (i) incorporate improved ac
countability requirements in contracts for the management of DOE plans and laboratories; (ii) develop 
and implement improvements to the Department's project management policy; (iii) implement a formal 
change control process for major construction projects and major systems acquisitions; and (iv) establish 
a program to place Headquarters personnel on-site to conduct contractor purchasing systems reviews at 
selected facilities.

2
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24. PROGRESS REPORT: CORRECTING HIGH RISK AREAS 281
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Health Care Financing Administration 
(HCFA): Medicaid management systems 
inadequate to estimate Medicaid costs 
accurately.

1994 projected Federal cost of Medicaid 
program is $87.4B. At risk: ability to es
timate Medicaid costs accurately. Mises
timates have been as high as 10 percent 
of outlays.

HCFA has implemented three new automated data systems, increasing the information available when 
making Medicaid budget forecasts. The new systems are: (i) State Plan Data (spDATA), an on-line sys
tem that tracks changes to State Medicaid plans as they are received in HCFA regional offices; (ii) 
Budget Pressures Reporting System (BPRS), which monitors issues affecting Medicaid budgets, such as 
court cases and proposed State legislation; and (iii) Medicaid Budget Forecasting System (MBFS), 
which provides State level Medicaid budget estimates for key States. Information from all three sys
tems were used in development of the mid-session review projections for the 1994 Medicaid Budget. TTie 
first annual editions of two reports drawn from the spDATA system—National Comparisons and Medic
aid State-by-State Profiles—have been published.

Medicaid budget forecasts are now closer to actual expenditures. This may be due to economic changes 
and other Medicaid program changes as well as the better forecasting information now available. DE
LETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D

HCFA: Medicare making payments that 
should be made by other insurers.

1994 projected cost of Medicare program is 
$163.9B. At risk: hundreds of millions of 
dollars annually in payments by Medi
care that should have been paid by other 
insurers.

HCFA has been attempting to identify Medicare beneficiaries who have other health insurance through a 
data match with SSA and IRS records. Where the data match for tax years 1987-1991 identified Medi
care beneficiaries with other insurance, HCFA has updated beneficiary files to prevent further inappro
priate payments; and sent mistaken payments reports to contractors instructing them to begin the re
covery process. HCFA now publishes quarterly data match reports on employers contacted, recoveries 
identified, and resultant savings. HCFA also reduced the backlog in mistaken payments identified but 
not recovered, and issued demand letters for recoveries within statutory time limits. HCFA has issued 
a request for proposal for an initial enrollment questionnaire.

Next steps: HCFA plans to: (i) continue data match for succeeding tax years and related recovery and pre
vention activities; (ii) evaluate effectiveness of recovery procedures; and (iii) award contract for the ini
tial enrollment questionnaire.

1

Indian Health Service (IHS): Insufficient fi
nancial controls and inattention to man
agement led to weaknesses in IHS pro
gram. Issues previously unresolved in
cluded: IHS was not paying lowest pos
sible price for contract health services; 
not all IHS health facilities had achieved 
quality assurance through accreditation; 
IHS needed to improve collections where 
beneficiaries have other insurance; and, 
IHS needed to develop action plans to 
address material weaknesses identified 
in 1992.

1994 cost of IHS programs is $1.9B. At 
particular risk: S350M funding for con
tract health services.

IHS has implemented significant management reforms, leading to important program improvements. In 
1993, IHS completed corrective action on the last major area of concern: contract health services. Sev
enty-nine percent of high volume IHS providers now offer IHS services at discounted rates, up from 72 
percent in 1992. The opportunity for further improvement may be limited, given that IHS must fre
quently deal with providers who are the only health care source in isolated communities. In addition, 
all IHS hospitals and health centers are now accredited, and 1993 third party collections reached a 
record of $159M, up from $66M in 1988.

IHS has developed corrective action plans for material weaknesses identified in 1992 (procurement, 
alcoholisnV substance abuse program, and advance payment system). No new material weaknesses 
were identified in 1993. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Departmental Financial Systems: HUD 
lacks an integrated financial manage
ment system, and existing systems suffer 
from inefficiencies, incompatibilities, and 
internal control problems.

1994 budget includes $30M for implemen
tation of HUD’s Financial Systems Inte
gration Plan. At risk: assurance that fi
nancial systems will provide timely, ac
curate, and useful financial information 
to manage $160B in HUD insurance, 
guarantees, subsidies, loans, and grants.

In 1993 HUD organized a Systems Integration Steering Committee to oversee the budget, resources, 
project plans, and progress for all HUD system integration initiatives, and empowered each HUD As
sistant Secretary to develop systems plans based on their strategic business plans. In December 1993, 
HUD issued Department-wide standards for systems development projects. Major integration projects 
currently underway include: (i) core accounting, for which HUD has selected an off-the-shelf software 
package; (ii) Section 8 financial systems (see next high risk area); and (iii) a Federal Housing Adminis
tration (FHA) mortgage insurance system, for which FHA is currently developing a project plan.

Next steps: (i) Finalize the mortgage insurance system project plan, with schedules and milestones, and 
submit to the Steering Committee for approval, (ii) Implement the administrative core accounting soft
ware package by October 1, 1994.

2
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282 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Section 8 Financial Systems: HUD's exist- 
ing systems are inadequate to verify ten
ant information in Section 8 subsidy pro
grams and to accurately forecast funding 
needs for expired Section 8 contracts that 
are renewed.

1994 budget outlays for Section 8 low in
come housing assistance estimated at 
$14B. At risk: assurance that funds are 
used for eligible recipients, and that 
there is adequate fund control for over 
$100B in long-term contractual funding 
commitments, serving 3 million families.

Both FHA and Public and Indian Housing (PIH) used data from CFS, one of the two new Section 8 finan
cial systems, to prepare their 1995 budget estimates. PIH has standardized contracts for its certificates, 
vouchers and moderate rehabilitation programs. FHA has developed and implemented tenant data col
lection software in all ten regions using TRACS, the other Section 8 system. HUD will be issuing a rule 
requiring all owners/agents to submit tenant data electronically through TRACS.

Next steps: PIH plans to: (i) re-examine business processes; (ii) utilize the new HUD administrative core 
accounting system to improve operations; and (iii) enhance CFS to provide for contract generation by 
the system by October 1994. FHA plans to: (i) collect and verify assisted project and subsidy contract 
data by February 1994; (ii) re-engineer CFS-LAN based information to the HUD mainframe platform 
by August 1994; (iii) complete the tenant certificatioiyVoucher processing software release by October 
1994; and (iv) implement the full budget forecasting capability using tenant and contract data by July 
1995.

2

FHA Single Family Housing Asset Manage
ment: Management controls for Single 
Family properties and notes do not pro
tect the financial interests and resources 
of the government.

Approximately $3.8B in Single Family 
notes in inventory at end of 1993; 1993 
property disposition proceeds were $3B. 
At risk: assurance that HUD does not 
incur excessive property management 
and preservation fees, or excessive losses 
from note assignments.

FHA’s Single Family property disposition activity was previously identified as a high risk area as a result 
of five material weaknesses. Significant improvements have been made in weaknesses related to sys
tems support and controls over closing agents. However, improvements for weaknesses related to the 
procurement and administration of contract services have not been fully implemented. In addition, the 
Single Family portfolio of assigned notes has grown substantially, with 15,506 notes added in 1993; the 
total existing inventory is 101,000 cases. FHA is unable to properly service these notes. A comprehen
sive Asset Management Strategy has been developed for both Single Family and the more troubled 
Multifamily program to: (i) improve field operations and support; (ii) reduce field office workload to 
focus on asset management; (iii) implement tools to prevent defaults and assure financially and phys
ically sound properties; and (iv) obtain enhanced tools through legislation.

Next steps: (i) Increase reliance on the private sector for review of proposed assignments, thereby freeing 
HUD staff for prevention of new note assignments, (ii) Improve the quality and efficiency of servicing 
by consolidation or restructuring of functions, (iii) Develop means to remove mortgages from the port
folio, including asset sales, (iv) Fulfill critical training needs.

2

FHA Fund Equity: Mutual Mortgage Insur
ance (MMI) fund equity may not be suffi
cient to cover losses during periods of ad
verse economic conditions.

$309B of insurance was in force at the end 
of 1993. At risk: FHA’s ability to pay po
tential claims without seeking appropria
tions or higher fees.

The National Affordable Housing Act (NAHA) of 1990 set MMI capital fund ratio targets of 1.25 percent 
for 1992, and 2 percent in the year 2000. FHA failed to meet the goal in 1992. A 1993 independent ac
tuarial analysis showed only a 0.43 percent capital ratio in 1992, but projected improvement to 0.72 
percent by the end of 1993. While the Housing and Community Development Act of 1992 repealed some 
reforms designed to strengthen the MMI Fund (e.g., the 57 percent financing limit on closing costs), it 
did not affect other key reforms of NAHA, namely the risk-based premium structure and the financing 
limit of 97.75 percent of value. The actuarial study reported that if these reforms remain in place, the 
Fund can meet the statutory 2 percent capital ratio target for the year 2000. (A capital ratio of 2.44 
percent in 2000 was projected by the study.)

Next steps: In 1993, HUD initiated a study to project the 1994 capital ratio and review options to ensure 
actuarial soundness. The study, which is to be completed in June 1994, will also carefully analyze the 
potential increased risk to the Fund as a result of the significant refinancing activity in 1992 and 1993.

2

GNMA Title I Claims: Manufactured hous
ing loans made by FHA have excessive 
claims against GNMA’s mortgage-backed 
securities program. GNMA has suffered 
losses due to poor underwriting practices, 
collateral depreciation, and limited (10 
percent) FHA indemnification.

$3B in manufactured housing loans out
standing in GNMA portfolio at end of 
1993. At risk: approximately $100M in 
additional defaults had been anticipated.

Implementation of stringent Title I underwriting procedures by the Department have reduced losses. 
Losses for 1993 were $46.5M, significantly below anticipated losses of $50M to $100M. During 1993, 
GNMA adopted a portfolio management strategy for the $700M in defaulted manufacturing housing 
loans. GNMA continues to maintain a moratorium on the approval of new issues for manufactured 
housing. At present, the remaining principal balance for the Title I portfolio in mortgage-backed securi
ties is $2.9B. This represents less than 1 percent of the $416B in securities that are guaranteed by 
GNMA. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D

FHA Multifamily Housing Loan Servicing 
and Property Disposition: The Depart
ment has an excessive growth in ac
quired and assigned multifamily prop
erties and notes, due in large part to in
adequate servicing of the insured port
folio.

$44B of insurance in force. At risk: $5.6B 
was added in 1992 for claim loss reserve, 
for a total reserve of $12B.

Provisions of the 1986 tax act reducing benefits of ownership, overbuilding, cyclical downturns in the in
dustry, and the failure of the coinsurance program have contributed to the increase in assigned prop
erties and notes, as has inadequate multifamily loan servicing. The number of multifamily properties 
and notes in inventory has grown from 160,000 in 1987 to 370,000 in 1993. FHA has developed a Multi
family Asset Management Strategy both to reduce the HUD-held portfolio and to minimize the number 
of new notes/properties added to the FHA portfolio. However, implementation of the Multifamily Asset 
Management Strategy is just underway, and will require 36 months for completion.

Next steps: Although proposed legislative changes to overcome the 1987 legislative restrictions on the 
sales of MF properties were not enacted during the last congressional session, the Department is pursu
ing sales within existing statutory authority. For 1994, the Department’s goal is to sell and close 102 of 
the 182 properties owned, a substantial increase from the current year’s performance. This action will 
accomplish a net reduction in the HUD-owned inventory, reducing holding costs for the Department. 
During 1994, the Department plans also to strengthen its ability to reduce losses and lower risks by: (i) 
continuing education and training programs for field and Headquarters personnel to provide consistent 
direction for loan servicing activities; (ii) providing more efficient use of existing tools to improve claims 
processing; and (iii) encouraging proactive servicing for default prevention and loss mitigation, such as 
refinancing loans with high interest rates to current market rates.

3
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24. PROGRESS REPORT: CORRECTING HIGH RISK AREAS 283
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT—Continued

'High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Public Housing Authority (PHA) Manage
ment: PHAs are mismanaged; 43 PHAs, 
which contain 20 percent of all public 
housing units, have been identified as 
“troubled.”

PHAs administer 70-80 percent of the 
HUD budget. At risk: assurance that 
$18. IB in annual appropriations are 
used for intended purposes.

Many PHAs are not effectively managed, resulting in: (i) vacant units while waiting lists for low-income 
housing grow; (ii) units that do not pass inspection guidelines for safety and sanitation, and (iii) uncol
lected rents. HUD has implemented the Public Housing Management Assessment Program (PHMAP) to 
measure the management performance of each PHA and determine the need for HUD intervention. In 
1994, part of a $3.2B modernization budget was provided to troubled PHAs to contract for technical as
sistance in correcting identified deficiencies.

Next steps: HUD plans to: (i) continue to identify troubled PHAs and institute corrective actions to reduce 
the number of troubled PHAs; (ii) institute additional program reforms in public housing, including the 
demolitioiVdisposition of the worst public housing units and devolving more responsibility to local gov
ernments; (iii) pursue an aggressive policy towards placing poorly managed PHAs in receivership and 
replacing ineffective management; and (iv) review its management policies to focus more on troubled 
public housing authorities and less on routine matters.

2

GNMA: Oversight of major contract oper
ations is inadequate.

$422B Mortgage-Backed Securities Pro
gram. At risk: limited assurance that 
contract services are properly performed 
or that claims for services are reasonable 
or valid.

GNMA relies heavily on contractors to carry out asset management and program responsibilities associ
ated with its Mortgage-Backed Securities Program. GNMA hired an audit contractor to monitor the 
contract compliance of its master subservicers and two other contractors. A substantial number of re
views were completed in 1993. IG confirmed that these reviews have improved GNMA’s oversight of its 
contract services. In 1993 GNMA also established a monitoring plan to ensure identified deficiencies 
are corrected. GNMA has taken steps to ensure that its subservicers reconcile escrow accounts for prin
cipal and interest and for tax and insurance. However, some subservicers do not yet fully comply with 
monthly financial reporting requirements. ADDED TO THE HIGH RISK LIST.

A

Next steps: In 1994 GNMA plans to complete a review of its contract agent for issuer monitoring and 
analysis. In addition, GNMA plans to hire a contract specialist to coordinate all activities related to 
contracts with outside parties. The contract specialist will be responsible for providing independent ad
vice on ways to improve GNMA contract management activities.

Resource Management: HUD methods of 
formulating resource needs and utilizing 
available resources are inadequate.

At risk: HUD’s ability to ensure efficient 
and effective use of resources for achiev
ing program results, while minimizing 
program risk and susceptibility to fraud, 
waste, and abuse.

As part of the Secretary’s "Reinventing HUD” initiative, the Department has undertaken a number of ini
tiatives to address resource management and staffing issues. An overall approach for meeting Adminis
tration FTE targets by 1999 has been developed, although it will require revision if “buyout” legislation 
does not pass. The Department completed a review to streamline Headquarters operations in December 
1993. A streamlining and consolidation of field offices to better utilize staff and improve program deliv
ery was announced December 2, 1993; this change had been recommended by the National Performance 
Review. A strategy, workplan, and schedule for implementation of field reorganization is scheduled to 
be developed by September 30, 1994. ADDED TO THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: By September 30, 1994, HUD plans to develop and implement a results-oriented annual plan
ning process linked to the budget process. A redesigned resource management process is to be available 
for the formulation of the 1996 budget.

A

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Bureau of Land Management (BLM): Inad
equate oil and gas inspection strategy to 
verify on-shore production and usage.

$500M in revenues are received annually. 
At risk: less than $1M due to improper 
production verification (down from 
$50M-$70M in 1992).

During 1993, BLM significantly improved production verification efforts through redesigning and imple
menting its Inspection and Enforcement (I&E) strategy, with a focus on production accountability and 
environmental protection. BLM (i) issued its annual I&E strategy; (ii) increased number of inspectors 
from 104 in 1990 to 145 in 1993; (iii) held I&E training courses for managers; (iv) trained 106 inspec
tors; (v) held a nationwide I&E workshop; (vi) conducted a management control review on I&E federal 
lands; and (vii) began use of an I&E matrix for planning, reporting and evaluating nationwide inspec
tions involving production, drilling, plugging, workover, and environmental impact. Inspections have in
creased 6.2 percent, from 48,969 in 1990 to 52,063 in 1993.

Next steps: Continue refining I&E strategy; hire and train 10 additional inspectors; and fully implement 
I&E matrix including use of performance measures to evaluate effectiveness of new I&E strategy.

1

Office of Territorial and International Af
fairs (OTIA): Lack of adequate financial 
management in the insular governments.

OTIA 1994 budget is $81.9M. At risk: 
$30M due to improper use of grant 
funds.

OTIA has begun implementing a management control program to improve financial management systems 
and controls and grant administration in the insular governments. The program entails evaluating the 
insular areas’ grant and financial management capabilities, providing basic financial management and 
management control training to Territorial personnel, enhancing grant and financial oversight activi
ties by OTIA staff and initiating new technical assistance approaches and projects. While OTIA has 
thus far fulfilled its milestones, the existing legislative mandate prevents the Department from direct
ing and ensuring compliance with financial management improvement initiatives in the Territories. 
Moreover, the likelihood that expanded authority of this type will be forthcoming in the future is ex
tremely remote. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. Department will track as a material weak
ness.

Next steps: Continue implementing management control program.

D
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284 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA): Seriously 
deficient financial systems.

The program level in BIA is over $2B an
nually in budget authority. At risk: ac
counts receivable of $20M; delinquent 
loans of $18M; $25.5M in accounting er
rors in irrigation and power accounts.

During 1993, BIA identified invalid debts totalling $5.9M and removed them from the billing and ac
counting system. BIA also reconciled remaining pre-1990 cash differences with Treasury for all ac
counts except those shared with the Office of Trust Funds Management. Although system support re
sponsibilities were nominally transferred to the BIA' s Division of Accounting Management, serious 
delays in recruiting well-qualified staff have caused planned improvements to slip, raising doubts about 
BIA’s ability to handle systems support. While invoice backlogs have been reduced, cash reconciliation 
differences with Treasury for post-1990 transactions are growing, and projects to install central collec
tion processes for loans and accounting control over irrigation and power billings are lagging. OMB has 
serious reservations about the progress of this project as well as the adequacy of oversight by the Divi
sion of Accounting Management.

Next steps: OMB, Departmental management and BIA need to develop a new improvement plan to sta
bilize the monthly cash reconciliation process, create an effective central loan collection unit, and design 
an effective recruitment program.

3

BIA: Inability to account for and reconcile 
Indian Trust funds.

There are $2B in tribal and individual In
dian Trust funds. At risk: $6.3M in po
tential losses due to mismanagement.

During 1993, with oversight and assistance from OMB and DOI’s CFO office, BIA revised and imple
mented a contract to reconcile $1.5B in tribal trust funds for the period 1972-1992. Specifically, BIA: (i) 
executed an extensive financial and source documents search; (ii) launched full-scale reconciliation on 
approximately 641,000 transactions worth over $103B; (iii) began special procedures reviews for five 
tribes; (iv) initiated "fill the gap” work expanding reconciliation procedures to include data on receipt of 
income from originating source documents; (v) completed the investment to finance systems reconcili
ation; (vi) contracted with a CPA firm to certify reconciliation work; and (vii) started preparing option 
papers addressing problems in land records management, fractionated heirship, and reconciling individ
ual Indian monies.

Next steps: Reconciliation and certification work will continue into 1995. During 1994, BIA plans to com
plete work on (i) reconciliation of all transactions for the period 1972-1992; (ii) special procedures re
views for five tribes; (iii) “fill the gap” reconciliation; (iv) reconciliation of the finance system to the U.S. 
Treasury; and (v) publication of option papers in the areas of land records management, fractionated 
heirship, and reconciling individual Indian monies. Additionally, work will continue on (i) additional 
reconciliation procedures as required; (ii) developing draft of agreed upon procedures special purpose re
ports; and (iii) certifying the reconciliation work.

2

BIA: Longstanding deficiencies in the man
agement of BIA school facilities and BIA 
dam safety.

1994 budget includes $82M for these pro
grams. At risk: health and safety of the 
affected Indian communities.

BIA has implemented sound strategies for addressing problems in both BIA school facilities and dam 
safety. For school facilities, BIA has implemented all actions detailed in its facilities remedial action 
plan; established a “hot line” to report safety violations; and received additional funding for major 
building repairs. For dam safety, BIA determined and established the responsibility for dam safety op
eration and maintenance and continued with corrective action work on BIA dams. DELETED FROM 
THE HIGH RISK LIST. Department will track as a material weakness.

Next steps: (i) For school facilities, continue monitoring implementation of facilities remedial action plan, 
(ii) For dam safety, establish a cycle operation and maintenance budget item in 1995 and continue mon
itoring of corrective action work on BIA dams.

D

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Departmental: Debt collection information 
systems are inadequate to support man
agement of litigation and collection activ
ity on an estimated $12.3B inventory.

There are more than S12.3B (1992 esti
mate) in pending civil claims receivables 
in Justice’s inventory, including approxi
mately $11.4B in receivables outstanding 
that were referred to Justice by other 
agencies for litigation anchor collection 
action. At risk: non-collection of up to 5 
percent of total (representing potential 
additional collections from improved 
management information).

In 1993, future funding issues were resolved by passage of law allowing Justice to retain up to 3 percent 
of amounts collected pursuant to civil debt collection litigation activities to be used to pay the costs of 
processing and tracking such litigation. In November 1993, Justice awarded a contract for development 
and implementation of Departmental financial litigation and collection management information sys
tem.

Next steps: (i) Begin nationwide implementation of the system; implement in 7 of 94 U.S. Attorneys’ Of
fices in 1994. (ii) Establish multi-agency advisory group to advise Justice on the reporting needs of cli
ent agencies and central management agencies (OMB and Treasury) in early 1994.

2

Departmental: Asset forfeiture information 
systems are inadequate to ensure pro
gram integrity or achieve full revenue- 
generating potential of the Asset Forfeit
ure program.

Seized Asset Forfeiture inventory valued at 
$1.9B at end of 1993. At risk: 
$25M-$30M annually in increased reve
nue and cost savings.

The Asset Seizure and Forfeiture program continues to be a successful govemmentwide enforcement tool 
in combating crime. The Executive Office for Asset Forfeiture (EOAF) has lead responsibility for the de
velopment and implementation of a centralized Consolidated Asset Tracking System (CATS) that will 
integrate asset seizure and forfeiture information of all Federal agencies participating in the Justice 
Asset Forfeiture program. An implementation plan for CATS was completed March 1993; full systems 
implementation is anticipated in September 1994. Full activation of CATS is essential. Also, quality as
surance plans and improved work statements for contract support were developed; uniform asset for
feiture policies and procedures between Justice and Treasury were established.

Next steps: Implementation of CATS by September 1994 and evaluation of CATS by December 1994; de
velopment of a module in CATS for Asset Forfeiture Case Tracking to run in the U.S. Attorneys’ offices.

2
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Executive Office of U.S. Trustees (EOUST): 
Need to increase oversight to prevent 
fraud, misappropriation, and breach of fi
duciary standards by private trustees.

Estimated amounts in bankruptcy accounts 
is $29B. No risk to Federal funds but pri
vate funds are subject to potential loss or 
fraud.

Progress was made in 1993 to rid the court docket of backlogged bankruptcy cases and to uncover wrong
doing by private trustees, their employees, and debtors. A record number of criminal referrals was 
achieved in 1993. Enforcement priorities were established. Attention was given to reorganizing case
loads, particularly those in which there was little creditor activity, and reallocation of positions to of
fices with highest caseloads is planned. Detailed analyses of field operations were conducted. Resources 
are being targeted to areas requiring attention, e.g., audit and audit resolution, closure of old cases, 
criminal enforcement and greater oversight of private trustees.

Next steps: (i) Review alternatives and improve allocation of Trustee positions on caseload priority basis 
by March 1994. (ii) Complete security risk analysis to support systems replacement by June 1994 and 
redesign case management systems by September 1995. (iii) Increase the returns to unsecured creditors 
and debtors by reducing professional fees and Trustee administrative expenses.

2

Bureau of Prisons (BoP): Overcrowding af
fects safety and security.

1994 budget provides $2.2B for BoP. At 
risk: the safety and security of prison 
staff, inmates and surrounding commu
nities.

Prison overcrowding must be reduced to ensure safe and secure conditions for community, staff and in
mates. Considerable progress has been made in this area. Inmate population in the Federal prison sys
tem is 39 percent over rated capacity as of September 30, 1993, a reduction from 69 percent reported in 
1990. BoP plans to add 35,000 beds in the next four years; the 1995 BoP capacity plan projects a de
crease in the overcrowding rate to 32 percent by the end of that year. Resolution of this high risk area 
is predicated on availability and use of resources provided in previous budgets. These funds are com
mitted for construction projects but are not technically “obligated” until procurement award is effected. 
At times, procurement awards are delayed by community opposition and for environmental impact 
studies.

Next steps: Complete planned construction and monitor the plan closely because inmate population may 
increase faster than capacity due to increased level of criminal litigation in judicial system.

1

BoP: Not all prisons comply with fire anc^ 
or hazardous waste disposal codes.

1994 budget provides $1.5M for corrective 
actions. At risk: possible environmental 
damage, personal injury, fines, and court 
action if compliance is not achieved.

BoP has completed life safety surveys at all 68 active facilities. Remedial projects for the final 20 facilities 
surveyed are now being reviewed. BoP has completed 4,860 (78 percent) of the initial 6,254 remedial 
projects identified by the surveys. All immediate life and health safety risks due to hazardous waste in 
Federal prison facilities have been corrected. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. Department 
will track as an “area of significant concern.”

Next steps: BoP and the Department will closely monitor to ensure that all remedial actions are taken.

D

BoP: Inadequate staff to operate and man
age prisons.

1994 budget provides $1.9B in total operat
ing expenses for BoP. At risk: the safety 
and security of prison staff, inmates and 
surrounding communities.

BoP’s efforts to recruit, develop and retain sufficient staff have been successful. The ratio of BoP staff to 
inmates has been reduced from 1:3.9 in 1990 to 1:3.2 in 1993. BoP is addressing the recruitment and 
retention of medical staff which continues to present some difficulty. 1995-97 forecasts indicate that 
there are sufficient numbers of qualified candidates for most of BoP’s present and future needs. DE
LETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. Department will track as an "area of significant concern.”

Next steps: This area is integrally connected to the prison overcrowding issue and changes in level of in
mates impact on this area. Therefore, BoP and the Department will continue to identify this area as 
one needing follow-up.

D

Immigration and, Naturalization Service 
(INS): Poor management controls and in
adequate financial system.

Accounting system processes $1.5B annu
ally. At risk: assurance that funds are 
accounted for in an accurate and timely 
fashion.

INS has completed an initial restructuring of its field, regional and headquarters activities including reor
ganizing the Office of Finance. A further organizational review has been conducted by the new Commis
sioner to further streamline staff and functions and to improve management controls. INS established a 
Management Control Council. Progress was also made in the financial management area. INS has 
taken steps to correct weaknesses in its fee account which generated a disclaimer of opinion in an audit 
of 1992 financial statements. INS started migration to the Department's Financial Management Infor
mation System (FMIS). An FMIS distributed budget module has been implemented, and other modules 
are in process.

Next steps: (i) Complete INS restructuring initiated by the new Commissioner, (ii) Extend the INS man
agement controls program into all field locations, (iii) Fully implement FMIS at INS. (iv) Implement a 
debt collection system for headquarters and within regions, (v) Implement a bonds management sys
tem.

2

U.S. Marshals Service (USMS): Inadequate 
financial management system; non-con
formance in fund control and asset value 
reporting.

Accounting system processes SIB annually. 
At risk: assurance that funds are ac
counted for in an accurate and timely 
fashion.

USMS is migrating to the Department’s Financial Management Information System (FMIS). In 1993, 
USMS completed system changes to implement FMIS’ distributed budget module at Headquarters. De
velopment of modifications to the FMIS general ledger module and several other modules to meet spe
cific USMS requirements continue. Once USMS has fully implemented FMIS, the USMS accounting 
system should be able to provide reasonable assurance that its funds are accounted for in a timely and 
accurate fashion, including asset value reporting, and that USMS employs sound business practices.

Next steps: (i) Complete validation of systems requirements by February 1994. (ii) Complete systems 
modification by May 1994. (iii) Complete documentation and training by August 1994. (iv) Complete im
plementation of the planned FMIS modules by the end of 1994.

2
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286 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

USMS, INS and BoP: Shortage of deten
tion facilities.

1994 budget provides $87M for detention 
facilities. At risk: ability to meet de
mands of increasing prisoner population.

The facilities available to house prisoners in custody by the U.S. Marshals and INS are overcrowded or 
unavailable. At the end of September 1993, the USMS daily detention population approached 20,000 
and the number of jail days needed to house this population had grown by 6 percent over the previous 
year. The resolution of the problem is being addressed through a multi-year Federal detention strategy 
involving USMS, INS and BoP in 280 Federal court cities throughout the country. As of September 
1993, 6,953 detention spaces had been acquired at 117 Federal court cities through the Cooperative 
Agreement Program (CAP) with the States and local governments. Several additional initiatives, in
cluding joint construction and modernization projects between BoP and INS, individual INS construc
tion projects, and the use of private sector detention facilities, will help to reduce detention shortage to 
more manageable levels. Construction funded by BoP through 1993 would provide USMS with 9,062 de
tention spaces (including 304 for INS) in 17 court cities.

Next steps: (i) Complete planned construction and renovations, (ii) Complete INS plans to expand by 375 
spaces the capacity of INS’ detention centers in 1994. (iii) Continue CAP agreements in 1994. (iv) Mon
itor situation closely because detention population may increase faster than capacity due to increased 
level of criminal investigation and prosecution.

2

Department: Inadequate security over de
partmental ADP sites and systems.

At risk: effectiveness of litigation action 
and law enforcement programs as a re
sult of loss or unauthorized access to sen
sitive information, as well as control of 
financial assets.

The Department has (i) completed a review of all of the components sensitive system security plans; (ii) 
established technical workgroups to evaluate various security technologies and developed recommenda
tions on their use; and (iii) established a DOJ-wide task force of computer security officers, which is 
used to communicate and distribute information on ADP security problems and solutions. DOJ issued 
guidance to components on handling and prevention of computer viruses, risk analysis, passwords, user 
identification encryptions, contingency planning, certification, and system security awareness training. 
Department staff assisted the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) in establishing a computer security pro
gram, including a review of DEA’s risk analysis methodology. USMS initiated risk analyses of two 
major systems, and the U.S. Attorneys' offices are being equipped with secure communications systems. 
Assistance to INS’ ADP security planning process has been made a priority by the Department. The se
curity over departmental ADP sites and systems continues to be a priority. A system for providing dis
aster recovery for the Department’s mission-critical information is being developed. DOJ is sequentially 
certifying the sufficiency of each component’s disaster recovery program. DEA has developed its plan for 
disaster recovery, and certification is planned for September 1994.

Next steps: In 1994, (i) DOJ plans to conduct 30 computer security reviews; (ii) DOJ plans to offer tech
nical courses in PC security, telecommunications security, ADP risk analysis, and network security; (iii) 
USMS is to complete a risk analysis on the prisoner tracking system and the USMS telecommuni
cations network; (iv) DEA plans to implement its agency-wide computer security program; (v) U.S. 
Trustees to complete security risk analysis by June 1994; and (vi) INS plans to complete risk analysis 
and contingency plans of its major systems by December 1994. A Department-wide disaster recovery 
program is to be implemented by September 1996.

2

INS and U.S. Customs Service: The dual 
management structure providing land 
border inspections and clearance is inad
equate.

$150M to $180M spent annually by INS 
and Customs on land border inspection. 
At risk: impact on U.S. economic and so
cial welfare resulting from illegal entry 
of people, drugs and other contraband.

INS and Customs are the principal Federal agencies controlling the entry of people and goods through the 
U.S. land borders. Their current operational relationship hampers management of land border inspec
tions. The dual management structure weakens accountability and makes effective coordination of land 
border control and facilitation of legal entry difficult. The current border inspection management work
ing relationships need modification to address expected customs and immigration service demands con
fronting the Federal government in the next 10 to 20 years. INS’ and Customs’ activities must be con
ducted more effectively and efficiently to carry out their land border inspection mission. ADDED TO 
THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: A Justice, Treasury and OMB task group is reviewing options for improving cooperation and 
management of U.S. land border inspection activities. Recommendations from this task group are ex
pected in February 1994.

A

INS and Justice components: Asylum sys
tem is unable to process asylum claims 
in a timely manner.

1994 budget provides $43.6M for Justice 
asylum processing. At risk: increasing 
vulnerability of asylum system to abuse 
by ineligible asylum applicants.

The Department and INS are developing proposals to improve the asylum process. INS cannot adjudicate 
its growing number of incoming asylum cases in a timely manner, and as a result, has a backlog of 
300,000 cases. Asylum applicants with unadjudicated cases receive work authorization cards from INS. 
Some may abuse this process and file false claims in order to receive work documents, knowing that 
INS lacks tiie ability to adjudicate its large caseload. ADDED TO THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: (i) Propose regulatory changes to streamline the adjudication process for both INS and the 
Executive Office of Immigration Review, (ii) Improve the system for identifying asylum applicants, (iii) 
Improve work authorization card issuance process, (iv) Develop procedures to detain and deport expedi
tiously those whose asylum claims have been finally denied, (v) Increase personnel to adjudicate cases.

A
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24. PROGRESS REPORT: CORRECTING HIGH RISK AREAS 287
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Employment and Training Administration 
(ETA): Federal equity in real property 
held by State Employment Security 
Agencies (SESAs) at risk due to inad
equate Federal oversight and guidance 
on acquisition, use, and disposition of 
real property.

Fair market value (FMV) is $1B. At risk: 
up to 10 percent of FMV.

In December 1993, DOL published a General Administrative Letter (GAL) outlining real property require
ments. The GAL emphasizes the withdrawal of delegations of prior approval authority, and establishes 
accounting standards for rent vs. depreciation vs. acquisition costs. (Implementation began when the 
draft GAL was issued in 1992.) In 1993, DOL regional offices expanded monitoring in line with DOL di
rective on system responsibilities and tracking requirements. DOL asked States to formally certify 
DOL’s equity in real property. DOL has also begun reconciling its initial property inventory with each 
State’s SESA records. This process may be lengthy, and a few discrepancies may require formal resolu
tion. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. Department will track action on reconciliation as a ma
terial weakness.

D

Departmental: Financial systems and oper
ations inadequate.

DOL systems processed over $1.5B in ad
ministrative costs and $7.7B in grant ex
penses during 1993. At risk: accurate 
and timely accounting, resource control 
and cash management of these funds.

DOL implemented a new core accounting system in 1990. Since then, many improvements have been 
made in the software and underlying control processes. The Office of Inspector General (OIG) has par
ticipated heavily in designing and commenting on report preparation processes, as well as providing an
nual detailed critiques of new operating procedures. During 1992-93 the new grants management sys
tem was implemented in all ETA regional offices, and a subsystem to record property purchases was 
implemented. Property information based on physical inventories was recorded in the subsystem in 
1993.

While the OIG reports that some control, reporting and operating improvements are needed in these ad
ministrative and grant systems, OMB believes the level of risk has been substantially reduced. DE
LETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. Department is reporting specific problems as material weak
nesses or non-conformances, as appropriate.

D

ETA: Single Audit Act (SAA) not effective 
in safeguarding Job Training Partner
ship Act (JTPA) Federal funds.

At risk: assurance that $3.8B in JTPA 
grants is effectively audited.

A 1991 DOL OIG report found weaknesses in SAA coverage of JTPA funds. These weaknesses are not 
unique to JTPA, but are common to Federal grant programs where funds are passed through grant re
cipients to sub-recipients. Unilateral action by DOL to address this problem is not feasible; it is a gov
emmentwide issue and can only be dealt with as such. In addition, two govemmentwide studies on the 
SAA had been anticipated. The first of those studies was released in 1993; however, it did not address 
SAA coverage of sub-recipients in grant programs. A second study, to be released by the General Ac
counting Office in 1994, will cover these issues. In 1994, the Administration will consider proposing 
changes to the SAA. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

ETA: Inconsistent monitoring and imple
mentation of JTPA grantee systems and 
financial controls.

1994 budget includes $3.8B in JTPA grant
ee operations. At risk: assurance that 
these funds are being spent appro
priately.

In July 1993, DOL published draft implementing regulations for the Job Training Reform Act of 1992. 
These amendments to the JTPA address cost classification, procurement policy, and on-the-job-training 
processes. They significantly strengthen JTPA monitoring requirements and program accountability. In 
1993, DOL published technical assistance guides for regional staff on procurement and on-the-job train
ing. DOL also completed training for all States on the JTPA amendments and implementing regula
tions.

Next steps: (i) Issue final implementing regulations in early 1994. (ii) Develop technical assistance guides 
and training for regional staff on grantee oversight, financial management, and State level monitoring 
during 1994.

1

Pension and Welfare Benefits Administra
tion (PWBA): Oversight of pension plans 
inadequate due to weaknesses in pension 
plan audits.

PWBA oversees private pension plans with 
assets of $2 trillion. At risk: pensions 
guaranteed by the Federal Government 
valued in billions of dollars.

PWBA continues to make significant progress enforcing current statutory provisions regarding pension 
plan audits and improving the quality of these audits. During 1993, PWBA (i) issued 528 letters reject
ing inadequate annual plan reports (Form 5500); (ii) assessed $36.6M in fines for submission of inad
equate audit reports; (iii) conducted 70 on-site reviews of accountant’s reports and the records of inde
pendent public accountants (IPAs) performing plan audits; and (iv) made 40 referrals to the American 
Institute for Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) or State boards of accountancy. PWBA also devel
oped a sampling plan and methodology to examine the quality of employee benefit plan audits and the 
effect of the AICPA’s 1991 revised audit guide and training program on plan audits.

Next steps: (i) DOL plans to submit a legislative proposal to (a) repeal the limited scope exemption for 
certain pension plan audits; (b) establish triennial peer reviews of IPAs performing plan audits; and (c) 
require direct reporting by IPAs to the Secretary of Labor of certain irregularities that may be discov
ered in the course of the plan audit, including any indications of illegal acts. This legislative proposal 
will differ from earlier versions in being self-implementing—PWBA will not need to develop implement
ing regulations, (ii) PWBA will complete its study on the impact of the revised AICPA audit guide by 
October 1994, and may recommend further changes to the audit guide, (iii) PWBA will offer training on 
plan audit issues at the fourth DOL-AICPA conference for employee benefit professionals in May 1994.

1
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288 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Foreign Buildings Office: Rehabilitation 
and maintenance of real property over
seas is inadequate.

1994 budget for FBO is $410M. At risk: the 
health, safety, and security of employees 
at overseas posts due to building deterio
ration.

The Department has significantly improved overseas reed property rehabilitation and maintenance pro
grams by implementing a three-pronged strategy: (i) identifying the requirements of overseas facilities 
and monitoring maintenance needs; (ii) improving maintenance staffing; and (iii) increasing assistance 
provided by FBO to posts. Specifically, the Department has: conducted all 179 scheduled maintenance 
surveys; hired 66 specialists; and established two maintenance centers that completed 160 post visits in 
1993. In addition, FBO now evaluates or installs maintenance programs at posts; and ensures that new 
facilities are well-maintained. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. Department will track as a 
material weakness.

Next steps: In 1994, FBO will (i) hire specialists to fill remaining 46 positions; and (ii) complete develop
ment of an automated system to accurately estimate and track ongoing maintenance requirements.

D

Consular Affairs: Inadequate controls over 
visa processing increase vulnerability to 
illegal immigration and diminish the in
tegrity of the U.S. visa.

1994 budget for visa processing is $152M. 
At risk: potential for visa fraud.

The Department continues to implement a sound strategy to (i) prevent visas from being issued to people 
known to be undesirable (automated name check systems) and (ii) improve integrity of the document it
self so it cannot be forged or altered (machine-readable visa). MRV is currently installed in 52 posts, 
which represents more than 50 percent of nonimmigrant visas issued. Recent audit by Office of Inspec
tor General endorsed MRV concept, but made recommendations to address security and internal control 
shortcomings.

Next steps: Funding is critical to installing technologies worldwide. If State receives legislative authority 
to keep proceeds from visa application processing fee, which is under consideration by the Congress, the 
name check system could be installed worldwide by end of 1995 (two posts per week); MRV by 1996-97.

1

Departmental: Management of the overseas 
security program is inadequate.

1994 budget for the overseas security pro
gram is $214M. At risk: assurance that 
this investment is adequately protecting 
U.S. personnel, information and property 
abroad.

While global changes continue to affect the Department's approach to security issues, State has made sig
nificant progress in accomplishing two critical objectives: assessing threats to overseas posts from ter
rorism, counterintelligence, technical intelligence and crime; and minimizing those threats through im
plementation of security standards. Threat levels at all posts are reassessed semiannually, so imple
menting the appropriate security standards will be a continuous process. OMB expects that State will 
continue to review its vulnerabilities in the security area so that specific problems are quickly identified 
and corrected. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Mainframe security remains a problem, however, and is included in redefined high risk area, “ Informa
tion Management” .

Next steps: (i) Complete review of previously published technical security standards and publish revised 
standards as appropriate, (ii) Ensure that all security standards are implemented on a timely basis, (iii) 
Refine compliance database so that corrective actions and resources needed to address post deficiencies 
can be efficiently tracked.

D

Departmental: ADP operational deficiencies 
are not being systematically addressed.

MERGED INTO REDEFINED HIGH RISK AREA, “ INFORMATION MANAGEMENT*. —

Departmental: Accounting and financial 
systems have many weaknesses and do 
not meet standard requirements. A sub
stantial amount of information essential 
to financial statement production is un
recorded, and a number of subsidiary ac
counting systems are not interfaced with 
the core system.

Total 1994 appropriations for the Depart
ment are $4.9B. At risk: assurance that 
these funds (and funds of other agencies 
serviced overseas) are being accounted 
for in an accurate, timely, and useful 
fashion.

During 1993, State (i) completed an Information Strategy Plan (ISP) for integration and standardization 
of financial systems; (ii) reduced the number of accounting and disbursing systems from six to three 
and the number of payroll systems from three to two; (iii) made operational improvements in disburs
ing; and (iv) implemented additional edits and controls to improve data quality. However, at this point, 
State has not finalized requirements to support its business strategy for financial systems. Although 
the overall business strategy has been thought out, the technical strategy for implementation of a new 
worldwide financial system has not been finalized. Upon completion of the business requirements, State 
must finalize an approach for systems acquisition and development which follows government policy in 
OMB Circulars A-130 and A-127. State must provide budgetary resources, develop a new technical in
frastructure, and establish Department-wide standards, which are critical factors for successful imple
mentation of new financial systems. Failure to deliver Department-wide solutions in these areas will 
jeopardize the success of State’s efforts.

Next steps: (i) Complete the business area analysis of core financial system functions, (ii) Develop an im
plementation approach consistent with government financial systems policy, (iii) Negotiate a workable 
technical environment that will meet the needs of financial management, consular affairs, and other 
bureaus and can be supported by the Department.

3
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24. PROGRESS REPORT: CORRECTING HIGH RISK AREAS 289

DEPARTMENT OF STATE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Departmental: Controls over worldwide dis
bursing and cashiering are inadequate.

Over $5B disbursed annually by Depart
ment disbursing officers (DOs) world
wide. At risk: $6.7M, representing funds 
unreconciled with Treasury.

State is centralizing the disbursing function from overseas posts to the three Regional Administrative 
Management Centers (RAMCs) to bring all DO functions under the direct oversight and supervision of 
the Chief Financial Officer. Fourteen of 22 DOs have been centralized; remainder on track for February 
1994. This process will enable State to cut 18 U.S. and 50 foreign service national positions, with a sav
ings of $2M. Unreconciled funds brought down from approximately $50M to $6.7M. Department has im
proved oversight of cash management, but cashier accountability issues still need to be resolved.

Next steps: (i) Continue to monitor DO accountability, (ii) Ensure that new financial system includes 
modules on disbursing, cashiering, banking, and all foreign currency purchasing.

1

Departmental: State's operations are ham
pered by information management defi
ciencies. [This area formerly focused on 
open systems migration.]

Total 1994 appropriations for the Depart
ment are $4.9B. At risk: assurance that 
an adequate information technology in
frastructure exists to support the Depart
ment's mission-critical operations and to 
assure the I security of sensitive informa
tion.

Weaknesses in information management (obsolete technology, insufficient contingency plans, and inad
equate mainframe security controls) affect the Department’s ability to manage and safeguard informa
tion supporting U.S. foreign policy. The Office of Information Management (A/IM) must ensure that 
State’s requirements are appropriately defined, and use an integrated, collective approach to resolve 
these serious problems. A/IM must continue to improve its coordination with other bureaus and to fol
low through on the development of a justifiable, workable modernization plan within the timeframe it 
has committed to in order to meet State’s information management needs.

Next steps: (i) Draft and issue the modernization plan as scheduled within the second quarter of 1994, in
corporating modernization of mission-critical communications, financial, logistical, and consular sys
tems. (ii) Utilize existing Departmental or other agency procurement vehicles to upgrad^replace much 
of State's worldwide inventory of information management equipment, and develop an appropriate per
sonnel training program that meets the requirements of the modernization plan, (iii) Obtain essential 
backup computer capacity, incorporating it into a contingency plan providing backup and recovery capa
bilities for domestic and overseas mainframe processing centers, (iv) Publish and implement computer 
security policy/standards consistent with Diplomatic Security policy.

3

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Department: Financial systems are numer
ous, fragmented and non-standard.

DOT financial systems process over $39B 
in outlays annually. At risk: assurance 
that funds are accounted for in an accu
rate, timely, and useful manner.

DOT is pursuing a three-phased approach to address this risk: (i) correcting immediate problems in ac
counting, personnel, payroll and procurement systems; (ii) establishing standards and developing a 
strategic systems plan for future modernization; and (iii) implementing an integrated systems environ
ment. In 1993, DOT (i) completed implementation of a core accounting system (DAFIS) at all planned 
sites, thereby eliminating 27 coiVsubsidiary financial systems and consolidating 21 accounting oper
ations; (ii) completed initial but essential steps for integrating its personnel and payroll systems (IPPS); 
(iii) implemented a standard module for producing financial statements; and (iv) improved data integ
rity by establishing financial standards. The Department estimates savings or costs avoided of $104M 
due to these corrective actions. Due to resource constraints, efforts to develop the long-range, Depart
ment-wide strategic plan for modernization have not been undertaken, but DOT is pursuing short-term 
strategies for system improvements. DOT expects by the end of 1996 to establish data standards and 
data administration functions for the Department.

Next steps: (i) Move to Phase II of DAFIS to implement enhancements that had been delayed until instal
lation at all sites was completed, and broaden the scope of the system functions, (ii) Implement IPPS 
integrated database (personneVpayroll reporting) by July 1994, with complete IPPS implementation by 
September 1996.

2

Federal Transit Administration (FTA): In
adequate grants management oversight.

$35B in active grants. At risk: $300M to 
$500M.

FTA has made significant progress toward correcting this area. In 1993, FTA made structural and func
tional changes to strengthen its oversight activities. FTA established a separate program oversight 
function at its regional offices and assigned 40 FTE to this function; increased its use of qualified con
tractors to perform oversight reviews; and implemented a grantee risk assessment program that en
ables FTA to focus its oversight resources on grantees identified as a potentially high risk. The in
creased focus on oversight has resulted in the early and timely identification and correction of defi
ciencies at grantees assessed to pose a high potential risk.

Next steps: (i) Forward revised single audit compliance requirements to OMB by April 1994 for issuance 
by July 1994. (ii) Complete organization-wide structural and procedural changes to improve grants 
management oversight, and validate that oversight mechanisms accomplish what was intended by De
cember 1994.

1

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA): 
Major systems acquisition procedures are 
inadequate.

FAA procurement plans are estimated at 
$15B over next 15 years. At risk: in
creased cost because of poor contract ad
ministration.

FAA has developed an internal management control plan to better identify and focus on correcting major 
acquisition weaknesses. In March 1993, an improved acquisition policy was formulated. Mission needs 
statements were concluded in November 1993 and are being scrutinized to ensure that sufficient quan
titative and qualitative analysis and benchmarking is included. The mission analysis process has been 
tied to the budget with particular attention to acquisition costs.

Next steps: (i) Implementation of a disciplined mission analysis process is planned for completion by early 
1994. (ii) OMB believes that clearly defined requirements to assure improved management in functional 
areas of requirements determination, acquisition planning, specification development, pre-production 
testing, contract award, contract administration and contract modification should be expedited and 
completed earlier than the projected December 1995 completion date.

2
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

U.S. Coast Guard: Major systems acquisi
tion procedures are inadequate.

USCG procurement plans are estimated at 
$1.5B over next 5 years. At risk: in
creased costs because of poor contract ad
ministration.

In 1993, the Coast Guard (i) made organizational changes appointing civilians with acquisition manage
ment experience as deputy program managers to strengthen oversight; (ii) revised contracting and pro
curement policies; (iii) sent all project managers to a 20-week course at the Defense Systems Manage
ment College; (iv) assigned warrant officers at field units to provide closer oversight of procurement ac
tivities; (v) implemented a Capital Improvement Plan to provide better long-range acquisition planning; 
and (vi) developed improved mission needs statements and justifications. Implementation of a complete 
mission needs analysis process was delayed and needs to be expedited.

Next steps: Implement by October 1994 a complete mission needs analysis process that will provide suffi
cient quantitative and qualitative analysis and benchmarking to better support acquisition activities 
and link the process to the budget.

2

FAA: Inadequate management of spare 
parts at field activities.

$131M in spare parts at Held locations. At 
risk: excessive inventory holding costs 
and adequate inventory control.

FAA implemented a supply site management process designed to (i) improve management of spare parts 
in field activities; (ii) reduce inventory holding costs; and (iii) dispose of inactive and excess materials in 
a timely manner. A review of the management and controls of the National Air Space (NAS) spare 
parts activities was completed, and a permanent, on-line inventory control system was recommended 
and is being developed. An interim PC-based inventory control system is operational until the auto
mated system is implemented.

Next steps: Implement by September 1994 the best practices recommendations from the NAS review.

2

U.S. Coast Guard: Inadequate logistical 
support for spare parts at field activities.

$347M inventory on hand. At risk: excess 
inventory holding costs and adequate in
ventory control.

Coast Guard has implemented improved internal controls, especially to minimize inventory costs of spare 
parts for aircraft, and is ensuring that Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) procurement principles are fol
lowed. An EOQ management model is being developed, and work continues on implementation of the 
new Aeronautical Maintenance Management Information System (AMMIS) which is designed to im
prove USCG planning, tracking and inventory accountability. The implementation of AMMIS for inven
tory control has experienced delays due to extensive modifications in developing the program. Non-rota- 
tional managers of the inventory programs were upgraded to improve staff experience.

Next steps: (i) Implementation of AMMIS for inventory control is projected by July 1994. (ii) Pull 
database use for inventory control as well as an EOQ management model will be available by Septem
ber 1995.

2

Department: Inadequate Department Infor
mation System Security (ISS).

Annual investment of nearly $3B for infor
mation technology. At risk: technological 
and managerial safeguards to adequately 
protect information systems.

In March 1993, DOT issued revised policy statements to better safeguard information systems in grants 
management, funds control, and the management and safety of the Department operational systems.

Next steps: (i) A comprehensive Information Systems Security Plan is to be completed by June 1994. (ii) 
DOT plans to complete security oversight reviews of four major Department components to validate 
compliance with revised policy by December 1994. (iii) DOT to issue final procedural guidance which 
supports the ISS Plan and policies by September 1995. The Plan and procedural guidance should be put 
in place as expeditiously as possible and the results validated.

2

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Internal Revenue Service (IRS): Strategy 
for collecting and resolving delinquent 
Accounts Receivable (AR) is inadequate.

IRS Accounts Receivable $74B. At risk: at 
least $22B in collectible receivables.

IRS collection of receivables has not kept pace with the growth in unpaid tax debt, and significant tax 
revenues may be lost. During 1993, IRS made progress in accounting for AR by: (i) reducing its esti
mate of collectible accounts in response to a General Accounting Office financial statement audit; (ii) re
moving uncollectible RTC assessments from AR; and (iii) convening a study group to examine redefin
ing AR. IRS continued to revamp the collection process by testing making phone calls earlier to delin
quent taxpayers, instead of waiting for taxpayer responses to several mailed notices and subsequent 
calls. Easing procedures for installment agreements and offers-in-compromise in 1992 increased the im
portance of these collections tools during 1993. However, during 1993, delinquent accounts increased 
from $62.5B to $63.2B, and collections fell from $24.2B to $22.8B, primarily because of a 14 percent 
drop in collections from mailed notices.

Next steps: OMB believes that IRS should undertake a private collection agency pilot to enhance collec
tions and should explore funding options for continued use of private collection agencies. In 1994, IRS 
will (i) develop a debt collection performance agreement with Treasury and OMB that includes goals for 
collections and delinquent receivables; and (ii) incorporate GAO methodology for determining the Allow
ance for Doubtful Accounts into quarterly receivables reporting to Treasury. OMB and Treasury sup
port a provision in pending legislation to authorize payment of taxes by credit card.

2
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DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Customs Service: Inadequate accounting 
systems cause problems in accounting for 
revenue on imports, data integrity, and 
cost accounting.

$20B collected annually. At risk: control of 
revenues, including tracking of posted re
ceivables of $883M as of September 
1993.

Customs is continuing to improve financial accountability for receivables through the Customs Automated 
Revenue Accounting Project (CARA). CARA will provide additional revenue accounting capabilities for 
the Asset Information Management System (AIMS), Customs' core accounting system. In 1993, a proto
type cost model, user fee pricing model, and a project cost accounting system were implemented in 
AIMS to improve cost accounting. A new module of the Automated Commercial System (ACS), Protest 
and Fines, Penalties, and Forfeitures (FP&F), is near completion which will improve overall data accu
racy. Other efforts to improve financial data include AIMS enhancements, the ACS financial core 
project, and the long-term redesign of ACS through the Future Automated Commercial Environment 
Team (FACET) project. These enhancements will enable the systems to provide the quality and level of 
data necessary for preparing acceptable financial statements. This endeavor is being coordinated with 
the Department's Financial Management System Advisory Committee.

Next steps: In 1994, Customs plans to (i) implement the FP&F module; (ii) begin the redesign of ACS 
through FACET; and (iii) perform requirements analysis for CARA. Systems work is expected to con
tinue into 1998.

2

Departmental: Financial management sys
tem coordination needs improvement.

Treasury is investing $111M in financial 
systems development in 1994. At risk: 
systems development by bureaus may 
not support Departmental financial man
agement initiatives and system integra
tion goals.

Departmental financial system planning and control has been improved by establishing an office for fi
nancial systems oversight, and requiring review and approval of bureau systems by the Department. 
Department-wide system strategies continue to be developed through the Financial Management Sys
tems Advisory Committee (FMSAC), with bureau participation, to standardize non-core systems. Treas
ury also has been reducing the number and variety of financial systems through the use of off-the-shelf 
packages and cross-servicing. By the end of 1993, 90 percent of Treasury's total budget authority was 
processed using one of two departmental standard off-the-shelf core financial systems.

Next steps: In 1994, (i) continue to define departmental system strategies through the FMSAC teams; (ii) 
establish a departmental data base for summary level financial information; (iii) begin implementation 
of the Department-wide travel system at four bureaus with complete implementation at two bureaus; 
(iv) establish a departmental strategy for a procurement system; and (v) implement the steps to convert 
the Bureau of Public Debt to the new core financial system. OMB believes that an independent review 
is necessary to ensure that the Department has adequately resolved this issue.

1

Customs: Operations and Maintenance 
(O&M) Account, Air and Marine Interdic
tion Programs lack adequate internal 
controls.

Interdiction Operations and Maintenance 
Accounts in 1993 total $138M. At risk: 
$68M in unobligated balances.

Customs identified problems in determining the correct amounts of 1992 obligated and unobligated bal
ances in the O&M account. An accounting firm reviewed account balances of the Air/Marine program 
for Customs and made recommendations for corrective action, including improved tracking of obliga
tions and expenditures associated with interagency agreements and related contracts. These rec
ommendations, as well as others from a joint Department/Customs task force for improving accounting 
policies and procedures, were incorporated into a Customs corrective action plan and implemented. The 
Treasury Office of Inspector General (OIG) is reviewing to verify Customs' implementation.

Next steps: OIG will complete the review in early 1994.

1

Customs and DCKTs Immigration and Nat
uralization Service: The dual manage
ment structure providing land border in
spections and clearance is inadequate.

SEE NEW AREA UNDER ‘DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE”. _

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA): 
Compensation and pension benefit over
payments.

1994 budget includes $16.8B for compensa
tion and pension benefits. At risk: ap
proximately $60M in potential overpay
ments to beneficiaries annually.

The integrity of claimants’ income reporting for compensation and pension benefit entitlement purposes 
requires validation of claimants' income reports. Sampling by the Office of Inspector General (OIG) in 
June 1989 of wage matches and audits had disclosed over $53M in overpayments and over 6,000 cases 
referred for further investigation. VA has since implemented a system to perform income verification 
matches with IRS and SSA. Of 47,800 cases reviewed in 1992, 12,994 (9 percent) resulted in termi
nation or reduction of benefits. In addition, overpayments of $61.1M were identified for collection, and 
costs estimated at $27.5M were not incurred. Efforts in 1993 are producing even better results: cases 
reviewed through July 1993 have yielded terminations or reductions in 9,800 cases; overpayments of 
$61.8M; and cost avoidances of $28.6M. Post-implementation evaluation by the OIG validated corrective 
actions. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D

Veterans Health Administration (VHA): 
Medical supply inventory controls inad
equate. Medical centers and nursing 
homes dispense large quantities of drugs. 
Scattered local systems provide poor con
trols.

Drugs and medical supply inventories in 
VA hospitals replenished at rate of 
$450M a year. At risk: $30M in potential 
loss of drugs in inventory due to waste, 
theft or loss.

VA decision to convert to a unit dose (rather than ward stock system) is now the standard for pharma
ceutical technology being implemented in all segments of hospital and pharmacy practices in the VA 
system. 16,300 of planned 20,800 bed conversions completed by 1993. In 1994 an additional 135 FTE 
will be allocated to complete remaining 4,500 bed conversions to the unit dose system and implementa
tion of automated technologies to dispense drugs.

Next steps: (i) Complete remaining conversions from ward stock system, (ii) Procure and install bar code 
readers at all facilities to implement a perpetual medical supply inventory system, (iii) Conduct post- 
implementation evaluation of new unit dose distribution system's effectiveness in 1995.

1
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292 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

VHA: Health care facilities construction 
planning process lacks design and per
formance standards.

1994 budget provides $476M for facility 
construction. At risk: $50M in additional 
unnecessary costs, cost overruns, or fa
cilities exceeding actual needs.

Facilities Program developed an overall systemic approach to construction planning to improve efficiency 
and effectiveness, based on facility planning standards. Construction planning models were developed 
and tested, and are now in use in all field facilities. Evaluation by VA’s Strategic Planning and Policy 
Office (with OIG concurrence) validated the overall viability of the model; further refinement of the 
model with additional demographic data would not be cost effective in light of the potential impact of 
future health care reform proposals on VA facilities. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D

Departmental: Internal management con
trols program weak.

VA budget exceeds $35.9B. At risk: assur
ance that funds and operations are ade
quately protected against fraud, waste 
and abuse.

VA’s Chief Financial Officer has implemented an effective program to identify and correct management 
control weaknesses. A Senior Management Review Council has been established; an awareness training 
package has been prepared for managers and liaisons; and the management control, budget and strate
gic planning processes have been integrated. In 1993, a Management Control Tracking System was de
veloped to monitor corrective actions. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. Department will re
tain this as a material weakness.

D

VBA: Financial information for credit pro
grams is inadequate.

VA direct and guaranteed loan programs 
total approximately $43B in 1994. At 
risk: the integrity of VA’s financial 
databases, which are used in making 
budget and policy decisions in credit pro
grams.

VA has not effectively integrated VBA and departmental systems and procedures to support credit reform 
initiatives affecting loan programs. Many operations still rely on labor-intensive, unintegrated modules, 
which forces reliance on manual accumulation of data to prepare major financial reports. This may re
sult in untimely submissions to Treasury and OMB. Systems support and resource assignments for 
credit reform have been a low priority at VA, negatively impacting the Department’s ability to meet all 
accounting and reporting requirements, e.g., accounting by cohort year as required by law. The poten
tial for inaccurate data being reported to OMB and Treasury increases each year. ADDED TO THE 
HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: VA needs to establish an action plan to improve the reliability and accuracy of credit reform 
accounting data and develop cohort year data for estimating subsidies. This plan must integrate VBA 
systems and departmental core accounting systems as necessary to achieve satisfactory data integrity.

A

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Agency: Financial system does not provide 
timely data or support accounting for re
ceivables.

Accounts receivable, as of June 1993, were 
$355M. At risk: assurance that these 
funds are accounted for in an accurate 
and timely fashion.

EPA has defined its future course for integrating its core financial accounting system with its other finan
cial systems in its Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) Strategic Master Plan. A new re
lease of the IFMS software is scheduled for implementation in Spring 1994 which will eliminate prob
lems with system documentation and usability of the system. Information access from IFMS has been 
improved with implementation of a report generation system, but easy access to timely and useable fi
nancial information to produce internal and external reports, including financial statements, remains a 
problem. Data inaccuracies resulting from data conversion during the 1989 IFMS implementation are 
reported as corrected subject to verification. Improvements in debt servicing have been made in the ac
counts receivable module. However, enhancements are still needed to fully automate installment pay
ments and the compounding of interest for Superfund receivables.

Next steps: (i) Implement the new version of IFMS software in 1994. (ii) Continue to improve integration 
of IFMS with other financial systems in 1994. (iii) Eliminate redundant legacy systems in 1994-95. (iv) 
Improve automated accounting for receivables in 1995.

2
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Superfund: Program lacks adequate con
trols to ensure timely cleanup of Na
tional Priorities List (NFL) sites and con
sistent management of the Alternative 
Remedial Contracting Strategy (ARCS) 
contracts.

1994 budget includes $1.5B for Superfund. 
At risk: environmental safety at NFL 
sites, and assurance that contract funds 
are being managed efficiently and effec
tively.

EPA reports significant improvement in accelerating cleanup of Superfund NPL sites—cleanups have in
creased from 63 in 1991 to over 200 by September 1993. EPA has standardized the remedy selection 
process with (i) the use of presumptive remedial guidance, and (ii) the implementation of the Superfund 
Accelerated Cleanup Model (SACM). EPA also reports progress in ARCS contract management, with 
Regional Management Teams overseeing implementation of the Administrator’s Task Force Report rec
ommendations. Actions to date include: (i) program improvements resulting in an 18 percent reduction 
of ARCS program management costs, while total contract utilization increased by 88 percent (from 
$75M to $141M); (ii) reassessment of contract capacity; and (iii) for contractor performance evaluations, 
(a) using program management costs, (b) limiting length and scope of self-evaluations, and (c) establish
ing a threshold number of hours for evaluation of work assignments.

Next steps: For accelerating cleanups, EPA will conduct self-evaluations of corrective actions. For ARCS 
contract management, EPA will (i) conduct reviews to assess each Region’s contract management prac
tices and implementation status; and (ii) begin replacing ARCS contracts with Response Action Con
tracts containing better management controls.

1

Agency contract management: Persistent, 
widespread problems in contract man
agement.

1994 budget includes $1.5B for contracting. 
At risk: environmental safety, and assur
ance that contract funds are being man
aged efficiently and effectively.

EPA is implementing a comprehensive plan to address agency-wide contract management problems. In 
1993, the Agency (i) reorganized and elevated its contract management functions; (ii) established a pilot 
project to test use of quality contracting teams to plan, implement, and evaluate individual contracts; 
(iii) established senior procurement officials in 10 regions; (iv) initiated a comprehensive, agency-wide 
procurement training program; (v) issued a condensed index of all agency procurement documents; (vi) 
revised human resource policies to emphasize acquisition management responsibilities in job announce
ments and performance agreements; and (vii) established requirements for contract officers to use inde
pendent government cost estimates to analyze contract costs above $25,000 before contractors begin 
work.

Next steps: During 1994, EPA will (i) initiate acquisition management workforce planning; (ii) establish 
mandatory procurement training for all project officers, managers and senior officials; (iii) prepare final 
cost estimate guide and develop corresponding databases to assist with development of valid independ
ent government costs estimates; (iv) issue a requirement that all major contracts have contract manage
ment plans; (v) issue uniform contract management guidance; (vi) train contract personnel on use of 
procurement sanctions including suspension and debarment; and (vii) develop policy on allowable and 
unallowable indirect costs. In order to decrease EPA’s reliance on contractors, the 1995 budget includes 
900 additional FTE to undertake activities previously performed by contractors.

2

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

NASA: Financial accounting systems are 
outdated, labor intensive and not inte
grated agency-wide as required by OMB 
Circular A-127. Funds control over con
tractors is weak.

NASA systems process $15B annually. At 
risk: assurance that these funds are 
being properly accounted for in an accu
rate and timely fashion.

NASA is implementing a standard, integrated system that will strengthen financial accounting over con
tractor funds. System design work for the NASA Accounting and Financial Information System 
(NAFIS) and companion Agency-Wide Reporting System was completed in July 1993.

Next steps: Coding and testing are scheduled to be completed by October 1994. In 1995, complete Alpha 
and Beta site tests. Implementation at the NASA Centers will begin at Marshall Space Flight Center in 
December 1995 and will conclude with Stennis Space Center in July 1997.

2

NASA: Contract and subcontract adminis
tration and oversight inadequate.

NASA obligates 89 percent of its annual 
budget ($13.5B in 1993) through the pro
curement process. At risk: $200M- 
$500M, representing potential overpay
ments to contractors through erroneous 
or fraudulent billings.

Inadequate oversight over prime contractors has created vulnerability to mission failure and financial 
losses. Aggressive corrective action plan developed following 1991 OME^NASA review team report. 
NASA has: (i) established a Headquarters focus for post-award contract management oversight and pol
icy; (ii) created a new contract management division to monitor corrective actions; (iii) established a 
Program Management Council (PMC) to oversee major programs; (iv) implemented a new billing sys
tem to strengthen controls and validate DOD billings for contract management services; (v) intensified 
contract management training; and (vi) increased procurement staffing. Authorized ceilings for NASA 
procurement offices have been increased by 83 FTE to date. Space station program realignment will re
turn additional staff to general contract management work in support of this effort.

Next steps: (i) Continue expansion of contract management training program, (ii) Use PMC to provide rig
orous oversight of major programs, (iii) Add contract management as a mandatory performance element 
for all program and contract managers, (iv) Establish mandatory training requirements for contract of
ficer technical representatives, (v) Complete staffing augmentation.

1

NASA: Environmental restoration, compli
ance, and pollution prevention need pri
ority attention.

Since 1988, over $136M has been obligated 
for environmental compliance. At risk: 
health and safety of NASA employees 
and the public.

Absence of a cohesive agency-wide strategy and plan prior to 1994 resulted in non-uniform programs at 
NASA Centers which had, in many cases, not fully addressed all components of the environmental pro
gram. NASA has: (i) developed an environmental remediation program; (ii) identified potential hazard
ous waste sites; (iii) established an Environmental Management Council; (iv) developed an Environ
mental Strategic Plan; and (v) established an Operational Environment Team, which provides a central 
technology resource to program managers who must comply with environmental requirements.

Next steps: Complete environmental self-assessments at major facilities by early 1994; validate effective
ness of corrective actions.

2
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AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

AID: Financial management systems and 
operations are inadequate.

Total obligations processed by AID/Wash- 
ington operations are over $4B annually. 
At risk: assurance that these funds are 
being accounted for in an accurate, time
ly, and useful fashion.

Correction of this high risk area consists of two parts: improvements in payment operations, and imple
mentation of a new financial management system called AWACS. AID has complied with all rec
ommendations resulting from an audit of payment operations and is reducing the material weakness on 
payment operations to the status of "significant concern.” Final correction of the payment operations 
weaknesses is tied to implementation of AWACS. AID has completed a Financial Management Strate
gic Information Systems Plan (FMSISP) and decided on a technical environment in which to operate. 
AID has also started development of AWACS using software obtained from another agency, which re
quires a waiver from mandatory use of the GSA schedule for federal financial management system soft
ware. However, AID has not yet responded officially to the conditions required for a waiver. To date, 
AID has completed development of the AWACS General Ledger module and begun work on the Ac
counts Receivabl^Loan Servicing module. AWACS is scheduled for full implementation at AID Head
quarters by mid-1995 and at the missions approximately six months later. However, the effects on the 
AWACS project resulting from changes in AID senior management, the AWACS project manager, and 
lead technical staff are uncertain.

Next steps: (i) Provide an official response to the waiver conditions, (ii) Implement the AWACS General 
Ledger module for 1994 transactions, (iii) Develop and implement other AWACS modules.

3

AID: Audit coverage of contractors and 
grantees is inadequate.

AID has not obtained adequate audit cov
erage of overseas projects amounting to 
hundreds of millions of dollars. At risk: 
potential misuse of funds by contractors 
and grantees.

AID is implementing an Audit Management and Resolution Program (AMRP) to ensure appropriate audit 
coverage of recipients of AID funds. AID had previously assigned specific responsibilities to missions, 
the Office of Procurement, and the Office of Inspector General (OIG), and finalized guidance on imple
menting AMRP. Missions are now developing audit inventories of all non-U.S. recipients, and the re
sulting number of audits appears to have increased in 1993. The Office of Procurement has been au
thorized to hire additional staff to handle pre-award audits for U.S. recipients, but has had difficulty 
filling these positions.

Next steps: (i) Hie OIG will complete an review of AMRP by mid-1994. (ii) OMB believes that the Agency 
should validate that audit coverage has adequately increased as the result of AMRP.

1

AID: Automated systems which contain 
sensitive information are not adequately 
protected against disasters.

1994 budget for information resources 
management is approximately $13M. At 
risk: assurance that this investment and 
AID data are adequately protected from 
loss due to disasters.

AID has significantly improved protection over its ADP systems. A disaster recovery service for main
frame functions has been tested regularly since February 1991. Comprehensive computer security poli
cies have been developed for classified and unclassified processing in Washington and overseas (final 
issuance has been held up because publication of entire AID Handbook is delayed). Staffing for ADP se
curity has been increased. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: Publish comprehensive security policies in AID Handbook.

D

AID: Agency cannot provide assurance that 
its programs are being properly mon
itored, and that it is meeting appropriate 
standards for accountability.

Total 1994 AID budget is approximately 
$7B. At risk: assurance that these funds 
are being spent efficiently and effec
tively.

The Agency is reforming its organization and programs to improve management and accountability of for
eign assistance resources. AID has (i) initiated a reorganization to streamline offices and reduce man
agement positions; (ii) developed strategy statements for Agency's main objectives (health and popu
lation, democracy* economic growth, environment, and humanitarian assistance); and (iii) identified 21 
country programs to be closed by 1996. AID is reviewing the proper roles to be played by contractors, 
foreign national employees, and U.S. direct-hire staff.

Next steps: (i) Complete agency reorganizatioiVrightsizing in early 1994. (ii) Issue implementing guide
lines for strategy statements in early 1994. (iii) Introduce streamlined systems and procedures by Sep
tember 1994. (iv) Implement performance measurement system in 1995.

2

FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Inadequate financial systems, management 
information planning, operational sup
port and property controls.

FCA processed over $146M in collections 
for itself and the Farm Credit System In
surance Corporation during 1993. At 
risk: although the system has some func
tioning controls, (for example, over dis
bursement), it lacks other controls which 
would detect improper expenditures.

An OMB and Treasury team performed an on-site review in April 1993. The team found that: (i) FCA’s 
current financial system is inadequate and cannot be efficiently salvaged; (ii) FCA had selected an ap
propriate replacement system from GSA’s off-the-shelf software schedule; (iii) the planning function 
over the management information system is weak; (iv) previous system designs did not adequately con
sider user needs; and (v) internal staff expertise supporting financial systems needs to be strengthened.

The team made specific recommendations which are being implemented by FCA. For example, the agency 
has made significant progress toward installing a new financial system although some technical dif
ficulties, with regard to the IRM platform and network server, were experienced during the installation 
and testing phase of the project. OMB has been assured that these problems will be solved in the im
mediate term. FCA has also appointed a new information manager whose explicit objective is to estab
lish the infrastructure needed to correct planning problems and support user needs. Also, an additional 
systems accountant position was established in response to the team’s recommendations.

Next steps: The definition of this high risk area has been expanded due to the intricate relationship be
tween information planning and successful financial systems. FCA plans to complete basic financial 
systems installation and core requirements conformance during 1994. OMB expects that basic work to 
improve the information planning process will be expanded, institutionalized and integrated with finan
cial systems planning during the 1994-95 timeframe.

2
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Internal control program is not fully devel
oped and implemented.

1994 new budget authority for FEMA is 
$788M. At risk: assurance that these 
funds are adequately protected against 
fraud, waste and abuse.

In the past, FEMA was criticized for not implementing an agency-wide management control program. 
That deficiency has now been addressed through the strengthened commitment of senior Agency man
agement, the issuance of revised policy and procedures, training, and performance of management con
trol reviews by Headquarters and regional staffs. In 1993, FEMA (i) issued an agency-wide policy defin
ing the responsibilities of the Office of Financial Management, program offices, staff offices, and re
gional offices for management control; (ii) reassigned the audit followup function to the Chief Financial 
Officer for linkage with the management control program and eventual joint tracking; (iii) prepared a 
"how-to” handbook on management controls; (iv) trained 140 managers and senior staff; and (v) con
ducted financial compliance reviews in the regions and at Headquarters. The importance of manage
ment controls was also recognized beyond the boundaries of the formal management control program in 
policies and procedures issued for the Disaster Assistance Program.

Deleting this high risk area is not commensurate with declaring that there are no management control 
weaknesses in FEMA. OMB believes that FEMA now has a program in place to adequately identify and 
subsequently correct weaknesses. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: FEMA’s CFO has provided assurances that the management control program will continue to 
receive a high level of support following the reorganization announced in the fall of 1993. As a pilot 
agency in the reinventing government experiment, FEMA has committed to reengineering its manage
ment processes and program delivery systems to include appropriate controls.

D

Financial systems are not integrated. They 
are a collection of independently de
signed systems held together through a 
series of manual and automated inter
faces.

At risk: assurance that FEMA’s investment 
in financial systems results in an inte
grated system that meets all core re
quirements, and provides accurate and 
useful financial information.

FEMA continues to use short-term financial system fixes to correct its non-conformance with Federal core 
financial system requirements (e.g. implementation of the Department of Education general ledger 
package). However, existing systems, including the general ledger package being implemented, continue 
to operate on an obsolete hardware platform. FEMA needs to adopt a longer-term perspective for over
coming financial system deficiencies.

Next steps: FEMA has created a team of six technical staff to provide a detailed plan by early 1994 with 
implementation dates for the following actions: (i) procure new equipment and migrate financial sys
tems to the new equipment while terminating the Wang operations; (ii) implement new financial sys
tems in the 1994-97 time frame by acquiring commercially available software; and (iii) develop an 
agency financial system users group to provide a forum to gather information needs and desires from 
various offices within FEMA. These actions are intended to contribute to an integrated system that will 
effectively support the agency’s mission.

3

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Information Resources Management Service 
(IRMS): Oversight of GSA major infor
mation systems. This encompasses poli
cies and processes established by GSA’s 
IRM oversight organization to enforce 
good systems life cycle management 
practices.

GSA budget for major systems develop
ment efforts is approximately $99M. At 
risk: substantial investments in systems 
which may not perform as intended.

GSA has revamped its oversight process for developing major information systems. It now incorporates 
the corrective actions planned for improving life cycle management of major systems development 
projects: top management involvement, experienced project managers, modularly designed and imple
mented systems, use of common information standards, and common-use technology for GSA organiza
tions. In 1993, GSA continued to validate this new oversight process on the Public Buildings Servic^ln- 
formation Systems and FTS 2000 projects.

Next steps: By April 1994, GSA will review results of a detailed study being conducted by management 
and the OIG to ensure that all corrective actions have been effectively implemented.

1

Federal Supply Service (FSS) and IRMS: 
Multiple Award Schedule (MAS) suscep
tible to unnecessarily high prices, failure 
of customer agencies to comply with pre
scribed ordering practices, and inad
equate central management by GSA.

MAS program valued at $5B annually. At 
risk: MAS prices higher than those com
mercially available and higher govern
ment costs.

Under the MAS program, GSA provides Federal agencies with a simplified process for obtaining equip
ment, supplies and services at prices associated with volume buying. Ambiguities in the original con
tracting policy resulted in the failure of offerors to accurately disclose pricing information and the nego
tiation of unnecessarily high prices. In 1993 GSA proposed changes to MAS policy and is now consider
ing industry comments, as well as recommendations of the National Performance Review to pilot test a 
fully electronic marketplace. GSA is also testing MAS contracting procedures which eliminate signifi
cant vendor data collection requirements and encourage competition among schedule vendors through 
use of an electronic bulletin board. GSA is revising MAS ordering procedures to eliminate the manda
tory nature of FSS MAS contracts, provide more competition among schedule vendors, and reduce ad
ministrative costs of the ordering agencies.

Next steps: (i) Conduct additional tests of revised MAS contracting procedures, (ii) Revise MAS pricing 
policy and consider a restructuring of the program based on test results, (iii) Publish proposed ordering 
procedures in the Federal Register. Because of the ongoing pilot test the MAS corrective action plan will 
likely be revised in the summer of 1994.
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NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Poor accounting system.

Accounting system processes $170M annu
ally. At risk: assurance that funds are 
being accounted for in an accurate and 
timely fashion.

OMB and the Office of Inspector General performed a joint review of the new accounting system in 1992, 
determining that the software installation was successful, but additional work on data, procedures, and 
documentation was needed. In 1993, NLRB completed actions on all recommendations made. DE
LETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D

OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Federal Employees Health Benefits Pro
gram (FEHBP): Inadequate internal con
trol standards and oversight of insurance 
carrier operations.

FEHBP totalled $14.5B in 1993. At risk: 
higher premium costs to employees and 
agencies as a result of excessive pay
ments to carriers and providers; poten
tial fraud in claims submitted.

FEHBP management control standards and oversight of insurance carriers' performance require strength
ening. Six key problem areas identified. Progress evident in each area: (i) insurance contract adminis
tration: the Federal Acquisition Regulation concerning proper maintenance of FEHBP contract files was 
implemented, and minimum carrier performance standards for FEHBP contractors were developed; (ii) 
enrollment and premium reconciliation: pilot project underway using five agencies and five FEHB car
riers to ensure reconcilable enrollee and premium data; (iii) administrative sanctions: program estab
lished and partially operational within Office of Inspector General; (iv) audit resolution: all initial prob
lems addressed, no unresolved findings over six months old, and actual recoveries of disallowed costs 
balance reduced from $15M to $2M; (v) defective pricing of community rated plans: revised regulations 
implemented to eliminate this problem area; (vi) insurance audit cycles: added as a new problem area 
in 1993 and plan developed, but awaits staffing changes to be effective.

Next steps: (i) Complete phase-in of quality assurance standards and implement cost accounting stand
ards. (ii) Ensure that premiums accurately reflect enrollment levels, (iii) Create and publish regulations 
to process cases originating from OPM casework (as opposed to the Common Rule cases), (iv) Continue 
effective action to recover disallowed costs, (v) OIG will reallocate existing resources to reduce audit 
cycle to between three and six years.

1

OPM Revolving Fund (RF): Financial via
bility of the revolving fund has been 
weakened due to the rapidly increasing 
deficit in the Investigations Program por
tion of the revolving fund.

RF obligations totalled $247M in 1993. 
Fund’s position changed from a $3.3M 
surplus in 1991 to a $10M deficit in 
1992, and is projected to be much higher 
in 1993. At risk: fiscal stability of fund 
and threat to continued use by OPM.

The OPM Revolving Fund (RF) is used to finance reimbursable services to other Federal agencies, pri
marily for training and pre-employment and updated background investigations of Federal employees. 
By law, the RF must maintain a break-even balance over a reasonable period of years. Recent cutbacks 
govemmentwide in hiring new staff and reinvestigating current staff have dramatically reduced the In
vestigations Program’s workload. The reduction in demand for investigative services has not been 
matched by a corresponding reduction of investigative costs. As a result, the Investigations Program’s 
expenses exceeded revenue by S9.8M in 1992. OPM needs to take aggressive action to control costs and 
ensure solvency of the fund over the long run. ADDED TO THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: (i) Develop a plan, including a staffing reassessment, to address the rising deficit, (ii) Bring 
the RF into balance by 1995. (iii) Prepare a long range plan to determine how the RF will be used to fi
nance OPM*s reimbursable services, particularly in light of recommendations by the National Perform
ance Review for reinventing OPM.

A

PEACE CORPS

High Kisk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

PC: Agency lacks an effective internal con
trols program at overseas posts, specifi
cally for property management.

1994 budget for overseas operations is 
$147M. At risk: assurance that these ex
penditures and government property are 
adequately protected against fraud, 
waste, and abuse.

PC had previously (i) implemented a program to review internal controls at overseas posts and ensure 
that problems are corrected, and (ii) improved management of overseas imprest funds. However, correc
tive action has slipped considerably on the last item included in this high risk area—selecting and im
plementing a new automated personal property management system. PC decided which system to im
plement in late 1993, and is now developing the appropriate software.

Next steps: (i) Develop inventory database by March 1994. (ii) Issue draft policies and procedures manual 
for personal property by September 1994. (iii) Train users on new system by December 1994. (iv) Imple
ment new property management system and complete world-wide inventory in early 1995. PC hopes to 
accelerate completion of these milestones.

2

Headquarters: Financial management sys
tem is antiquated.

Accounting system expected to process 
$234M in 1994. At risk: assurance that 
funds are being accounted for in an accu
rate and timely fashion.

PC completed its first year of operations with a new headquarters financial management system 
(PCFMS). Implementation of interfaces and system modifications is continuing. PC is reviewing its 
plans for converting historical data to determine the most cost-effective method and is continuing to 
analyze how to improve the collection of overseas data. The Office of Inspector General (OIG) is con
ducting an audit of the PCFMS implementation and operations, expected to be completed in February 
1994.

Next steps: Implement recommendations resulting from the OIG audit of the system and determine 
whether or not PCFMS internal controls are adequate to resolve financial management weaknesses.

2
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PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

PBGC: Serious weaknesses exist in all 
major financial systems and subsystems. 
Poor controls and systems design under
lie data quality problems in the primary 
accounting system, poor functionality in 
the premium accounting system, and in
accurate actuarial data in the financial 
database.

At risk: full collection of insurance pre
miums due to inadequate records of 
amounts due; underdisclosure of a siz
able actuarial liability in the financial 
statements.

Serious weaknesses include: (i) a premium subsystem which has been unable to issue automated bills 
since 1988; (ii) an inaccurate reporting of the actuarial liability included in financial reports (due to in
adequate supporting data systems and reporting procedures); and (iii) an antiquated core accounting 
system which cannot produce basic financial reports. During 1992-93 PBGC collected over $50M in 
past due premiums, penalties and interest, as a result of a new manual billing process. Improvements 
to the actuarial database continue and reporting procedures have been improved. In September 1993, a 
contract was awarded to design and implement a new automated and integrated premium billing and 
collection system by late 1994. The project includes cleanup of the database which is critical to accurate 
billing of premiums. Project leaders with strong credentials have been charged with oversight of pre
mium system design and implementation. Appropriate levels of staff resources have been assigned to 
the premium system project.

Next steps: (i) Implement the new premium system design in 1994, define and install any additional re
quirements discovered during the initial implementation, and turn the bulk of premium billing and col
lection activities over to commercial contractor, (ii) Complete requirements analysis to help decide 
whether to acquire accounting services through cross-servicing or by procuring an off-the-shelf primary 
system.

2

RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Inadequate management controls and in
ability to certify the adequacy of controls 
for the Board’s biggest benefit program.

$8B in benefits, 878,000 beneficiaries in 
1994. At risk: 33,706 backlogged claims 
cases, down from 79,066 in 1991; 11,355 
tax record corrections, down from 53,456; 
unrecovered debt owed RRB.

In 1990 OMB led a management review of RRB resulting in 42 findings and 104 recommendations. RRB 
and OMB negotiated a $13.9M 5-year “contract” (1992-1996) to correct past problems. The plan linked 
specific reductions in backlogs and other problems with specific resource commitments. Through Sep
tember 1993, RRB was ahead of schedule for reducing backlogs in all eight identified claims processing 
categories, and completely eliminated backlogs in three categories. Record correction and tax statement 
backlog reduced from 53,456 to 11,355 cases. Wage match agreements now in place for 49 states, D.C. 
and Puerto Rico, covering 99 percent of rail employees. Matches resulted in referral of 674 potential 
fraud cases to Office of Inspector General in 1993. RRB is also four months ahead of schedule in com
pleting RREyiRS reconciliations.

Next steps: Continue OMB and RRB implementation of the 5-year contract and funding commitments in 
1995.

1

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

SEC: Management of ADP systems devel
opment projects needs improvement.

1994 budget includes $17.3M for SEC com
puter systems development projects. At 
risk: assurance that this expenditure re
sults in systems that produce accurate, 
timely, and useful information.

SEC is taking steps to strengthen the management of systems development projects. Following organiza
tional changes and appointment of a new Chief Information Officer in 1992, SEC drafted an integrated 
5-year IRM plan in May 1993. However, after review by senior SEC management, further changes were 
needed in the plan. The revised plan is scheduled to be resubmitted to SEC senior management in the 
immediate term.

Next steps: Implementation of the 5-year IRM plan will begin in 1994.

2

SEC: Commission lacks a long term disas
ter recovery plan for computer oper
ations.

At risk: assurance that SEC data are ade
quately protected, and agency can per
form its mission in the event of a disas
ter.

SEC is in the final stages of implementing a comprehensive computer disaster recovery plan. An addi
tional backup computer was installed in the SEC headquarters building in November 1993. Hardware 
tests were conducted, and systems tests designed to ensure that critical systems can be run on the new 
computer configuration were successfully performed under the IG’s observation in January 1994. The 
headquarters building computer will be used as the agency’s backup system and will handle non-critical 
daily distributive processing for the agency. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: Use backup computer as appropriate. SEC will continue contingency planning for the EDGAR 
system as manual processes are phased out in favor of automated processing.
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Small Business Investment Company 
(SBIC): Management/liquidation activi
ties inadequately supervised.

1994 appropriation supports nearly $326M 
in SBIC guarantees; outstanding pre
ferred stock and guaranteed debentures 
total $1.4B. At risk: $525.5M, rep resent
ing the size of the current liquidation 
portfolio.

A number of measures had been completed over the past few years to correct weaknesses in management 
and liquidation activities. However, new legislation, changes in SBA management, and budget and 
staffing constraints have overtaken planned corrective actions. SBA is committed to improving the pro
gram and minimizing inherent risks. New procedures to implement the Equity Enhancement Act of 
1992, which will have a significant impact on nearly every aspect of the program, will be in place by 
July 1994. Capital requirements for licensing will be more restrictive. SBA will assess management ca
pabilities and qualifications of SBIC participants. Since the transfer of the examination function from 
the Office of Inspector General to the program, 30 percent more program participants have been exam
ined. Major changes have been instituted to enable SBA to begin the liquidation and recovery processes 
sooner, and thereby minimize loss.

Next steps: A new SBIC program manager, who began in January 1994, should bring much needed mana
gerial expertise and leadership in venture capital and equity financing. Implementing procedures are to 
be finalized by July 1994. Staffing issues still need to be resolved.

2

Small Business Development Centers 
(SBDCs): Lack control over program in
come.

1994 appropriation is $71M for SBDCs. At 
risk: assurance that appropriated monies 
are protected from fraud, waste and mis
use by grantees.

Due to restrictive language in its Congressional appropriations (1988-1992), SBA had been prohibited 
from publishing regulations and operating procedures with respect to SBDCs, and accordingly pre
cluded from conducting adequate program oversight. The Small Business Credit and Business Oppor
tunity Enhancement Act of 1992 required SBA to submit proposed regulations for the SBDC program to 
congressional committees by March 3, 1993. These proposed regulations, which defined program income 
and set internal control and accounting guidelines, were submitted in November 1992. The Small Busi
ness Guaranteed Credit Enhancement Act of 1993, signed on August 17, 1993, lifted the prohibition 
against regulation publication. The regulations are currently in SBA’s internal clearance process.

Next steps: SBA projects that regulations will be published in the Federal Register by March 30, 1994 and 
issued in final form by June 30, 1994. Validation is planned for 1995 to see if the published regulations 
corrected the material weakness.

1

Surety Bond Guaranty Program (SBGP): 
Has weaknesses in its system of manage
ment control.

1994 level is $1.75B for SBGP; outstanding 
share of bonds issued totals $800M. At 
risk: $18M in potential claims.

Significant progress has been made to strengthen management controls, although some actions have been 
slowed due to resource limitations. On-site reviews of participating sureties are behind schedule but 
being performed; Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) revision is targeted for publication by the third 
quarter 1994; Supervisory SBG Specialists have been assigned to all Regional Offices; and ongoing na
tionwide training is improving efficiency and effectiveness. A new claims tracking (internal control) sys
tem has been designed and is operational, reducing the average claim reimbursement time from over 90 
days to 30 days. A new mainframe computer system is being designed and will be used as a prototype 
for the agency. The new system will incorporate the existing claims and recovery tracking systems and 
is scheduled to be implemented by October 1994.

Next steps: SBA to (i) complete redesign and implementation of mainframe by October 1994; (ii) continue 
on-site reviews; and (iii) complete revision and publication of remaining SOPs by June 1994.

1

U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Financial management systems and oper
ations are inadequate.

The USIA domestic core accounting system 
processes approximately $900M of the 
$1.2B appropriations; the rest is proc
essed through the Department of State’s 
overseas accounting system. At risk: as
surance that funds are being accounted 
for in an accurate and timely fashion.

In 1993, USIA (i) implemented systems to account for procurements in the Office of Contracts; (ii) par
tially integrated accounts payable and fully integrated accounts receivable systems with the core ac
counting system; (iii) implemented an automated personnel-payroll interface for permanent changes in 
personnel data, thus eliminating manual rekeying; and (iv) completed an Information Strategy Plan for 
administrative systems, and a Functional Area Analysis of the core accounting system, which will be 
used as input to the benefit/cost analysis scheduled for completion in 1994.

Next steps: (i) Complete installation of software needed to integrate the travel advance system and the 
accruals portion of the accounts payable system with the core accounting system, (ii) Implement an off- 
the-shelf PC-based property management system, (iii) Begin implementation of the new procurement 
system in small purchasing satellite offices, (iv) Determine whether to replace or upgrade the existing 
accounting system, and identify future funding requirements.

2

UNITED STATES SOLDIERS’ AND AIRMENS’ HOME

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess
ment

Financial management controls are weak 
and financial management data are poor.

USSAH manages nearly $150M in funds, 
some of which are the small personal ac
counts of resident veterans. USSAH 
needs an accurate and timely financial 
management system to properly account 
for those funds.

USSAH has made significant progress in improving its financial management controls and data. USSAH 
implemented the standard general ledger, and receives general ledger and trust fund accounting service 
through a cross-servicing agreement with Treasury. The Naval Audit Service reported in September
1993 that weaknesses remain in accounts receivable, inventory and fixed asset management. In the 
short term, however, these issues are being addressed with manual controls and reconciliations. DE
LETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. Remaining areas of weakness will continue to be monitored 
closely and reported as material non-conformances.

Next steps: To resolve the remaining areas of weakness, USSAH will implement: (i) the Trust Fund Ac
counts Receivable System; (ii) a member billing interface with banks; (iii) an inventory interface with 
Treasury; and (iv) a procurement interface with Treasury. A follow-up audit will be completed in May
1994 to ensure that appropriate actions have been taken.
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23. PROGRESS REPORT: CORRECTING HIGH RISK AREAS

Background. The High Risk Program began in 1989,
when the OMB Director asked agency Deputy Secretar-
ies to conduct personal assessments of their programs
and operations, and identify the highest risk programs
and functions. OMB and agencies identified 106 high
risk areas, which were first publicly announced in De-
cember 1989.

Issues included on the High Risk List are derived
from Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act
(FMFIA) reports by agency heads to the President, and
other sources, including reports by Inspectors General
and the General Accounting Office. Both financial man-
agement and program areas are included.

Since the program’s inception, OMB has actively
worked with the agencies to ensure that high risk areas
receive appropriate attention. A Progress Report provid-
ing OMB’s assessment of agency efforts to correct high
risk areas is published annually in the Budget. In the
progress reports published in the FY 1992 through FY
1995 Budgets, a total of 29 areas were added and 58
areas were removed from the List. At the beginning
of 1994, the High Risk List included 84 areas.

Status. This year, OMB carefully reviewed all 84 high
risk areas to determine whether these issues still war-
rant inclusion in the High Risk Program. OMB deter-
mined that agencies continue to make good progress
in correcting high risk areas; as a result of this review,
29 areas are being deleted in this year’s Progress Re-
port. The High Risk List now focuses more specifically
on areas that deserve special attention because they
already have created or have the potential to create
major losses for or significant problems in the operation
and effectiveness of a program or agency.

By focusing on a smaller number of important items,
OMB intends to provide assurance to the public and
the Congress that significant problems are being ag-
gressively addressed. This approach will also allow
OMB and the agency to ensure that appropriate re-
sources are provided to solve the problems.

Future Plans. Forthcoming policy guidance from OMB
on agency management control programs is intended
in part to eliminate the need for separate reporting
on high risk areas. OMB is proposing a revision to
OMB Circular A–123, Management Accountability and
Control, which encourages agencies to integrate man-
agement control assessments with other work being
done to evaluate agency performance. The proposed re-

vision also encourages agencies to include only the most
significant management deficiencies in their annual
FMFIA reports to the President and Congress. OMB
expects that these streamlined, higher-level agency
FMFIA reports may make it unnecessary to monitor
high risk areas separately.

Summary of FY 1996 Progress Report. OMB’s assess-
ment of agency efforts to correct the 84 areas included
on the List throughout 1994 appears in the last column
of Table 23–1.

• A total of 29 areas are being deleted from the
List. Seven areas, assessed with the code ‘‘D1,’’
have been corrected. Twenty areas, assessed with
the code ‘‘D2,’’ are no longer sufficiently serious
to warrant the ‘‘high risk’’ designation and are
receiving appropriate attention by the agency. Two
areas, assessed with the code ‘‘D3,’’ do not belong
on a list of agency operational problems because
their resolution depends on policy or legislative
action.

• In 16 areas, agencies have made significant
progress. This means that the agency has pro-
duced a corrective action plan that, if imple-
mented, will either eliminate the risk or reduce
the risk to an acceptable level; and has imple-
mented enough of the plan to have concrete, meas-
urable accomplishments. These areas are assessed
with a ‘‘1’’.

• In 38 areas, agencies have active efforts underway
to improve progress. This means that the agency
has undertaken a serious effort to eliminate the
risk or reduce the risk to an acceptable level. The
corrective action plan is on the right track, but
may need work; or, the agency has produced an
acceptable corrective action plan, and may be pro-
ceeding with implementation, but has not gotten
far enough to prove that the risk has been reduced
or the problem solved. These areas are assessed
with a ‘‘2’’.

• In one area, OMB has reservations about the ade-
quacy of agency progress and/or plans. This means
that the agency has not produced an adequate
corrective action plan; or, has failed to make rea-
sonable progress towards implementing its plans.
This area is assessed with a ‘‘3’’.

With the two areas being added this year, the High
Risk List at the beginning of 1995 includes 57 areas.
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Table 23–1. PROGRESS REPORT: HIGH RISK AREAS BY AGENCY

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Farm Service Agency (FSA): Farm loan pro-
grams lack adequate oversight and inter-
nal controls.

At risk: high total delinquencies ($9B) and
high delinquency rates (17 percent) in
1993.

Farm loan program issues include: (i) lack of effective analysis (including identification of production/fi-
nancial weaknesses, development of individualized credit plans and effective monitoring of borrower
progress), which has resulted in high delinquency rates; and (ii) inadequate tracking of borrowers’ ac-
counts for servicing actions, which results in delays and improper servicing actions.

A joint OMB/USDA task force was formed to identify FSA loan management and budget vulnerabilities
and recommend ways to improve loan management. A draft task force report was issued in August
1994. A major effort to develop an integrated supervised credit program began in mid-1994 to address
both weaknesses.

Next steps: Pilot implementation of the supervised credit system is scheduled for mid-1995. The task force
will (i) work toward revised recommendations for inclusion in the Administration’s 1995 Farm Bill pro-
posals, and (ii) shift focus to accounting and computer system vulnerabilities and weaknesses.

2

Food and Consumer Services (FCS): Illegal
trafficking of Food Stamp coupons and
benefits delivered electronically for cash,
drugs, and weapons; and fraudulent re-
tailer activity.

1995 budget includes $25B for Food Stamp
Program. At risk: ability to detect both
food stamp trafficking by individuals and
fraudulent retailer activity, with an esti-
mate of a minimum of $100M in benefits
diverted annually.

USDA/FCS have undertaken significant steps to address Food Stamp trafficking and fraudulent retailer
activity, including (i) procuring additional equipment to enhance trafficking investigations; (ii) estab-
lishing use of the False Claims Act as a sanction tool for trafficking cases (resulting in settlements of
greater than $1.1M); (iii) updating requirements for processing investigative sanctions against author-
ized retailers; and (iv) expanding from 33 percent to 40 percent the coverage of investigators in the field
automation system. USDA has reviewed fraudulent retailer activity, including: (i) analyzing sales and
redemption data for irregularities; and (ii) detecting ineligible use and illegal selling of Food Stamps.
Additionally, during 1993 and 1994, the implementation of electronic benefit transfer (EBT) to distrib-
ute food stamps was expanded which will better enable FCS to detect trafficking and will provide a
more detailed audit trail for investigators.

Next steps: Recognizing that Food Stamp trafficking cannot be eliminated completely, USDA/FCS have de-
veloped additional corrective actions into the original plan in order to create a more comprehensive plan
designed to establish controls over trafficking to the greatest extent possible over the next several fiscal
years. These new corrective actions include: (i) submitting a report to Congress on abuse and fraud in
the Food Stamp program; (ii) revising computer-generated profile of violation-prone authorized retail-
ers; (iii) completing full implementation of investigator field automation system; (iv) implementing and
reviewing the effectiveness of EBT exceptions reports; and (v) issuing an evaluation report of EBT in
Maryland which includes an analysis of EBT safeguards and vulnerabilities for trafficking.

1

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation
(FCIC): Overpayment of claims.

FCIC has a $1B annual operating level. At
risk: $100M in losses paid to reinsurance
companies.

FCIC completed implementing financial evaluation standards for reinsurance companies’ annual financial
statements. In 1994, FCIC successfully used an error rate system to evaluate insurance company per-
formance. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D1

Rural Housing and Community Develop-
ment Service (RHCDS): Housing loan
programs lack adequate oversight and
internal control.

At risk: high total delinquencies ($3.1B, in-
cludes delinquent principal outstanding).
Actual delinquent installments were 17
percent in 1994.

RHCDS operates housing loan programs that present significant budget exposure.

Single family housing issues include: (i) interest credit formula provides an incentive to the borrower to
maximize federal subsidies; (ii) no automated delinquency system is in place; (iii) borrowers’ accounts
are not uniformly and consistently serviced and follow-up not always timely; (iv) no escrow system is in
place (RHCDS advances funds to pay delinquent taxes/insurance, often creating a delinquent account
as a result of the servicing action); and (v) wage matching is sporadic, resulting in overpayments of fed-
eral subsidies.

Multifamily housing issues include: (i) fraud, waste and abuse by some developers at various stages of
rental project development due to a lack of federal oversight; (ii) lack of project loan prepayment ability
in conjunction with low-income housing tax credit results is a disincentive for project managers to
maintain the project; and (iii) project operating expenses are overstated in some projects, resulting in
both tenants and the government paying unnecessarily high rent and rental assistance.

A joint OMB/USDA task force was formed to identify housing loan management and budget
vulnerabilities and recommend ways to improve loan management. A draft task force report was issued
in August 1994 and recommendations in the report are included in the 1996 budget.

Next steps: For single family housing, RHCDS will be procuring an off-the-shelf mortgage accounting sys-
tem that will include escrowing functions. The new system will be operational in 1996. The Task Force
will shift focus to accounting and computer system vulnerabilities and weaknesses.

2
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Department-wide financial systems: Aged
and outmoded systems, inadequate fi-
nancial system controls, ineffective
central systems planning and installa-
tion, and inaccurate financial reports.

USDA administers programs which had
authorized budget authority of $68.1B in
1993 and direct loan authority of $11B.
At risk: loss or misapplication of budg-
etary resources due to unreliable man-
agement information.

During the past 12 months, the quality of USDA’s audited financial statements improved measurably. No
bureau received an adverse opinion; only the Forest Service and Departmental statements received
qualified opinions. The Department is sponsoring inter-bureau focus groups to concentrate on solving
specific problems such as producing financial statements. The CFO also completed operations capability
testing on and selected commercial off-the-shelf systems software to be used as the foundation for the
new departmental accounting system. Projects to install new accounting systems in Forest Service and
ASCS are tied to this software contract.

Next steps: The Department needs to begin implementation of the foundation system over the next year.
Cooperative work needs to continue with the Inspector General to remove the causes of qualified opin-
ions on financial statements. The new systems architecture, required by the recently implemented
USDA reorganization, needs to be defined and tied conceptually to the foundation system as a coopera-
tive venture between the CFO and the program bureaus. OMB has allocated additional resources in the
1996 budget to support these improvements.

2

Departmentwide ADP management
(INFOSHARE): Departmental planning
for managing information integration
projects, process reengineering projects,
and ADP procurement to support USDA
reorganization in field offices and head-
quarters is not effective.

USDA’s INFOSHARE managers estimate
that installation and procurement costs
for contracts, software and hardware will
exceed $260M between 1995 and 1997.
Costs may exceed $1B over the life of the
project. At risk: These procurements
could be wasted or marginally effective if
they ultimately do not meet the Depart-
ment’s needs for information processing,
functional improvement, and compatible
ADP platforms.

INFOSHARE is intended to improve operations and delivery of service through business process
reengineering, managed organizational change, and the acquisition and development of integrated in-
formation systems. This project is critical to implementing the Department of Agriculture Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1994 and its mandate for field consolidation. Management of this project has been the sub-
ject of intense scrutiny and critical reports by the GAO, the House Committee on Government Oper-
ations, and the USDA Office of Inspector General. As a result, GSA recently withdrew its delegation of
procurement authority from USDA’s INFOSHARE program managers. The basic concern expressed in
these reports is that USDA emphasized hardware procurement prior to completing a business process
analysis and a well-analyzed concept of what technical architecture will meet USDA’s needs. ADDED
TO THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: (i) Involve program Under/Assistant Secretaries of INFOSHARE partner agencies in directing
the project under the leadership of an executive-level manager and a well-qualified project manager. (ii)
Assemble and train a core team in business process review skills. (iii) Establish an independent inter-
agency advisory group, possibly including the private sector, to expand available technical and manage-
rial expertise. (iv) Start business process analysis and tie it to USDA’s reorganization in real terms,
such as linking program content in new combined offices with the changing role of staff, technology,
and support systems. (v) Pursue a coordinated systems improvement strategy that supports continuous
improvement to meet the joint requirements of the partner agencies while deferring major procure-
ments in business areas undergoing business process reengineering.

A

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Department: Financial systems are not in
compliance with government-wide stand-
ards and are seriously outdated, frag-
mented, inadequately controlled, and
costly and difficult to maintain.

DOC financial systems process $4.2B annu-
ally. At risk: assurance that these funds
are being accounted for in an accurate
and timely fashion.

Commerce is addressing financial systems deficiencies by completely replacing the Department’s core fi-
nancial systems. In 1994, the Department: (i) issued Request for Proposals for complete DOC core fi-
nancial system replacement (May); (ii) received proposals (July); (iii) began evaluation of proposals (Au-
gust); (iv) determined competitive range and began operational capabilities demonstration (September);
and (v) awarded contract (December).

Next steps: By October 1995, complete acceptance testing, training, and beta testing; and begin initial sys-
tem implementation.

2
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

National Weather Service (NWS), National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA): Major systems acquisition prob-
lems delaying $4B modernization and
NWS workforce restructuring.

At risk: increased costs in the AWIPS and
the transition (MARDI) programs, as
well as a delay in bringing full benefits
of modernization to the public.

The Weather Service Modernization has more than doubled in cost and has experienced substantial
schedule delays since its inception. There are currently serious problems with the Advanced Weather
Interactive Processing System (AWIPS), a software intensive system that is necessary to deliver the full
benefits of the modernization effort. There are also problems with user community acceptance of the
newly deployed Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS). These problems could create a substan-
tial delay in the modernization efforts and workforce restructuring.

AWIPS—The AWIPS program was delayed due to inability of the contractor to deliver a government-ap-
proved systems design. In May 1994, an Independent Review Team assessed existing problems and
made recommendations for correction. NOAA has proceeded with a recovery plan based on many of the
team’s recommendations. NOAA intends to restructure the contract to minimize the delay in the start
of the deployment phase. Management changes have been made by both the contractor and NOAA to
improve the management of AWIPS acquisition.

Next steps: NOAA is working with the contractor to make the necessary adjustments to the AWIPS Sys-
tem/Subsystem Design document received in November 1994. This document will serve as the basis for
contract renegotiations and for future budgets and schedules. Until that process is completed, a firm
schedule for the completion of the development phase of AWIPS cannot be developed. Contract renegoti-
ation is expected to be completed by the end of April 1995.

ASOS—To date, DOC and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) have been unable to reach agreement
on the structure/methodology for automation certifications resulting from the installation of ASOS units
at airports nationwide.

Next steps: DOC and FAA have agreed to an ASOS Automation Project Demonstration whereby ASOS
performance will be monitored at approximately ten sites during the period December 1, 1994 through
September 30, 1995. Evaluation of the performance data will assist in establishing ASOS automation
certification criteria which will lead to the reassignment of NWS personnel at airport sites.

3

NOAA: Geostationary Operational Satellite
(GOES) technical development problems.

At risk: the potential reduced geostationary
coverage of the Earth disc if either
GOES–7 fails, and/or GOES–8 or
GOES–J fails prematurely.

Technical problems experienced by this program are under tight control by NOAA/NASA. GOES–8 was
successfully launched on April 13, 1994. Operational control of the satellite was successfully transferred
from NASA to NOAA on October 26, 1994. Program management is satisfactory.

A two-satellite constellation (GOES–7 and GOES–8) is currently in orbit with back-up capabilities avail-
able from the European satellite, METEOSAT. GOES–J is scheduled for launch as early as April 1995.
Although a conflict in the launch manifest may result in moving the GOES–J launch to June 1995, the
government has preemptive rights over the commercial launch in the April slot if it becomes necessary
to move the GOES–J launch forward. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. The Department will
continue to monitor the activity to provide an early heads-up if problems resume.

D2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Department: Supply operations are inad-
equate due to deficient management con-
trols.

DoD supply inventory of roughly $80B. At
risk: DoD may be buying unnecessary
supplies.

DoD has reduced inventory levels by 25 percent since 1989. The Department has (i) improved procedures
for determining requirements and disposing of unneeded property; (ii) consolidated inventory control
operations; and (iii) increased competition in spare parts procurement.

Next steps: DoD is in the process of developing supply center operations performance goals, implementing
standardized logistics information systems, and expanding the use of commercial practices. OMB and
DoD are engaged in an ongoing effort to reduce inventories an additional 25 percent by 1998.

1

Department: Information technology data
standardization, telecommunications and
security are deficient.

The DoD Information Technology budget is
$9.4B in 1995. At risk: the unauthorized
access or misuse of sensitive Defense
data.

DoD has addressed information technology deficiencies through (i) a working group with the National In-
formation Infrastructure which oversees the implementation of preventive safeguards on the Internet;
and (ii) a joint effort with the General Services Administration to consolidate more telecommunications
requirements onto the Post–FTS2000 contract. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. OMB will
continue to monitor the status of DoD Information Technology improvements, including the initiatives
stated above.

D2
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Department: Financial accounting processes
and systems produce inaccurate and un-
reliable information for managing the
Department’s resources.

At risk: The ability to obtain accurate and
complete financial statements and other
managerial information for DoD; control
over resources lost or stolen.

DoD financial management reform is a major initiative involving business process reengineering, system
standardization, and consolidation of operations. The reforms are guided by the objective of improving
customer service. In 1991, the Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS) was created to serve as
DoD’s accounting firm. In May 1994 DoD announced the consolidation of over 300 finance and account-
ing sites into 26 DFAS sites, beginning in 1995. To implement additional accounting and finance re-
forms DoD has: (i) standardized regulations, data inputs and outputs to meet OMB Circular A–127,
Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act, and U.S. Government Standard General Ledger require-
ments; (ii) identified and developed migratory systems for integration and consolidation of financial ac-
counting systems; (iii) increased use of electronic technology in such areas as electronic commerce, data
exchange, and storage; and (iv) developed performance measures as directed under the Chief Financial
Officers Act.

Next steps: (i) Implement electronic data interchange/commerce, including vendor payment (7/95). (ii)
Match disbursements over $1M to obligations (10/95). (iii) Complete standard financial regulations (12/
95). (iv) Implement DoD Standard General Ledger (1997). (v) Add budget/accounting classification code
(1997).

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Institutional integrity (gatekeeping): Inad-
equate Federal management of the
gatekeeping process for institutional eli-
gibility for Federal student aid has re-
sulted in many students attending
schools that are incapable of administer-
ing student aid funds properly and that
provide an educational experience that
is, sometimes through fraud, unlikely to
result in employment and higher earn-
ings for those students. Many borrowers
default on loan obligations through no
fault of their own.

At risk: the value of Federal funding of Pell
grants, student loans, and other aid
when individuals attend poor quality
schools and are not given a true oppor-
tunity to learn new skills.

The Department of Education (ED) received legislative authority in the 1992 Amendments to the Higher
Education Act (HEA) that gives it powerful new tools to screen out and eliminate from eligibility insti-
tutions that violate Federal standards. In 1994 ED published final rules for these new authorities, re-
placing an ‘‘interim final’’ rule under which implementation had begun. Congress has appropriated
$41M over 1994 and 1995 to finance the States Postsecondary Review Program part of gatekeeping,
under which States review and eliminate institutions that lack financial or administrative capacity, or
run poor quality programs. In 1994, ED hired and trained an additional 86 field program reviewers to
enforce the Federal gatekeeping component. ED is in the process of finalizing its integrated gatekeeping
plan, connecting the States, Federal, and accreditation elements. Included in this plan is the additional
new authority for ‘‘provisional certification,’’ which enables ED to eliminate poor quality institutions
quickly to protect students and Federal resources. Implementation of the new law began under interim
final regulations in 1993 and issuance of final regulations in July 1994.

Next steps: A final operating plan, based on the experience thus far, becomes operational February 1,
1995. Regular status reports will be instituted. Effectiveness will be assessed on a continuing basis dur-
ing 1995.

2

ED financial management systems: ED’s
automated financial management sys-
tems are antiquated and have numerous
functional and technological problems
making it difficult and labor intensive to
produce accurate and timely data for de-
cision making and to produce reliable de-
partment-wide financial reports.

In 1994, $27B in loan subsidies, grants and
administrative costs were supported by
these systems. At risk: assurance that re-
liable information for reporting and effec-
tive management of these programs is
available.

ED’s financial systems deficiencies are due to incompatible data exchanges between subsidiary systems, a
technically obsolete primary accounting system (PAS), and lack of integration between PAS and the
payment system. A Letter of Interest (LOI) for ED’s core financial management redesign (EDCAPS)
was initially issued in March 1994. The LOI is now being reworked to define more clearly the require-
ments.

Next steps: By the end of 1995, ED will issue another solicitation for EDCAPS. System plans will be de-
veloped to support this solicitation for grant and contract applications, payment systems, integration
services, and core financial systems during 1995.

2

ED-wide audit follow-up: Audit follow-up
improvements needed.

ED receives audit reports with monetary
findings of $500M annually. The number
of audit reports ED receives doubled in
1994 due to implementation of the High-
er Education Reauthorization Act of
1992. At risk: collection of funds owed to
ED if audit follow-up is not timely or ef-
fective.

ED has directed resources and implemented systems to insure review of audits. ED has established a sen-
ior level committee to address long-standing post audit problems. The committee developed a Depart-
ment-wide post audit mission statement and strategic plan, including milestones focusing on actions to
address the increased volume of audits expected in 1995, methodologies for promoting the best use of
audits, and necessary post audit process improvements. Post audit activities are monitored at the Dep-
uty Secretary level. The number of audits over six months old decreased by 75 percent, from 277 to 70,
from September 1993 to March 1994. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Non-higher education program monitoring:
compliance and performance monitoring
inadequate.

Departmental 1995 budget for non-higher
education programs is over $18B. At risk:
assurance that these funds are being
spent effectively.

Serious unaddressed deficiencies had existed in agency management plans under the categorical program
structure and management philosophy in place in prior Administrations. With the enactment of the
Goals 2000: Educate America Act and the Improving America’s Schools Act, new leadership at the De-
partment has changed the management philosophy. The Department is developing and field testing
plans for monitoring all related activities within a State at the same time, so that the Goals 2000 phi-
losophy of integrated, systemic reform is mirrored in the way the Department relates to States. This
will ensure higher quality monitoring and more effective State performance. DELETED FROM THE
HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: Continue field testing of the new approach and implement it in school year 1995–1996.

D2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Environmental management: DOE faces
large and complex environmental clean-
up and waste management problems at
many of its facilities.

1995 budget includes $6.1B for environ-
mental restoration and waste manage-
ment activities. At risk: potential long-
term adverse impact to workers, the pub-
lic or the environment; and failure to
comply with environmental regulations
and/or agreements.

DOE has completed cleanup of 143 remedial projects addressing over 800 environmental release sites
since 1989. However, resolving environmental problems at DOE facilities will be a long-term and costly
effort. The Environmental Management (EM) program has developed a strategic plan with six key ob-
jectives: (i) manage and eliminate urgent risks and threats in DOE system; (ii) provide a safe workplace
that is free from fatalities and serious accidents and continuously reduces injuries and adverse health
effects; (iii) change system so that it is in control managerially and financially; (iv) be more outcome
oriented; (v) focus the technology development program on DOE’s major environmental issues involving
the best talent in DOE and the national science and engineering communities; and (vi) develop strong
partnerships between DOE and its stakeholders.

As a GPRA pilot, EM recently submitted a 1995 Performance Plan which links performance measures to
these strategic objectives. One key aspect of the pilot program is the addition of 1200 FTEs through
contractor conversion in 1995. 850 of these FTEs were allocated to field offices in order to strengthen
EM’s capability in managing contractors. Hiring should be completed by spring of 1995. The Adminis-
tration has approved 400 additional FTEs for 1996. DOE has established a Site Specific Advisory board
comprised of groups at each major facility. Stakeholders and regulators are taking an active role in
working with DOE to identify priorities at sites and evaluate budget issues.

Next steps: EM will continue to finetune performance measures focused on achieving outcomes. Perform-
ance measure information will be used to monitor improvement of program operations and achievement
of strategic objectives. EM will continue to work with regulators at certain sites to negotiate realistic
schedules that reflect risk-based priorities. Specific 1995 activities include: (i) developing a baseline en-
vironmental restoration report to identify the cost and schedule for implementing program commit-
ments; and (ii) completing a draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement.

2

Nuclear safety: Safety deficiencies exist at
some DOE nuclear facilities.

1995 budget includes $2.1B to address
health and safety risks (both nuclear and
non-nuclear). At risk: protection of DOE
workers, the public and the environment.

DOE has provided OMB documentation on its development of performance measures for the nuclear safe-
ty area. These performance measures are also essential components of DOE’s Contract Reform Initia-
tive. It appears DOE is using performance measures to go beyond mere compliance with safety regula-
tions and requirements to establish practical goals for a cost-effective, comprehensive program related
to nuclear safety. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. OMB will continue to closely monitor re-
sults of DOE’s efforts to implement performance measures in the nuclear safety area.

D2

Nuclear waste storage and disposal: Nu-
clear waste storage and disposal capabil-
ity is inadequate.

1995 budget includes $522M for these pro-
gram areas. At risk: long-term storage
and disposal of nuclear waste generated
by Federal and commercial facilities.

During the summer of 1994, DOE management organized a special team of experts to develop a ‘‘perform-
ance-based’’ 5-year plan for nuclear waste storage and disposal. OMB participated in this effort to pro-
vide an analytical perspective on management issues facing the program as well as budgetary require-
ments. This effort has resulted in: (i) establishment of product areas that will allow the siting of a nu-
clear waste repository; (ii) establishment of ‘‘bottoms-up’’ budgeting to support these product areas; (iii)
identification of critical areas that impact the success of the project; and (iv) identification of activities
that could be scaled back or eliminated. DOE management is currently updating its financial manage-
ment system to develop consistency with performance measurements in the 5-year plan. DELETED
FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. OMB will participate in discussions on new legislative proposals that
may impact the goals of the program.

D3
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Contract/project management: Weaknesses
exist in contract and project management
for contractor operated DOE facilities.

1995 budget includes $16B for DOE con-
tracting. At risk: assurance that contract
funds are being spent efficiently and ef-
fectively.

The joint DOE/OMB Contract Reform Team issued its report in February 1994 with 48 recommendations
to improve DOE’s contracting practices. The report included specific plans for introducing well-defined
performance measures, increasing accountability of contractors, improving financial management, in-
creasing the use of fixed-price contracts, and expanding incentives for cost savings. DOE has estab-
lished a high level executive committee and a Contract Reform Project Office to direct implementation
of contract reform and remove the barriers to progress. Action items have been established for imple-
menting all but one of the recommendations and action has been completed on about half of these
items. In July 1994, a $4.8B contract was awarded to operate the Idaho National Engineering Labora-
tory. This is the first major DOE contract to incorporate contract reform initiatives.

Next steps: Over the next year, DOE will continue progress on action items to (i) implement contract re-
form; (ii) disseminate lessons learned to contracting officials; (iii) develop systems to identify and meas-
ure progress and benefits from contract reform; (iv) incorporate reform-related provisions into existing
contracts; and (v) compete six major contracts valued at over $18.6B.

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Health Care Financing Administration
(HCFA): Medicare making payments that
should be made by other insurers.

The 1996 projected cost of Medicare pro-
gram is $197B. At risk: hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars annually in payments by
Medicare that should have been paid by
other insurers.

HCFA has awarded a contract for an Initial Enrollment Questionnaire which should provide HCFA with
the data necessary to help assure that Medicare is only paying for claims after primary insurers are
paying their share. HCFA is on track to correcting this problem. This issue will take many years and
continued agency effort to fully resolve. The Administration’s 1993 health care reform proposal estab-
lished information systems which would substantially eliminate this problem. Development of a 1995
proposal could continue to address this issue. In addition, OMB and HHS are working together to pro-
vide for more and consistent funding for HCFA payment safeguard activities in the future. DELETED
FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST. OMB will continue to work with HHS to ensure adequate resources for
payment safeguard activities, and OMB will continue to monitor this issue.

D2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Departmental Financial Systems: HUD
lacks an integrated financial manage-
ment system, and existing systems suffer
from inefficiencies, incompatibilities, and
internal control problems.

1995 budget includes $33M for implemen-
tation of HUD’s Financial Systems Inte-
gration Plan. At risk: assurance that fi-
nancial systems will provide timely, ac-
curate, and useful financial information
to manage HUD insurance, guarantees,
subsidies, loans, and grants.

The last two years have seen more focused and timely systems development efforts. A Management Com-
mittee chaired by the Deputy Secretary and composed of senior officials from all program areas now
provides leadership and guidance for systems development. All Department components are required to
develop formal Information Strategy Plans; approval of plans and funding levels are required before
systems projects are undertaken. Financial Systems Integration Standards to be followed in all finan-
cial systems projects have been developed and issued. An off-the-shelf accounting package has been
purchased, and is being used for administrative accounting.

Next steps: Convert existing program accounting systems to the new accounting system. Accounting and
budgeting systems must be integrated to produce timely, reliable estimates to support HUD’s annual
budget process. Program offices that do not have Information Strategy Plans need to complete this re-
quirement so that systems enhancements can be approved by the Management Committee.

2

Section 8 Financial Systems: HUD’s exist-
ing systems are inadequate to verify ten-
ant information in Section 8 subsidy pro-
grams and to accurately forecast funding
needs for expired Section 8 contracts that
are renewed.

1995 budget outlays for Section 8 low in-
come housing assistance estimated at
$20B. At risk: assurance that funds are
used for eligible recipients, and that
there is adequate fund control for over
$100B in long-term contractual funding
commitments, serving 3 million families.

Progress has been made in developing systems to identify Section 8 budget requirements; estimates were
automatically generated for the first time in the 1996 budget process. Progress is being made on devel-
oping systems and data bases capable of verifying tenant data, but has been slower than anticipated. In
particular, the effort to match tenant data against IRS wage data to identify ineligible participants is
lagging, and savings reflected in the 1995 budget will not be fully realized.

Next steps: Continue development efforts, with a goal of conducting a pilot match of tenant data and IRS
wage data during the third quarter of 1995.

2
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DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

FHA Single Family Housing Asset Manage-
ment: Management controls for single
family properties and notes do not pro-
tect the financial interests and resources
of the government.

Approximately $4.1B in single family notes
in inventory at end of 1994; 1994 prop-
erty disposition proceeds were $3B. At
risk: assurance that HUD does not incur
excessive property management and
preservation fees, or excessive losses
from note assignments.

FHA’s servicing of its portfolio of assigned notes (single family mortgages HUD assumes after a home-
owner becomes delinquent and FHA has paid a full claim to the lender) is expensive, inefficient, and
labor intensive. In addition, there is little evidence showing the assignment program achieves its goal:
to give FHA homeowners a chance to keep their homes during a temporary interruption of income.
Asset sales and other actions by the Department in 1994 removed many older assigned mortgages,
achieving a net reduction in inventory from 101,000 to 80,000 cases, even with new assignments during
the year.

Next steps: Continue asset sales, including loans in the three year forbearance period, to further reduce
the inventory of notes to be serviced. Consider legislative changes to reduce or eliminate the assign-
ment of notes in the future by greater reliance on the private sector, as well as legislation to reduce the
forbearance period from three years to one year.

2

FHA Fund Equity: Equity of Mutual Mort-
gage Insurance (MMI) fund for single
family housing loans may not be suffi-
cient to cover losses during periods of ad-
verse economic conditions.

$303B of insurance was in force at the end
of 1994. At risk: FHA’s ability to pay po-
tential claims without seeking appropria-
tions or higher fees.

The National Affordable Housing Act of 1990 set MMI capital ratio targets of 1.25 percent for 1992, and 2
percent in the year 2000. FHA failed to meet the goal in 1992, but recent independent actuarial reviews
of the fund show significant progress. The fund’s capital ratio at the end of 1993 was 1.44 percent.
Moreover, the independent study projects that the fund will exceed the capital ratio target of 2 percent
in the year 2000. Factors in the improved financial position include new economic forecasts and
changes in premium policies, as well as an improved actuarial model.

Next steps: Although the MMI capital ratio is much improved, the next few years are critical to the fund’s
financial health. The 1996 budget proposes that FHA become a Government corporation, with flexibility
to offer new housing credit products. These new products must be carefully analyzed to ensure recent
progress is sustained. In addition, the impact of emerging technologies, such as automated underwrit-
ing, on the fund must be considered. Finally, FHA must continue to track the impact of the wave of
1994 refinancings to ensure that the short-term positive results in the form of lower default rates con-
tinue in the future, and that the fund is not adversely affected.

2

FHA Multifamily Housing Loan Servicing
and Property Disposition: The Depart-
ment has an excessive growth in ac-
quired and assigned multifamily prop-
erties and notes, due in part to inad-
equate servicing of the insured portfolio.

$45B of insurance in force. At risk: total
claim loss reserve of $9B.

HUD made significant progress in resolving this issue in 1994. On April 12, the President signed S.1299,
enacting significant reforms to facilitate the disposition of HUD properties. Auction of $153M in HUD-
held mortgages was conducted October 25, 1994.

Next steps: Property disposition reforms not passed last year will be proposed again. Auctions of notes will
continue in 1995 to further reduce HUD-held inventory. HUD also needs to strengthen servicing by
working with private partners, improving staff capacity, and developing an Information Strategy Plan.

2

Public Housing Authority (PHA) Manage-
ment: 106 PHAs (including 18 large
PHAs), accounting for 17 percent of all
PHA units, have been identified as ‘‘trou-
bled.’’.

PHAs administer over half of the HUD
budget. At risk: assurance that public
housing funds achieve intended pur-
poses.

Current HUD actions to improve public housing include: (i) accelerating financial and other assistance to
PHAs available through the HOPE VI program; and (ii) using partnership teams of Federal staff, local
officials, and industry experts to identify solutions to the worst problems.

Next steps: Current efforts will continue, but will be integrated within a substantial transformation of the
way public housing is managed. By the end of a three-year transition, HUD will get out of the direct
funding of public housing by converting project-based public housing subsidies to tenant-based rental
assistance. In the course of this transition, HUD will: (i) deregulate thousands of well-performing hous-
ing authorities, allowing them to operate flexibly within a framework of national low-income housing
goals and objectives and specific performance indicators; (ii) break up the worst troubled housing au-
thorities, divesting parts of their portfolios to non-profit owners and managers, including residents
where appropriate; and (iii) demolish thousands of severely deteriorated units for which there is no
market demand and relocate their residents using portable certificates.

2

GNMA: Oversight of major contract oper-
ations is inadequate.

$445B Mortgage-Backed Securities Pro-
gram. At risk: limited assurance that
contract services are properly performed
or that claims for services are reasonable
or valid.

GNMA recently hired a professional to oversee all contracts. Although GNMA still has some problems in
carrying out its contract oversight role, the overall process has been substantially improved. DELETED
FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D2

Resource Management: HUD methods of
formulating resource needs and utilizing
available resources are inadequate.

At risk: HUD’s ability to ensure efficient
and effective use of resources for achiev-
ing program results, while minimizing
program risk and susceptibility to fraud,
waste, and abuse.

The Department has made ‘‘re-engineering’’ of HUD activities a major priority. Technology and informa-
tion systems are being used to automate operations and improve decision-making through more timely
and accurate information. Regional office structure is being eliminated and positions reallocated to criti-
cal program functions. Consolidated service centers for high volume processing activities that are ‘‘loca-
tion neutral’’ are being established for both program and administrative operations.

Next steps: The 1996 budget proposes program consolidation to address the resource drain resulting from
proliferation of small programs in recent years. The Department must continue to implement its
streamlining plan to ensure effective and efficient use of resources.

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Bureau of Land Management (BLM): Inad-
equate oil and gas production account-
ability to verify on-shore production and
usage.

$500M in revenues are received annually.
At risk: less than $1M due to improper
production verification (down from
$50–70M in 1992).

BLM has significantly improved production verification efforts through redesigning and implementing its
Inspection and Enforcement (I&E) strategy, with a focus on production accountability and environ-
mental protection. In the last two years, BLM (i) issued and continued to refine its I&E strategy; (ii) in-
creased the number of inspectors from 104 in 1990 to 155 in 1994; (iii) held I&E training courses for
managers; (iv) trained inspectors; (v) held a nationwide I&E workshop; (vi) conducted a management
control review on I&E federal lands; and (vii) fully implemented an I&E matrix including use of per-
formance measures to evaluate effectiveness of new I&E strategy. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK
LIST.

Next steps: The 1996 Budget will continue I&E activities. In 1996, at least one on-site inspection will be
scheduled for each high-priority, producing lease. The remaining producing leases will be inspected at
least once every three years.

D2

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA): Seriously
deficient financial systems.

The program level in BIA is over $2.4B an-
nually in budget authority. At risk: ac-
counts receivable of $20M; delinquent
loans of $18M; $25.5M in accounting er-
rors in irrigation and power accounts.

In August 1994, a DOI/OMB team performed an on-site review and determined that (i) appropriated fund
operations improved substantially over the past 12 months; (ii) professional managers were installed in
all branches and most units; (iii) payments and collections are being processed timely with low error
rates; and (iv) BIA accountants no longer need external assistance in most functional areas.

Next steps: In 1995, (i) performance indicators will be defined so central managers can assess monthly
performance; (ii) irrigation and power accounting design will be reviewed to determine its adequacy;
(iii) a loan subsystem and improved quality control over financial reporting will be instituted; (iv) the
first audit of BIA financial statements will be performed (for 1994 statement); and (v) staffing and
training to ensure successful transition from Financial Management Improvement Project team to an
independent BIA accounting operation will be provided.

1

BIA: Inability to account for and reconcile
Indian Trust funds.

There are $2.5B in tribal and individual
Indian Trust funds. At risk: $10M in po-
tential losses to tribes and individuals
due to mismanagement.

During 1994, BIA continued carrying out the reconciliation of Indian tribal trust funds for the period
1972–1992. Specifically, BIA: (i) executed an extensive financial and source document search; (ii) rec-
onciled 90 percent of the non-investment transactions and completed systems reconciliation of the
MoneyMax investment system to the U.S. Treasury transactions; (iii) undertook agreed-upon, special
reconciliation procedures for five tribes; (iv) began global ‘‘fill the gap’’ procedures but experienced
delays due to missing lease documents; (v) continued reconciliation of the finance system to the U.S.
Treasury; and (vi) proposed plans for addressing individual Indian money (IIM) accounts and consolida-
tion of Indian land interests.

Next steps: Reconciliation and certification work, as well as addressing IIM issues and consolidation of In-
dian land interests, will continue into 1996. During 1995, BIA plans to complete work on (i) reconcili-
ation of non-investment and investment transactions for the period 1972–1992; (ii) special procedures
review for five tribes; (iii) global ‘‘fill the gap’’ procedures; (iv) reconciliation of finance system to the
U.S. Treasury; (v) financial statements and an analytical review; and (vi) certification of reconciliation
work.

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Departmental: Justice lacks a reliable debt
collection information system to support
management of litigation and collection
activity.

Justice conducts litigation to collect delin-
quent Federal debts referred to it by
other Federal agencies. The Depart-
ment’s civil claims receivable inventory
is over $15B with over $14B from other
agencies. In 1994, the Department col-
lected over $1B. At risk: $15B in receiv-
ables.

Funding issues were resolved by passage of law allowing Justice to retain up to three percent of amounts
collected to pay the costs of processing and tracking civil debt litigation. The Department is addressing
this problem by developing a Nationwide Central Intake Facility (NCIF) as a single point of entry for
all debts coming to the Department, and an automated system to track the debts and judgements the
Department is responsible for collecting. The Department has operated successful pilot projects for both
central intake and an automated system. The central intake system has been implemented in all U.S.
Attorneys’ offices. In November 1993, the Department awarded a contract for the continued operation of
NCIF and development of an expanded departmental financial litigation and collection management in-
formation system. The contractor did not perform and a contract appeal has delayed the plan.

Next steps: By the end of 1995, (i) resolve the NCIF contractor performance issue and proceed to imple-
ment the NCIF and automated system; and (ii) activate interagency advisory group on the central in-
take facility reporting.

2

Departmental: Asset forfeiture information
systems are inadequate; current proce-
dures do not adequately record the value
of assets received; and cash should be
placed in Treasury deposit fund accounts
more expeditiously.

Seized asset inventory was $1.6B at the
end of 1994. At risk: $25–$30M in addi-
tional annual revenue reductions.

Good progress has been made in reforming this program. Investigative and prosecutive activity has been
reviewed and the Assets Forfeiture Fund and the Seized Asset Deposit Fund have been audited. INS
has completely reviewed and revised its financial transaction procedure and implemented new proce-
dures on check deposits. The central Departmental asset tracking system has completed system inte-
gration testing and been accepted by the users.

Next steps: Consolidated Asset Tracking System: (i) complete pilot implementation; (ii) implement the full
system by December 1995; and (iii) evaluate the system by June 1996. Other steps in 1995 include: (i)
reviewing equitable sharing authorizations; (ii) analyzing costs of asset management and disposal by
geographic area; (iii) constructing case models of inefficient seizures as guidance to minimize losses on
these cases; (iv) developing ‘‘best practices’’ models for management and disposition of various types of
property; and (v) at INS, conducting field inspections of asset policies and procedures, including check
deposits.

2
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292 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Executive Office of U.S. Trustees (EOUST):
Need to improve oversight of private
panel bankruptcy trustees to prevent in-
consistent and poor results, including
fraud, misappropriation, and breach of fi-
duciary standards.

While there is no risk to Federal funds,
private funds are subject to potential
loss.

The EOUST has improved procedures, increased oversight of private trustee cases and expenses, and ex-
panded the use of audits and audit resolution processes. They have also stressed the closure of old cases
and establishment of criminal enforcement priorities for violators.

Next steps: (i) Complete a study of alternative models of program delivery. (ii) Continue audits, trustee
evaluations, and onsite performance reviews. (iii) Provide training, procedures, handbooks to trustees
and analysts. (iv) Test vendor ADP system to be used by trustees to protect estate funds. (v) Establish
publications program to inform debtors and creditors about their rights in the bankruptcy program.

2

Bureau of Prisons (BOP): Overcrowding af-
fects safety and security of staff, in-
mates, and the community.

1995 budget provides $2.64B for BOP. At
risk: the safety and security of prison
staff, inmates and surrounding commu-
nities.

BOP has reduced overcrowding from 69 percent over rated capacity in 1990 to 33 percent as of September
30, 1994 and plans to decrease it to 27 percent by the end of 1995. If streamlining proposals are imple-
mented, BOP will reduce overcrowding to 15 percent in future years as an acceptable and manageable
level. Continued funding and monitoring are necessary to achieve this goal and ensure that the inmate
population does not increase faster than capacity due to increased criminal litigation and lengthening
sentences. Existing funds have to be spent to build and acquire new facilities and modernize existing
facilities. There have been delays due to community opposition and environmental impact studies.

Next steps: Obligate and complete projects committed from previous funds; increase 1995 capacity by over
6,900 beds; and continue to implement projects which would produce 107,429 beds by the end of 1999 in
accordance with capacity plans.

1

Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS): Management and financial system
weaknesses. INS lacks reliable informa-
tion in its financial reports, fails to com-
ply with administrative financial controls
and has significant weaknesses in con-
trols over payments and obligations. INS
also has weaknesses in automated infor-
mation system planning, management of
fee accounts, personnel security, manage-
ment of bonds, management of
inspectional overtime, and procurement.

Accounting system processes over $2.1B
annually. At risk: financial control and
reporting over dollar resources.

INS has made significant progress in resolving the management problems comprising this high risk area.
It has completed actions relating to training of immigration inspectors, automated accounting and ADP
planning, financial management training, and procurement training. In 1994, the new Commissioner
conducted an organizational review to streamline the staff and functions of the INS and improve its
management controls. Major elements of a reorganization have been implemented which will help focus
management authority and accountability on solving these issues.

To address financial system weaknesses, the Department will support INS in seeking its own core ac-
counting system. INS initiated a reimbursable agreement with Treasury for a review of system require-
ments. In addition, INS implemented a debt collection system in 1994, and has done considerable work
to resolve fee account management issues. INS has provided field support for bond management activi-
ties and prepared a contract to implement a Bond Management Information System. INS has com-
pleted all initial actions in planning the Automated Information System (AIS) and the plan is awaiting
approval by the Commissioner. INS has identified all corrective personnel security actions for the field;
reduced the backlog of investigations by 96 percent; conducted 2,300 reinvestigations annually; and im-
plemented a contract security program, which has completed investigations on over 4,000 contract em-
ployees. The INS has completed all corrective actions for the management of inspectional overtime and
the issue will be closed after the first cycle of overtime audits is completed. On procurement matters,
INS eliminated the backlog of field contract closeouts and developed standard data reporting proce-
dures.

Next steps: (i) Eliminate backlog of contract and small purchase closeouts in the central office. (ii) Imple-
ment the Bond Management Information System. (iii) Complete the first cycle of inspection overtime
audits. (iv) Establish procedures to expedite background investigations and pre-employment screening
requirements. (v) Complete automated accounting database to monitor airline remittances and collect
those delinquent, and assess lockbox use and establish procedures for assigning indirect costs in setting
fees. (vi) Issue the AIS plan. (vii) By the end of 1996, implement a new core financial system approved
by the Joint Financial Management Improvement Program.

2

U.S. Marshals Service (USMS): Inadequate
financial management system; material
non-conformances in fund control and
asset value reporting.

Accounting system processes over $1B an-
nually. At risk: potential for over-obliga-
tion of funds and mismanagement of
funds and assets.

USMS has decided to adopt the Financial Management Information System developed by the Department
of Justice as its financial system. Business practice reviews have been completed; management control
separation of duties policies have been instituted; and the Justice Department has analyzed the Serv-
ice’s field system requirements.

Next steps: By September 30, 1995, USMS will impose greater control on its acquisition process to im-
prove financial management and it will fully implement the new FMIS at headquarters and the field.
However, some planned actions on asset value reporting have been deferred temporarily. As a result of
the Treasury Forfeiture Fund Act of 1992 and accounting system differences between USMS and Treas-
ury, the decision on consolidating the management of the two agency’s programs has been deferred.

2
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29323. PROGRESS REPORT: CORRECTING HIGH RISK AREAS

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

USMS, INS and BOP: Shortage of deten-
tion facilities.

The 1995 appropriation provided $34M for
detention facilities. At risk: ability to
meet demands of increasing prisoner
population.

Currently, USMS is unable to locate enough space for detainees in or near all 280 Federal court cities
and often has to house detainees in outlying jails, incurring high overtime and transportation costs and
increasing risk to the public and deputy marshals. With an austere budget climate and a growing Fed-
eral detainee and prisoner population, the shortage of detention facilities is likely to remain severe.
USMS, INS, and BOP must work together to resolve this issue.

In 1994 USMS provided over 8,500 guaranteed bedspaces in 129 Federal court cities. Additional beds
were provided for INS and USMS in a 300-bed contract facility in Elizabeth, N.J. and a 1,000-bed con-
tract facility in Eloy, Arizona.

To address program management, USMS (i) improved regional coordination with BOP on detention is-
sues; (ii) assured that its new prisoner tracking system captures daily detainee totals for each city with
a Federal court and developed a method to improve its ability to estimate how many beds will be need-
ed; (iii) established an annual jail inspection program; and (iv) cooperated with the Parole Commission
in expediting the process of assigning prisoners to Federal facilities once they are sentenced.

Next steps: In 1995, USMS will continue to provide an estimated 9,700 bedspaces through the Cooperative
Agreement Program with States and localities, an increase of 1,200 bedspaces. BOP and INS will com-
plete construction and expansion of facilities for 355 beds during 1995; 500 beds in 1996–1997; and 550
beds in 1997–1998. USMS will also continue to refine its ability to identify locations and numbers of de-
tention spaces required and carry out its jail inspection program.

2

Departmental: Inadequate security over de-
partmental ADP sites and systems.

At risk: Sensitive litigation and law en-
forcement information.

The widespread use of computers at the Justice Department requires an aggressive security program to
assure the protection of information and the availability of computer processing capability. Personal
computers and networks increase the potential for unauthorized access. Taken as a whole, the Depart-
ment has made major strides in addressing these issues. In 1992, the Department established a Com-
puter and Telecommunications Security Staff to strengthen the Department’s program. Ongoing efforts
include: review and approval of component security plans, compliance and security reviews of compo-
nents’ operations; reinvestigation of employees; training; implementation of risk analyses; establish-
ment of risk management program covering security planning, risk analysis, contingency planning, cer-
tification and accreditation, and effective computer security management; and technical evaluation of
computer security products.

At the component level, considerable progress has been made in completing computer security plans; initi-
ating certification and accreditation of systems; and developing, updating, and deploying computer secu-
rity policy. The components have ongoing programs in computer security training, virus detection soft-
ware, demagnetizing hard drives and diskpacks, and risk analysis. During 1994, the Tax Division and
BOP completed all their specific short-term corrective actions. They will continue to participate in the
comprehensive computer security program of the Department.

Next steps: All components must complete scheduled risk analyses; contingency plans; training, certifi-
cation and accreditation of staff; and computer security plans. The target date for these steps has been
extended to 1997 to permit USMS to resolve all major findings in a recent negative audit.

2

INS and U.S. Customs Service: The dual
management structure providing land
border inspection and clearance must be
better coordinated.

Over $200M is spent annually by INS and
Customs on land border inspection. At
risk: ability of INS and Customs to fulfill
their missions efficiently and effectively.

A task group of representatives from the Justice and Treasury Departments and OMB has made rec-
ommendations for improving cooperation and joint management of land border inspections. These rec-
ommendations have been reviewed by the bureaus involved. In addition, INS and Customs developed
five initiatives (coordinating shift scheduling, coordinating special operations, cross training, developing
cross-designation performance standards, and developing port quality management committees) which
are being tested at six ports-of-entry: Calexico, CA, Brownsville, El Paso, and Eagle Pass, TX; Nogales,
AZ; and Port Huron, MI.

Next steps: Continue testing the initiatives and, if evaluation proves positive, commence expansion to all
ports-of entry starting June 1995, with completion targeted for September 1995.

2
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294 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

INS and Justice components: Asylum sys-
tem is unable to process asylum claims
in a timely manner.

1996 budget provides over $90M for Justice
asylum processing. At risk: fraudulent
claims, and work permits issued inappro-
priately.

INS had over 400,000 backlogged asylum applications at the end of 1994 and may receive another
120,000 during 1995. The Departments of Justice and State, INS, and Executive Office for Immigration
Review (EOIR) are now working cooperatively to improve the asylum process. The key elements of asy-
lum reform are: improving timeliness of adjudications; installing a unified processing system; decou-
pling the issuance of employment authorization cards from asylum determinations; cracking down on
asylum application mills and creating disincentives to frivolous filings; automated security checks for
all applicants; identifying applicants at ports-of entry; and implementing the ‘‘safe country of asylum/
transit’’ concept.

Resource enhancements will double the asylum corps from 150 to 334 officers and increase the number of
immigration judges by 80 percent in 1995. With passage of the Crime Bill, funding has also become
available for personnel increases and computer linkages to expedite administrative processes such as
interview scheduling and interoffice information flow. In addition, rules on asylum reform were pub-
lished in December 1994.

Next steps: The asylum system is expected to be fully reformed by the end of 1995. Major steps include: (i)
expanding automation linkage between EOIR and asylum offices and service centers; (ii) streamlining
the adjudication process; (iii) decoupling the work authorization and asylum processes; (iv) increasing
the speed of initial processing at service centers; (v) increasing asylum personnel to adjudicate cases;
(vi) developing plans for expeditious detention and deportation of those whose claims are denied; (vii)
restoring the ‘‘circuit riders’’ program; and (viii) improving the system for identifying asylum applicants.

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Employment and Training Administration
(ETA): Inconsistent monitoring and im-
plementation of JTPA grantee systems
and financial controls.

At risk: assurance that funds for JTPA
grantee operations are being spent ap-
propriately.

Final regulations implementing the Job Training Reform Amendments of 1992 were promulgated on Sep-
tember 2, 1994. The Act and regulations strengthen JTPA’s financial controls and monitoring by requir-
ing States to establish fiscal control and accounting procedures and on-site monitoring visits to assure
the proper use of Federal grant funds. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D1

Pension and Welfare Benefits Administra-
tion (PWBA): Oversight of pension plans
inadequate due to weaknesses in pension
plan audits.

PWBA oversees private pension plans with
assets of over $2.5 trillion. At risk: pro-
tection of assets, as well as the prompt,
reliable, and full delivery of pensions
(and other employee benefits) that are
regulated by the Federal government.

During 1994, PWBA: (i) issued 865 letters that rejected inadequate annual reports of pension plans; (ii)
assessed $37M in fines for inadequate audit reports; (iii) conducted 70 on-site reviews of both the
records of independent public accountants (IPAs) who audit benefit plans and of accountant reports;
and (iv) referred about 40 cases to licensing and professional authorities under suspicion of substandard
accounting work. For 1995, a staffing increase will augment field enforcement with additional inves-
tigators in order to control illegal promotion of health benefit plans, for example.

An Administration-supported bill was introduced in the 103rd Congress to: (i) repeal the limited-scope
audit exemption for certain pension plans; (ii) establish triennial peer reviews of IPAs who audit plans;
and (iii) require that IPAs who detect illegal acts in the course of auditing report them directly to the
Secretary of Labor. However, the delay caused by not introducing the bill until the last week of the ses-
sion prevented the Congress from acting on it. In addition, PWBA developed and began implementing
its part of a department-wide enforcement plan that would, among other things, increase the flexibility
of regional offices to serve the needs of their local customers. Enforcement was impeded by the cum-
bersome processing of pension reports under an interagency agreement.

Next steps: PWBA will continue implementing its enforcement plan, targeting the worst actors and worst
offenses (such as pension plans with repeated violations) and also emphasizing swift results. PWBA will
work toward modernized processing of the pension reports. In the 104th Congress, Labor will support
the prompt reintroduction—and passage—of the audit bill. On-site reviews of a probability sample of
audits will proceed, as will further meetings of employee benefit professionals with PWBA, the Internal
Revenue Service, and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

2
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29523. PROGRESS REPORT: CORRECTING HIGH RISK AREAS

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
(PBGC): Computer system and data
quality problems impair billing of insur-
ance premiums and accounting of pay-
ments by pension plans, as well as un-
dermine the reliability of other systems
and procedures. Inaccurate information
weakens calculation of PBGC’s actuarial
liability and slows proper delivery of pay-
ments to beneficiaries of the pension
plans that PBGC supervises.

At risk: full and timely collection of pre-
miums due from plans; full and timely
payments to beneficiaries; inaccurate dis-
closure of actuarial liability in the finan-
cial statements; and erroneous calcula-
tion of PBGC’s accounting deficit.

In its May 1994 audit of the improved records and procedures for 1992–93, the General Accounting Office
delivered its first unqualified opinion of PBGC’s accounting statements. Operations for insurance pre-
miums have also improved. PBGC is current in sending out premium billings, statements of account,
and past due notices. Based on the corrected and verified premium data, over $80M in overdue pre-
miums have been collected, and there are no material arrears. In October 1994, the new premium ac-
counting system began automated operation on schedule. The recently enacted Retirement Protection
Act provides PBGC with more timely data on underfunding of pension plans, which will improve both
operations and actuarial estimates.

Next steps: (i) Obtain a second unqualified opinion on financial statements from GAO. (ii) Successfully op-
erate the new premium accounting system through a peak period. When the preceeding steps are suc-
cessfully completed, OMB expects PBGC to be removed from the high risk list.

1

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Consular Affairs: Inadequate controls over
visa processing increase vulnerability to
illegal immigration and diminish the in-
tegrity of the U.S. visa.

1994 actual expenditure on Border Security
Initiative was $15.3M; the 1995 budget
is $51M. At risk: potential for visa fraud.

State continues to implement technology improvements to ensure the integrity of visa issuances. In 1994
State installed the Machine Readable Visa (MRV) system in Moscow and 44 other posts, bringing the
total to 97. This accounts for about 60 percent of all nonimmigrant visa issuances. State has also pro-
vided estimates of its revenue from new consular receipts for MRV issuance. Income from the MRV fees
is to be used to fund the border security initiative, including upgrading automated systems.

Next steps: State has provided a spending plan for 1994–97, which OMB will use to review the progress of
implementation and ensure that revenues are used to perform the system improvements for which they
were intended. These include installation of MRV and namecheck (CLASS) facilities, information tech-
nology and telecommunication system improvements. State plans to have MRV systems in all locations
by end of 1996.

1

Departmental: Accounting and financial
systems have many weaknesses and do
not meet standard requirements. A sub-
stantial amount of information essential
to financial statement production is un-
recorded, and a number of subsidiary ac-
counting systems are not interfaced with
the core system.

Total 1995 appropriations for the Depart-
ment are $5B. At risk: assurance that
these funds (and funds of other agencies
serviced overseas) are being accounted
for in an accurate, timely, and useful
fashion.

The Department has continued efforts toward development of an Integrated Financial Management Sys-
tem (IFMS). However, the Department has not yet (i) adequately articulated how IFMS will solve long-
standing internal control and financial system weaknesses; (ii) established detailed requirements for in-
dividual IFMS development projects to address high-risk areas; or (iii) identified how subsidiary sys-
tems will be integrated within IFMS. The Department’s information resources management leadership
has developed a modernization plan for information systems at overseas posts based on a specific archi-
tecture. The direction of financial systems development must be reconciled with this proposed architec-
ture prior to further IFMS development.

Next steps: (i) By March 1995, document the Department’s vision of the completed system and identify
how specific aspects of the system will resolve long-standing internal control and financial operations
weaknesses. (ii) Develop a detailed plan that addresses the integration of subsidiary systems within
IFMS. (iii) Reconcile IFMS architecture requirements with the Department’s modernization plan. If
necessary, revise Department-wide plan, identifying any additional costs and benefits resulting from
plan revision. (iv) Implement pilot test of IFMS cashiering system.

2

Departmental: Controls over worldwide dis-
bursing and cashiering are inadequate.

Over $5B disbursed annually by Depart-
ment disbursing officers (DOs) world-
wide. At risk: clearing account balances
unreconciled with Treasury.

The Department has reduced the number of overseas posts performing a disbursing function from 21 to 4.
Currently, the accounting records from five of the 17 recentralized disbursing centers have been com-
pletely reconciled with Treasury. The Department has developed a cashiering system which will en-
hance the cashiers’ ability to operate and maintain proper accountability. The Department anticipates
that the new cashiering system will be one module within the Integrated Financial Management Sys-
tem. Future progress on cashiering and disbursing improvements will be tracked as part of the account-
ing and financial system high risk area. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: (i) Continue progress on recentralization of disbursing, and complete reconciliation and closing
of recentralized disbursing center records. (ii) Implement new cashiering system. (iii) Implement new
disbursing system to improve control and reporting of foreign currency holdings, bank reconciliations
and electronic transfers and payments.

D2
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Departmental: State’s operations are ham-
pered by information management defi-
ciencies.

Total 1995 appropriations for the Depart-
ment are $5B. At risk: assurance that an
adequate information technology infra-
structure exists to support the Depart-
ment’s mission-critical operations and to
assure the security of sensitive informa-
tion.

Progress has been made over the past year on coordination within the Department on modernization
planning and prioritization of requirements. However, additional work is needed to ensure that the ar-
chitecture can accommodate operations of financial systems currently under development, particularly
at large posts. The Department has developed a prototype modernization architecture for use at over-
seas posts which will be piloted at two posts in early 1995. The architecture must be proven in a post
environment with a full range of software applications and implemented at additional posts before this
risk is mitigated. The Department has purchased additional mainframe hardware which could be used
to back up unclassified mainframe systems at other locations. In addition, the 1996 budget includes a
separate funding mechanism for information technology improvements within a Capital Investment
Fund. The Fund will provide for the procurement of information technology and related capital invest-
ments for the Department to ensure the efficient management, coordination, operation, and utilization
of such resources.

Next steps: (i) Implement new post architecture at two pilot posts, evaluate pilot installations and make
substantial progress toward implementation of the architecture at a minimum of six additional posts in
1995. (ii) Finalize overseas architecture requirements for financial systems and integrate changes into
the modernization plan. (iii) Provide an action plan to address mainframe security issues. (iv) Develop,
test and implement a contingency plan for the Department’s mainframe computer systems.

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Department: Financial systems are numer-
ous, fragmented and non-standard.

DOT financial systems process over $30B
in outlays annually. At risk: assurance
that funds are accounted for in an accu-
rate, timely, and useful manner.

The Departmental Accounting and Financial Information System (DAFIS), which is the core financial
management system of the Department of Transportation, has been implemented at all scheduled sites.
DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: DOT will: (i) implement the Integrated Personnel and Payroll System by September 1996; (ii)
implement DAFIS Phase II (ongoing improvements to system); (iii) implement the Transportation Auto-
mated Procurement System department-wide by September 1999; and (iv) develop future financial sys-
tems defined in strategic plan (no completion date yet set).

D2

Federal Transit Administration (FTA): In-
adequate grants management oversight.

$35B in active grants. At risk: $300M to
$500M.

In February 1994, FTA revised its Circular A–128 Single Audit Act compliance supplement to ensure that
audit objectives for each compliance area are clearly explained, and to coordinate Federal with state
and local monitoring activities. In October 1994, an Oversight Reviews Order was issued which formal-
izes program oversight in a comprehensive, standardized manner and includes a section on remedies
and sanctions to be used to bring grantees into compliance with Federal requirements.

Next steps: As part of the Administration’s proposal to ‘‘reinvent’’ the Department of Transportation, sig-
nificant changes in the way that the Department manages its grants will be contemplated. Specific next
steps will be determined by June 30, 1995, as the details of the reinvention proposal are developed. In
the interim, FTA will continue its current grant monitoring activities.

1

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA):
Major systems acquisition procedures are
inadequate.

FAA procurement plans are estimated at
$15B over next 15 years. At risk: in-
creased cost because of poor contract ad-
ministration.

All milestones have been completed. This year, in addition to completing a specifications development
manual, the requirements determination/mission analysis process, which is tied into the budget proc-
ess, has been finalized and the appropriate policy issued and implemented. The Advanced Automation
System (AAS) is now a separate high risk area. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D1

U.S. Coast Guard (USCG): Major systems
acquisition procedures are inadequate.

USCG procurement plans are estimated at
$1.5B over next 5 years. At risk: in-
creased costs because of poor contract ad-
ministration.

In 1994, the Coast Guard completed the last milestone for correcting this problem, which was to imple-
ment a mission analysis process which is tied into the budget process. This will allow the Coast Guard
to better develop major system acquisition projects that reduce asset redundancy, contribute to agency
streamlining, and meet multiple mission requirements. The corrective actions taken for this high risk
area will result in lower expenditures due to excessive contract pricing procedures and will allow the
USCG to better conform with federal contract and procurement regulations. DELETED FROM THE
HIGH RISK LIST.

D1

FAA: Inadequate management of spare
parts at field activities.

$131M in spare parts at field locations. At
risk: excessive inventory holding costs
and adequate inventory control.

All scheduled milestones have been completed. This year, recommendations from the study on manage-
ment and control of national air space (NAS) spare parts and the new on-line automated inventory sys-
tem were implemented. FAA now has effective centralized NAS spare parts management which will re-
sult in lower inventory costs, including funds needed to purchase items as well as holding costs. DE-
LETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D1
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

USCG: Inadequate logistical support for
spare parts at field activities.

$347M inventory on hand, of which $94M
is excess. At risk: excess inventory hold-
ing costs and adequate inventory control.

The new Aviation Maintenance Management Information System (AMMIS) has been installed at all 27
sites and is operating well. Final AMMIS validation testing was completed in November 1994. An Eco-
nomic Order Quantity and database review for abnormal demand problems and overstock determina-
tion has been written into AMMIS. Inventory has been stratified according to accepted inventory man-
agement principles and 95 percent has been intensively reviewed to determine if items are overstocked.
An inventory liquidation plan has been developed and executed to consume or dispose of old overstock.
Strict management controls are in place to prevent future problems. DELETED FROM THE HIGH
RISK LIST.

D2

Department: Inadequate Department Infor-
mation System Security (ISS).

Annual investment of nearly $3B for infor-
mation technology. At risk: technological
and managerial safeguards to adequately
protect information systems.

All milestones have been completed. Departmental policy statements, a DOT Information Systems Secu-
rity Plan, and procedural guidance for information protection, information accuracy and system reliabil-
ity have been developed and issued. Oversight reviews have been conducted at most DOT modes, in-
cluding FAA and the Coast Guard, to ensure compliance with the revised policy. Completion of these
milestones provides the basis for greatly improved ADP security in DOT. DELETED FROM THE HIGH
RISK LIST.

D1

FAA: Inadequate Advanced Automation
System (AAS) contract administration.

The AAS program suffers from cost over-
runs, schedule delays, and the potential
for conflict of interest in FAA’s monitor-
ing of the program. This is a $6.0B
project. At risk: $1.6B estimated to be at
risk due to unnecessary delays or exces-
sive costs.

The FAA is taking firm steps to bring this program under control in terms of cost, delays, and potential
conflicts of interest. The AAS program was restructured and program management was strengthened in
May 1994. The cancellation of two segments of AAS and modification of one segment were announced
in June 1994. A restructured AAS Program Master Plan was submitted to Congress in September 1994.
An AAS software audit was completed in October 1994. A new program reporting process was imple-
mented in November 1994. ADDED TO THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: By January 1995, complete required staffing analysis for government and support contractor
personnel needs. By March 1995, ensure accuracy of contractor’s cost estimating and reporting systems,
prepare risk assessment plan and implement new automated programs for tracking costs and sched-
ules. By May 1995, complete and publish project plans for en route, terminal, and tower programs. By
September 1996, complete cost-benefit analysis on all projects.

A

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Internal Revenue Service (IRS): Developing
a more comprehensive strategy for in-
creasing tax compliance and managing
accounts receivable would yield improved
tax revenue. Resolving this problem is a
long term challenge. [This item has been
expanded in scope from accounts receiv-
able to recognize that the entire universe
of tax non-compliance offers opportunity
for improvement.].

At risk: significant gap between taxes owed
and taxes voluntarily paid.

The Administration proposed and Congress funded a large scale compliance initiative for 1995, an invest-
ment of $405M and 5,000 FTE. Treasury estimates it will generate $9.2B in revenue over 1995–99. The
initiative is targeted toward key compliance problems: under-reported income, accounts receivable, and
international issues. An IRS/Treasury/OMB task force was formed to estimate revenue from Tax Sys-
tems Modernization (TSM) technology. IRS has established a goal of 90 percent compliance by 2000 in
its GPRA proposal.

IRS announced plans to initiate an ‘‘early intervention’’ system for improving collection of accounts receiv-
able. In addition, during 1994 IRS continued to make progress in accounts receivable by (i) estimating
valid and collectible accounts based on a statistical sample; (ii) reviewing the accuracy of large-dollar li-
abilities; (iii) determining the reasons for errors, abated assessments, and misapplied payments; and
(iv) continuing to increase the use of installment agreements and offers-in-compromise. During 1994,
collections increased from $22.8B to $23.4B. Delinquent accounts increased from $63.5B to $66.8B.

Next steps: IRS has allocated the 5,000 FTE for the 1995 compliance initiative and must continue to im-
plement the initiative by hiring this staff. Treasury must also identify TSM revenue benefits and steps
necessary to achieve them. IRS, in conjunction with Treasury, needs to develop a detailed plan for
achieving its goal of a 90 percent compliance rate.

2

Customs Service: Inadequate accounting
systems cause problems in accounting for
revenue on imports, data integrity, and
cost accounting.

$21B collected annually. At risk: control of
revenues, including tracking of net re-
ceivables of $933M as of September
1994.

Customs is continuing its efforts to improve financial accountability for receivables but met with some dif-
ficulties in 1994. Implementation of the Fines, Penalties, and Forfeitures module of the Automated
Commercial System (ACS) was unsuccessful in 1994, leading to significant slippage in project mile-
stones. The Customs Automated Revenue Accounting Project (CARA) has been incorporated into the ef-
forts of the Customs Revenue Process Improvement Team, which is proceeding with the conceptual and
design work for revenue related automation projects. Problems with accounting for receivables will not
be fully resolved before 1998, when Customs plans to have implemented a subsidiary ledger for receiv-
ables and an integrated financial system. Customs appointed a new CFO late in 1994 to ensure focused
management attention on financial management issues, including better management of corrective ac-
tions to resolve this issue.

Next steps: During 1995, Customs will (i) continue its revenue accounting redesign efforts; (ii) evaluate
the effectiveness of the trade enforcement strategy for identifying/ resolving uncollected revenue; (iii)
complete design and programming for a prototype automated system to process Fines, Forfeitures &
Penalties cases and track seized assets; and (iv) develop an integrated systems strategy for future core
accounting system enhancements and the redesign/replacement of ACS.

2
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DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Departmental: Financial management sys-
tem coordination needs improvement.

Treasury is investing $124M in financial
systems development in 1995. At risk:
systems development by bureaus may
not support Departmental financial man-
agement initiatives and system integra-
tion goals.

Treasury has developed a Department-wide financial management systems plan that calls for the devel-
opment of a single, integrated financial management system. This would be achieved by reducing core
administrative systems, standardizing revenue systems, standardizing subsystem applications, and de-
veloping a departmental data base with electronic links established between departmental and bureau
financial systems. A Departmental Financial Management Systems Advisory Committee continues to
work with the CFO to coordinate systems planning and implementation. Treasury has (i) reduced the
number of core financial systems; (ii) encouraged standardization through use of off-the-shelf core fi-
nancial systems approved by GSA; (iii) developed strategies to standardize subsystems Department-
wide (including travel, procurement, revenue, and budget); and (iv) required bureaus to implement De-
partment-wide strategies. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: As a result of a review conducted during 1994, the OIG reports that additional efforts are
needed to resolve specific material weaknesses. Treasury will continue to report to the OIG and OMB
on progress in this area.

D2

Customs: Operations and Maintenance
(O&M) Account, Air and Marine Interdic-
tion Programs lack adequate internal
controls for determining obligated/unobli-
gated balances.

Interdiction Operations and Maintenance
Accounts in 1994 total $117M. At risk:
$35M in unobligated balances.

Customs has historically experienced difficulties determining the correct amounts of obligated and unobli-
gated balances in the O&M Account. Customs and Departmental task forces have identified changes in
policy and procedures. The OIG contracted for an external review, which reported in June 1994 that
corrective actions had been implemented for 16 of 41 task force recommendations. Of the 41 rec-
ommendations, Customs confirms that as of September 30, 1994, steps have been taken to fully imple-
ment 38, including charging expenses to the correct fund and implementing procedures to ensure that
obligations are recorded properly. OMB, Treasury, and the OIG believe that, based on external review
and Customs’ confirmation of completed actions, steps have been taken to resolve this issue. DELETED
FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: Treasury will continue to report to OMB on progress in meeting the audit recommendations.

D2

Customs and DOJ’s Immigration and Nat-
uralization Service (INS): The dual man-
agement structure providing land border
inspections and clearance is inadequate.

SEE AREA UNDER ‘‘DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.’’ —

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Veterans Health Administration (VHA):
Medical supply inventory controls inad-
equate. Medical centers and nursing
homes dispense large quantities of drugs.
Scattered local systems provide poor con-
trols.

Drugs and medical supply inventories in
VA hospitals replenished at rate of
$450M a year. At risk: $10M in potential
loss of drugs in inventory due to waste,
theft or loss.

VA decision to convert to a unit dose (rather than ward stock system) is now the standard for pharma-
ceutical technology being implemented in all segments of hospital and pharmacy practices in the VA
system. In addition, VHA has adopted a policy of maintaining a perpetual inventory on all controlled
substances, including the lower scheduled controlled substances.

Next steps: (i) Conduct post-implementation evaluation in 1995 to verify effectiveness and completeness of
conversion of facilities dispensing inpatient medications. (ii) Through an October 1995 policy manual
change, require perpetual inventory records to be manually maintained for all controlled substances for
inpatients.

1

Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA):
Financial information for credit pro-
grams is inadequate.

VA housing credit program averages be-
tween 250,000 and 300,000 guaranteed
loans annually. Direct loans total about
20–25,000 loans. Credit subsidy in 1996
will be about $528M. At risk: question-
able integrity of VA’s financial databases
may provide inaccurate annual budget
formulation subsidy estimates; lack of co-
hort data may hamper timely budget de-
cision-making.

VA has not effectively integrated VBA and departmental systems and procedures to support credit reform
initiatives affecting loan programs. Many operations still rely on labor-intensive, non-integrated mod-
ules, which forces reliance on manual preparation of data for financial reports. This results in untimely
submissions to Treasury and OMB and increases the risk of errors. Interim steps will be taken to pro-
vide hard copy reports with cohort year data and reconstruct end of fiscal year data balances for each
financing account. These reports will be further refined to meet OMB and Treasury requirements until
new automated systems are available.

Next steps: Actions are planned to automate cohort year accounting in the loan guaranty systems by pass-
ing data through the department’s general ledger system, thus enabling financing accounts to receive
general ledger transaction data. Resources for systems improvements have been provided in the 1996
budget.

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Agency: Delay in development and imple-
mentation of integrated financial man-
agement system, and resulting limita-
tions on accounting for receivables.

Accounts receivable, as of September 1994,
were $542M. At risk: assurance that
these funds are accounted for in an accu-
rate and timely fashion.

EPA has implemented a new release of the Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) software in
order to eliminate problems with system documentation and usability. The Agency also eliminated the
ADCR (funds control) legacy system. However, enhancements are still needed to produce aging reports
on both principal and the compounding of interest for Superfund receivables, and to properly treat in-
stallment payments mandated by consent decree but due in the future.

Next steps: During 1995, EPA will (i) continue to improve integration of IFMS with ‘‘mixed’’ program/fi-
nancial information systems; (ii) eliminate remaining legacy systems; (iii) implement IFMS aging re-
ports; and (iv) install Superfund compound interest and installment receivable functions.

1

Superfund: Program lacks adequate con-
trols to ensure timely cleanup of Na-
tional Priorities List (NPL) sites and con-
sistent management of the Alternative
Remedial Contracting Strategy (ARCS)
contracts.

1995 appropriations include $1.4B for
Superfund. At risk: timely cleanup of
NPL sites, and assurance that contract
funds are being managed efficiently and
effectively.

Timely cleanup of NPL sites has been impeded by structural problems with the Superfund program that
the Administration has proposed to correct through reauthorization legislation. This legislative proposal
builds upon program management improvements initiated by EPA to improve timeliness, and put in
place over the past three years. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Regarding ARCS contract issues, EPA has completed a national self-assessment of ARCS contract man-
agement, concluding that substantial progress has been achieved in correcting specific weaknesses.
However, until these changes to the ARCS program can be evaluated for their effectiveness, ARCS con-
tract issues will be tracked under the Contract Management high risk area.

D3

Agency: Persistent, widespread problems in
contract management.

1995 appropriations include $1.3B for con-
tracting. At risk: environmental program
effectiveness and efficient use of financial
and human resources.

EPA has made steady progress in improving contract management; however, further improvements are
needed. EPA is implementing a comprehensive plan, developed in 1992 by the Resource Management
Committee, to address agency-wide contract management problems. As of September 30, 1994, 77 per-
cent of the Committee’s recommendations have been implemented. In 1994, the Agency (i) initiated ac-
quisition management work force planning; (ii) developed procurement training for Senior Resource Of-
ficials; (iii) prepared guidance for and issued Independent Government Cost Estimates; (iv) required all
major contracts to have contract management plans; (v) clarified roles and responsibilities of contract
management staff; (vi) trained contract management staff on use of procurement sanctions including
suspension and debarment; (vii) required contractors to certify the allowability of all indirect costs; (viii)
emphasized procurement responsibilities in job announcements and performance agreements; and (ix)
developed a resource management curriculum.

For 1995, the agency received 900 additional FTE to undertake activities previously performed by con-
tractors that are more appropriately performed by Federal employees. EPA expects to complete hiring
in 1995, and estimates $11M in savings in 1996.

Next steps: During 1995, EPA will (i) implement the Integrated Contract Management System; (ii) train
all SES-level managers per resource management curriculum developed in 1994; (iii) participate in gov-
ernment-wide contract initiatives designed to improve contract effectiveness and efficiency, such as use
of electronic commerce, incorporation of past performance into contract award decisions, alternative dis-
pute resolution, and improving communication between contractors and the government; and (iv) imple-
ment new provisions of the Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act.

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

NASA: Financial accounting systems are
outdated, labor intensive and not inte-
grated agency-wide as required by OMB
Circular A–127. Funds control over con-
tractors is weak.

NASA systems process $15B annually. At
risk: assurance that these funds are
being properly accounted for in an accu-
rate and timely fashion.

NASA is implementing a new agency-wide accounting system called the NASA Accounting and Financial
Information System (NAFIS). The project was started in December 1988 and is planned for completion
in July 1997 at an estimated total cost of $104M. NASA envisions the new system correcting many of
the deficiencies of the current decentralized, non-integrated systems and providing more reliable and
up-to-date information. NASA has completed system design work and coding, testing, and debugging
the system.

Next steps: During 1995, NASA plans to complete Alpha and Beta site tests. Implementation at the NASA
field centers will begin at the Marshall Space Flight Center in December 1995 and conclude at the
Stennis Space Center in July 1997. NASA has been asked to determine if the milestones in this project
can be achieved earlier and to specify how the agency plans to incorporate new requirements, including
new government accounting standards and electronic commerce. NASA will report quarterly to OMB on
its progress.

2
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

NASA: Contract and subcontract adminis-
tration and oversight inadequate.

NASA obligates 89 percent of its annual
budget ($13.5B in 1993) through the pro-
curement process. At risk: $200–500M,
representing potential overpayments to
contractors through erroneous or fraudu-
lent billings.

NASA needed to establish an organizational structure and an agency-wide policy for improving its ability
to provide oversight of its procurement process and contracts. All items in the corrective action plan
have been completed including: (i) establishing a headquarters Contract Management Division in the
Office of Procurement, and the Program Management Council, chaired by the Deputy Administrator, to
provide integration of contract management; (ii) establishing centralized policy direction; (iii) improving
utilization of Department of Defense contract administration resources; (iv) effective training of contract
specialists and program management personnel; and (v) increasing the resources applied to contract
management improvement through additional personnel, and more accountability of program manage-
ment personnel for contract management issues. NASA is now using these tools to address contract
management issues. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: The agency will report specific, critical contract management problems as material weak-
nesses. NASA intends to focus on those items that it has identified, as well as those brought to its at-
tention by OMB, GAO, the Congress and others who are concerned about how NASA manages its con-
tracts and maintains accountability for the large volume of money involved in contracts. The agency
plans to make periodic progress reports (through FMFIA), and special reports (as requested) on its
progress.

D2

NASA: Environmental restoration, compli-
ance, and pollution prevention need pri-
ority attention.

Since 1988, over $136M has been obligated
for environmental compliance. At risk:
health and safety of NASA employees
and the public.

NASA has placed discipline into the management of this program by establishing an agency-wide strategy
and plan to address environmental projects in a uniform manner. NASA has completed the major steps
set forth in this high risk area and a corrective action plan is now in place, including identification of
hazardous waste sites, establishing a NASA Environmental Management Council, and completing envi-
ronmental self-assessments. The environmental program will remain an area of significant concern by
NASA and OMB due to the necessity to provide adequate budget resources in the future for environ-
mental projects in prevention, compliance, restoration, and conservation. DELETED FROM THE HIGH
RISK LIST.

D2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Financial management systems and oper-
ations are inadequate.

Total program managed by AID is $5.5B
annually. At risk: assurance that these
funds are being accounted for in an accu-
rate, timely, and useful fashion.

AID has initiated a major financial system redesign effort that uses Information Engineering methodol-
ogy to put into place a modern, fully compliant core financial system that integrates completely with
the agency’s budget formulation and procurement systems. The new system is called the USAID World-
wide Accounting and Control System (AWACS). The redesign has four distinct phases: (1) preparation
of the Strategic Information System Plan, which provides a high level view of the entire financial man-
agement system; (2) Business Area Analysis, which identifies the logical business requirements of a
particular functional area; (3) Business System Design, which transforms the business requirements
into a systems design; and (4) Technical Design and Construction, which converts the designs into oper-
ational applications.

Of the seven business areas in AWACS: the General Ledger has been completed; funds distribution and
budget execution are in phases (2) and (3); accounts payable is in phases (3) and (4); accounts receiv-
able and loan servicing are in phase (4); and cost accumulation is being planned.

Next steps: The schedule for completing each phase of design for the seven areas leads to worldwide im-
plementation of AWACS by October 1995. AID will subject its new system to an independent verifica-
tion by Treasury’s Financial Management Service to ensure that it is in full compliance with all U.S.
regulations and standards.

1

Audit coverage of contractors and grantees
is inadequate.

AID has not obtained adequate audit cov-
erage of overseas projects amounting to
hundreds of millions of dollars. At risk:
potential misuse of funds by contractors
and grantees.

To strengthen audit coverage of contractors and grantees, AID has nearly completed a series of rec-
ommended actions in the Joint AID/OMB SWAT Team report of 1992. To date, AID has: (i) strength-
ened guidance on auditing host-country contracts with revisions to handbooks; (ii) had its Office of In-
spector General complete nine audits worldwide to evaluate AID’s Audit Management Resolution Pro-
gram (AMRP); and (iii) completed a comprehensive inventory of all its contractors and grantees requir-
ing periodic financial audits, developing an automated system to catalog and track the accomplishment
of required audits. The OIG has issued a generally favorable final ‘‘capping’’ report of the AMRP. DE-
LETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

D2
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AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT—Continued

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

AID cannot provide assurance that its pro-
grams are being properly monitored, and
that it is meeting appropriate standards
for accountability.

Total program managed by AID is approxi-
mately $5.5B. At risk: assurance that
these funds are being spent efficiently
and effectively.

AID has initiated a series of measures in the past year that are designed to give the agency strategic di-
rection, focus the agency’s operations on achieving results, aggressively manage its portfolio of existing
projects, and re-engineer the way it designs and implements programs. This is a long-term,
multifaceted effort that involves: (i) the development of strategic objectives and implementation plans
(largely accomplished); (ii) the development of a comprehensive Program Performance Information for
Strategic Management System (PRISM) (being implemented by AID’s overseas missions, and will have
aspects integrated into AID’s integrated financial management system); (iii) a reorganization of Wash-
ington headquarters operations (accomplished); (iv) a re-engineering of how the agency programs its re-
sources through strategic objectives, activities and projects, including an organization analysis of over-
seas mission structure (being prepared); (v) the implementation of a semi-annual, agency-wide, and
comprehensive portfolio review program; (vi) development of agency-wide performance plan as a pilot
agency under the Government Performance and Results Act (first plan due spring 1995); (vii) the close-
out of 21 missions overseas (five have been closed out this year); and (viii) streamlining agency guide-
lines.

Next steps: (i) Complete development of the PRISM system in overseas missions in 1995 and extend it to
Washington operating offices. (ii) Complete re-engineering and overseas mission analysis. (iii) Make the
Portfolio Review process an open, aggressive management tool. (iv) Develop Performance Budgets that
effectively inform the agency’s resource and policy decisions and explain them to a wider audience of
decision-makers and the public. (v) Evaluate the impact of reengineering and reform.

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Inadequate financial systems, management
information planning, operational sup-
port and property controls.

FCA processed over $146M in collections
for itself and the Farm Credit System In-
surance Corporation during 1993. At
risk: although the system has some func-
tioning controls, (for example, over dis-
bursement), it lacks other controls which
would detect improper expenditures.

FCA implemented an approved commercial off-the-shelf financial system in 1994 and linked the software
to an appropriate client server mechanism. Some operational problems continued due to shortcomings
in the software, and in communications between certain operational divisions affecting the changes, as
well as deficiencies in internal accounting practices and operational guidance. FCA activated a
reengineering task force to evaluate the internal business process. Division and task force personnel
performed detailed account reconciliations which served to highlight software problems. These problems
have been referred to the system’s vendor for software modification and to OMB for contractor over-
sight. Also, a conformance review by an independent accounting firm is nearly complete. It will docu-
ment specific software and procedural deficiencies, recommend corrective actions, and is expected to
confirm the findings and recommendations of division and task force personnel.

While the software problems need resolution by the vendor, the system is basically functional, and FCA is
actively involved in management and improvement of the system. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK
LIST. FCA will continue to track this issue as a material weakness.

D2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Financial systems are not integrated. They
are a collection of independently de-
signed systems held together through a
series of manual and automated inter-
faces.

At risk: assurance that FEMA’s investment
in financial systems results in an inte-
grated system that meets all core re-
quirements, and provides accurate and
useful financial information.

After false starts in the past in implementing a new financial management system, the agency made the
design and implementation of an integrated accounting and financial management system its top finan-
cial management priority. In 1994, FEMA issued a Request for Information and a Letter of Interest, re-
ceived and screened proposals, completed a technical evaluation of proposals and cost analyses, and
signed a contract in September. The appropriate software was identified and selected in only six
months because of the top agency attention given to the system acquisition. DELETED FROM THE
HIGH RISK LIST. Associated financial system non-conformances will be monitored as appropriate
through the agency’s FMFIA process.

Next steps: FEMA plans to have the core financial management system installed and operational by Sep-
tember 30, 1995.

D2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.
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302 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Information Resources Management Service
(IRMS): Oversight of GSA major infor-
mation systems. This encompasses poli-
cies and processes established by GSA’s
IRM oversight organization to enforce
good systems life cycle management
practices.

GSA budget for major systems develop-
ment efforts is approximately $99M. At
risk: substantial investments in systems
which may not perform as intended.

GSA has revamped its oversight process for developing major information systems. It now incorporates
the corrective actions planned for improving life cycle management of major systems development
projects: top management involvement, experienced project managers, modularly designed and imple-
mented systems, usage of common information standards, and common-use technology for GSA organi-
zations.

GSA has implemented a set of controls over the planning, development and operation of automated infor-
mation systems. Although the controls appear to be appropriate and effective, this area is of continuing
concern because not all of the controls have been adequately tested through the development of a major
information system. As a result, there is a direct relationship between this high risk area and two ma-
terial weaknesses (‘‘Financial Management Reporting’’ and ‘‘Inadequate Timely Access to Public Build-
ing Service Business and Program Related Information’’).

Next steps: The elimination of the high risk area will be partly contingent upon the successful develop-
ment and implementation of major information systems in two areas: initial implementation of the Fi-
nancial Management System is currently targeted for 1995; implementation of a corporate data base for
the Public Building Service information system is scheduled for 1996.

1

Federal Supply Service (FSS) and IRMS:
Multiple Award Schedule (MAS) suscep-
tible to unnecessarily high prices, failure
of customer agencies to comply with pre-
scribed ordering practices, and inad-
equate central management by GSA.

MAS program valued at $5B annually. At
risk: MAS prices higher than appro-
priate.

Under the MAS program, GSA provides Federal agencies with a simplified process for obtaining equip-
ment, supplies and services at prices associated with volume buying. Ambiguities in the original con-
tracting policy may have contributed to the failure of offerors to accurately disclose pricing information
and the negotiation of unnecessarily high prices. In 1994, GSA continued to test MAS contracting pro-
cedures which reduce vendor data collection requirements and encourage ongoing competition among
schedule vendors through the use of an electronic bulletin board. GSA is revising MAS ordering proce-
dures to eliminate the mandatory nature of FSS contracts, provide more competition among vendors
and reduce administrative costs for the ordering agencies.

Next steps: (i) Conduct additional tests of revised MAS contracting procedures. (ii) Consider impact of im-
plementation of Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994 on MAS. (iii) Evaluate MAS program in
light of results of these milestones during 1995.

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Federal Employees Health Benefits Pro-
gram (FEHBP): Inadequate internal con-
trol standards and oversight of insurance
carrier operations.

FEHBP expenses totalled $14.5B in 1994.
At risk: waste, fraud and abuse in carrier
operations and claims submitted that go
undetected because of weak oversight.

Contract administration corrective actions continue. Minimum contractor performance standards on fi-
nancial and claims processing controls were phased in with the 1993 contracts and fully implemented
in the 1994 contracts. All unresolved audit findings now less than six months old. Program for premium
reconciliation between agencies and carriers now covers 65 percent of FEHB enrollments. OIG 1995
audit agenda gives priority attention and resource commitments to carrier audits.

Next steps: In 1995, OPM will: (i) implement a more efficient and effective OIG organization to oversee
benefit payments; (ii) update quality assurance standards to meet or exceed those of recognized exter-
nal entities; (iii) work with OMB and carriers to implement Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) by 1996,
and make reporting consistent with CAS and FEHB program needs; (iv) expand premium reconciliation
effort to include additional carriers and agencies; and (v) continue to devise means to allocate addi-
tional staff resources to carrier audits.

1

OPM Revolving Fund (RF): Financial via-
bility of the revolving fund has been
weakened due to the rapidly increasing
deficit in the Investigations and Training
Programs portion of the revolving fund.

RF obligations totalled $198M in 1994.
Fund’s cumulative retained earnings
changed from a $.8M deficit in Septem-
ber 1991 to a cumulative $48.8M deficit
in September 1994. At risk: fiscal stabil-
ity of fund and threat to continued use
by OPM.

OPM took a number of actions in 1994 to address this issue. (i) New leadership placed in Investigations
and Human Resource Development programs; approved business plans in place; Investigations field op-
erations report directly to Headquarters. (ii) Three Reductions-in-force (RIFs) conducted in 1994, result-
ing in 428 separations. (iii) Department of Defense (DOD) Testing program corrective actions taken;
1994 deficit for this program at $.09M. DOD now covering full costs of testing under new pricing policy.
(iv) Investigations attracted new business, cut expenses, now generating a small surplus. (v) New pric-
ing policy for training delivery in place, assuring consistency and full cost recovery for nationwide pro-
gram offerings. (vi) OPM Business Council established to add rigor and discipline to RF business proc-
esses. (vii) RF Committee established which reports to OPM Business Council. (viii) Comptroller func-
tion established in Investigations Program.

Next steps: In 1995, the OPM Business Council will rigorously examine all aspects of OPM programs and
business operations. In addition, OPM will work aggressively with agencies to help them develop better
forecasts of investigations needs; and will continue to review pricing strategies for interagency training
delivery to assure full cost recovery.

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.
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30323. PROGRESS REPORT: CORRECTING HIGH RISK AREAS

PEACE CORPS

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Peace Corps lacks an effective internal con-
trols program at overseas posts, espe-
cially for property management.

1995 budget for overseas operations is
$152M. At risk: PC’s ability to ensure
adequate protection of these expendi-
tures and government property against
fraud, waste, and abuse.

PC had previously (i) implemented a program to review internal controls at overseas posts and ensure
that problems are corrected, and (ii) improved management of overseas imprest funds. In 1994 PC
made considerable progress in addressing the last item included in this high risk area by developing a
property inventory management system, entering more than 90 percent of PC’s worldwide property in-
ventory into the database, and issuing final policies and procedures manuals for system users.

Next steps: (i) Complete training for users by January 1995. (ii) Complete worldwide inventory and de-
velop specialized reports by March 1995.

1

PC: Headquarters financial management
system is antiquated.

Accounting system expected to process
$231M in appropriations in 1995. At risk:
PC’s ability to account for its funds in an
accurate and timely fashion.

In 1994 PC completed its second year of operations with a new headquarters financial management sys-
tem (PCFMS). PC is successfully using the new system for year-end and reconciliation reports. PC’s Of-
fice of the Inspector General (OIG) conducted a generally favorable audit of PCFMS and issued a final
report with recommendations in September 1994.

Next steps: (i) Develop automated means to eliminate data entry duplication by January 1995 (and ongo-
ing efforts thereafter). (ii) Develop an interface between PCFMS and overseas data sources by March
1995. (ii) Implement recommendations from the OIG audit by April 1995.

1

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Inadequate management controls and in-
ability to certify the adequacy of controls
for the Board’s biggest benefit programs.

Approximately $8B in benefits, over
800,000 beneficiaries in 1995. At risk:
8,085 backlogged claims cases, down
from 79,066 in 1991; 643 tax record cor-
rections, down from 53,456; unrecovered
debt owed RRB.

In 1990 OMB led a management review of RRB resulting in 42 findings and 104 recommendations. RRB
and OMB negotiated a $13.9M 5-year ‘‘contract’’ (1992–1996) to correct past problems. The plan linked
specific reductions in backlogs and other problems with specific resource commitments. Through Sep-
tember 1994, RRB was ahead of schedule for reducing backlogs in all eight identified claims processing
categories, and had completely eliminated backlogs in six categories. Record correction and tax state-
ment backlogs have been reduced from 53,456 to 643 cases. Wage match agreements are now in place
for all 50 states, D.C. and Puerto Rico. Matches resulted in referral of $1,815,084 (1048 cases) in poten-
tial recoveries to the Office of Inspector General in 1994.

Next steps: (i) Continue OMB and RRB implementation of the 5-year contract and funding commitments
in 1996. (ii) Improve internal tracking and control.

1

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Management of computer systems develop-
ment projects needs improvement.

SEC computer systems development
projects total $21.3M in the 1995 budget.
At risk: assurance that this expenditure
results in systems that produce accurate,
timely, and useful information.

The SEC has undertaken initiatives to strengthen the management of computer systems development
projects. During 1994, the SEC (i) developed and submitted to OMB in May an Information Resources
Management (IRM) Implementation plan for fiscal years 1994 through 1998 which provided an accu-
rate depiction of, and strategy for improving, the Commission’s system development projects; (ii) im-
proved overall systems management and planning through the development and partial implementa-
tion of this plan; (iii) continued to identify information resource requirements and priorities through di-
rect interaction with the user community; and (iv) began using sophisticated application development
techniques.

Next steps: (i) Deploy and review various computer system pilot projects. (ii) Continue to annually update
the IRM 5-Year Strategic plan. (iii) Perform six month IRM reviews. (iv) Continue end-user interaction,
needs identification, and prioritization. (v) Develop and implement a cost effective disaster contingency
plan.

1

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.
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304 ANALYTICAL PERSPECTIVES

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Small Business Investment Company
(SBIC): management/liquidation activi-
ties inadequately supervised.

1995 appropriation supports nearly $366M
in SBIC guarantees; outstanding pre-
ferred stock and guaranteed debentures
total $1.5B.

Since 1992, the SBIC program has been significantly revised through legislation, new oversight and re-
view procedures, and a reorganization of the program office structure and management. The revised
program will allow SBICs to better match their assets and liabilities. The revised program includes bet-
ter screening of the management capabilities and qualifications of SBIC participants, more restrictive
capital requirements to receive an SBIC license, and tighter leverage and operating regulations. Addi-
tional changes allow SBA to begin the liquidation and recovery process sooner, thereby minimizing
losses. The new oversight process includes expanded SBIC examination procedures which will increase
the frequency of exams, and electronic reporting by SBICs which will speed the examination process.
The program office has been restructured and strengthened, including the addition of a new SBIC pro-
gram manager who came on board in January 1994. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: During 1995, SBA will undertake a validation of the corrective actions.

D2

Small Business Development Centers
(SBDCs) lack control over program in-
come.

Total 1995 appropriation is $77M for
SBDCs. At risk: assurance that appro-
priated monies are protected from fraud,
waste and misuse by grantees.

Restrictive language in its Congressional appropriations had prohibited SBA from publishing regulations
and operating procedures for the SBDC program from 1988 through 1992. The Small Business Guaran-
teed Credit Enhancement Act of 1993 lifted the prohibition against regulation publication. SBA pub-
lished proposed SBDC regulations on October 28, 1994. In addition, the Small Business Administration
Reauthorization and Amendments Act of 1994 required SBA to establish a biennial programmatic and
financial examination process for SBDCs. SBA was also authorized to work with the SBDC industry to
develop parameters for a certification program. These changes will further enhance SBA’s capacity for
oversight of the SBDC program. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: SBA plans to have final regulations published in the Federal Register by the end of March
1995. Validation is planned for 1995 to see if the published regulations corrected the material weak-
ness.

D1

Surety Bond Guaranty Program (SBGP)
has weaknesses in its system of manage-
ment control.

1995 guarantee level is $1.55B for SBGP;
outstanding share of bonds issued totals
$896M. At risk: $24.4M in potential
claims.

Although some have been slowed, significant corrective actions have been completed to strengthen man-
agement controls. On-site reviews of regional offices and participating sureties are behind schedule but
being performed. Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) revision written and awaiting Office of General
Counsel finalization, with publication targeted for the third quarter 1995. A new claims tracking (inter-
nal control) system is operational, reducing the average claim reimbursement time from over 90 days to
30 days. A new PC-based (WAN) computer system is being designed and will be used as a prototype for
the agency. The new system will incorporate the existing claims and recovery tracking systems and is
scheduled to be fully implemented by October 1, 1995. Because the new system is the prototype for the
agency, its design is taking longer than anticipated as coordination with other areas is ensured to meet
all long-term needs and requirements. DELETED FROM THE HIGH RISK LIST.

Next steps: SBA to (i) complete design of WAN, parallel run the new system during the summer of 1995,
and fully implement in 1996; (ii) continue on-site reviews; and (iii) publish SOP and related regulations.

D2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.

U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY

High Risk Area Progress to Date and Next Steps Assess-
ment 1

Financial management systems and oper-
ations are inadequate.

The USIA domestic core accounting system
processes approximately $1B of the
$1.4B appropriations; the rest is proc-
essed through the Department of State’s
overseas accounting system. At risk: as-
surance that funds are being accounted
for in an accurate and timely fashion.

In 1994, USIA (i) implemented an off-the-shelf PC-based property management system and began imple-
mentation of the new procurement system in small purchasing satellite offices; (ii) developed a plan and
task breakdown for Benefit-Cost analysis; (iii) issued a letter of interest (LOI) to vendors offering com-
mercial off-the-shelf core accounting systems and reviewed LOI responses for consideration in their
Benefit-Cost Analysis; (iv) completed technical architecture and technical capacity requirements; and
(v) completed the Benefit-Cost Analysis.

Next steps: Upon selection of the future core FMS, USIA will proceed with (i) identifying future funding
requirements based on FMS selection (2/95); (ii) implementing the new FMS and training users (1995/
96); (iii) beginning implementation of a new personnel or personnel/payroll system (1995); and (iv) fully
integrating the property management and procurement systems with the new FMS (1997).

2

1 Assessment Codes: 1—Significant progress. 2—Active efforts underway to improve progress. 3—Reservations about adequacy of progress and/or plan; A—Added
to the High Risk List. D1—Deleted: has been corrected. D2—Deleted: no longer sufficiently serious to warrant ‘‘high risk’’ designation and receiving appropriate at-
tention at the agency. D3—Deleted: does not belong on a list of agency operational problems because resolution depends on policy or legislative action.
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